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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis we examine the nature of gravity as a spontaneously 
broken gauge theory and some of the implications this has on the con-
struction of supergravity theories. 
We begin by setting up gravity as a classical gauge theory in an 
approach which fully exploits the known geometrical requirements and 
physical constraints on such a theory. We draw heavily on work by 
previous authors yet present a view, which clarifies the situation in 
many respects. 
The second chapter is a review which outlines the deficiency of 
Einstein's theory of gravitation as a basis for a quantum theory, 
then introduces (and reviews) supersymmetry as a promising step towards 
a finite theory of gravitation. 
The (minimal) supe.rsymmetric extension of the theory of Chapter I 
is examined in the third chapter where we consider the same class of 
invariants as many previous workers. However by careful consideration 
of the group contraction procedure in the. theory we obtain cosmological 
and gravitino mass terms which may, with suitably chosen numerical co-
efficients, preserve local supersyrmrtetry and which vanish after group 
contraction. We also find that models based upon. constrained, auxiliary 
Higgs fields are apparently so restricted that they can have no group 
contraction limit if they are to contain kinetic terms for the gravitino. 
In the final chapter we construct actions for matter multiplets 
coupled to supergravity, employing the formalism set up in Chapter III. 
We argue that only the adjoint multiplet may reduce to a flat space-time 
supersyunnetry multiplet and show that it, in fact, coincides with the 
massless vector multiplet discussed in Chapter II. The coupling of the 
adjoint multiplet to the gauge fields is examined in detail and compared 
with previous approaches. We find a.iarge number of unwanted terms and 
point Out that in the absence of spinor fields the theory reduces to a 
non-minimal coupling of gravity to electromagnetism. The problems with 
obtaining a group contraction limit to the theory are demonstrated and 
we close the chapter with a general discussion on non-linear actions 
for matter coupled to supergravity. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The idea that local phase or gauge invariance may determine the 
form of physical interactions is an appea ling one since it provides 
a comparatively systematic approach to this problem. Yang-Mills 
gauge-theories 
(79 
 have now attained a status where they have become 
the basis of the theory of elementary particles, providing the most 
promising theories to date of the strong and electro-weak interactions. 
The invariance of these theories is one under a group of transformations 
in quantum mechanical phase space which are in no way connected with 
space-time transformations. A geometrical picture of Yang-Mills gauge 
theories exists in an extended fibre bundle space, where space-time is 
identified as a cross-section in the bundle, obtained by factoring out 
the local symmetry group. The geometry of a Yang-Mills bundle, deter-
mined by the gauge potentials, does not however reflect on the geometry 
of space-time itself. 
Einstein's theory of gravitation, on the other hand, is a geometrical 
theory of space-time, where the 'phase transformations' now correspond 
to physical rotations of vectors. Space-time is a manifold with an 
affine connection which defines the notion of parallel vectors, in-
finitesimally separated. A description of affine geometries on a 
manifold is possible with a special class of fibre bundles, known as 
fibre bundles with a Cartan connection since, for such bundles, the 
parallel transport process in the bundle may define parallelism in 
the cross-section. It is therefore essential that a gauge theory of 
gravity should have the structure corresponding to a bundle with a 
Cartan connection. 
An important physical constraint which must be imposed on any 
gauge theory of gravity is to introduce the required metric structure 
of space-time. The principle of local gauge invariance can only serve 
to introduce connections and will not reflect, in any way, the metric 
structure of space-time. In fact, the physics of curved space-time is 
only understood if it has a metric structure which is locally Minkowski 
everywhere and covariantly constant with respect to the connection. 
These conditions introduce non-dynamical constraints into any theory 
of gravitation which will relate the metric to the connection and re-
quire of any field theory that the connection components are non-
propagating, auxiliary fields determined by the metric tensor components 
and any matter fields present. 
In the first chapter we develop the above points in a steady, 
coherent manner to identify the local symmetries of gravity. One clear 
point to emerge is the existence of a local Lorentz invariance with 
corresponding gauge potentials which define the parallel transport of 
spinors and vectors on space-time. These gauge potentials, or spin 
connection components, are not independent fields however, rather they 
are determined by the vierbein and matter fields in the theory. The 
vierbein fields themselves may be regarded as gauge potentials corres-
ponding to the broken generators in a spontaneously broken gauge theory 
of the anti de Sitter group
(63)
We describe a field theoretical model 
of this broken gauge theory in Appendix D and examine the geometrical 
structure of the theory in the main text. A comprehensive appendix 
supplements the first chapter and provides an adequate background for 
the geometrical arguments presented therein. 
Chapter Two serves to motivate our interest in a supersymmetric 
extension of the gauge theory of gravity presented in the first chapter 
and to give some background in supersy1etry and supergravity theory 
in preparation for the later chapters. 
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In the second half of this thesis we examine various aspects of 
the spontaneously broken gauge theory of the group OSp(1,4), which 
contains the anti de Sitter gauge theory of gravity as a sub-theory. 
Here we simply state that an essential problem with this theory is 
that the algebraic structure will not allow local supersymmetry to 
remain unbroken (which is required for a supergravity theory) whilst 
breaking the de Sitter translational symmetry (which is required for 
the identification of the corresponding gauge potentials with the 
vierbein fields). In the gauge theory which we examine the super-
gauge generators are 'broken' along with the translations and as a 
consequence, supersymmetry is realized only through complicated non-




GRAVITATION AS A GAUGE THEORY 
1) 	Einstein's Theory of Gravitation 
When the theory of "Special Relativity' was proposed by Einstein 
in 1905 
(22)  it was evident to followers of the theory that Newtonian 
gravitation with its instantaneous action at a distance would have 
to be modified. The most important clue for this modification was the 
known equivalence of the gravitational and inertial mass of any object. 
In Newtonian physics this equivalence causes no problems with the 
definition of inertial frames since they may be established at points 
sufficiently far away from gravitational sources. With special 
relativity, however, the condition 'sufficiently far away' (spatially) 
is meaningless since it isn't Lorentz covariant. Einstein realized 
that the problem must be localized, for a well known example, to the 
inside of a lift and in such a situation a local free falling, or 
inertial, frame always exists. The gravitational field thus manifests 
itself as the inability to set up an extended inertial frame, which 
on reflection implies that in the presence of a gravitational field 
space-time is no longer flat. 
General Relativity (23) is a geometrical theory of gravitation 
in which the gravitational field is determined by the 10 component, 
symmetric tensor g(x), the metric tensor of space-time, 
dT2 	= 	911V  dxi' dx 
where x11 (p = 0,1,2,3) are the coordinates of a point x in 
space time - 
dT is the physical interval between the two points (events) 
separated by the coordinate interval dxv. 
-5- 




= diag (1, -1, -1, -4) E 	 (Minkowski metric) 
The g jjV (x) play the same role in Einstein's theory as the single 
scalar potential, 4(r) does in Newton's theory: 
In Newtonian theory the force F on a particle of mass m in a 
gravitational field c(r) is, 
F = -mV(r). 
Hence the equations of motion of the particle are, 
d 2r 
- + V(r) = 0 
dt2  
In Einstein's theory the equations of motion of a particle in a 
'gravitational field' gfr (x) are the geodesic equations 
	
2 1-' 	 dxV dxk d x 
+ { 11 










are the Christoffel symbols containing first derivatives in the g 
and play an analogous role in the equations of motion to the V (r) 
in Newtonian theory. 
The solutions x 11 (T) to these geodesic equations, give the 
particle's space-time coordinates 	x 1 at 'proper time' 	T 
(measured by a clock co-moving with the particle). The Christoffel 
symbols also arise as the components of a symmetric affine connection 
on the space-time manifold 
(3). 
 They determine the change in the com-
ponents of a covariant or contravariant vector under parallel displace-
ment from a point x to an infinitesimally close point x + 
SA 	= - {" I AX 	and 	5A 	= 	} A 
VK 	 V \)K 	11  
The condition that this parallel transport process is integrable 
(path independent) is that a given vector A 11  at some point on the 
manifold will generate, through this parallel transport process, a 
field of parallel vectors A(x) which by definition will obey the 
partial differential equation, 
A = _{hl} A'. 
K 	 VK 
This equation immediately yields the identity, (by differentiating and 
usingA K 
= K a ), 
3 
{ U }3  {1}+{a rP 	= 	 (3) 
A VK 	K vA 	VK cx - VA 	K - 
The object on the left hand side is the Riemann curvature tensor, 
R11. which must vanish if a field of parallel vectors is to have 
\)XK 
any meaning. Spaces for which R ]IV= 0 are called flat spaces 
XK 




Physically Rx(x) emerges in the equations of geodesic 
deviation. Consider two particles, free-falling along geodesics 
P1(T) and P2(.t) separated by a small four vector 	Cr). 
FIGURE 1 












= 	 \?K 	di 
so that De is the physical (covariant) rate of change of 
along geodesic P1(t) (with coordinates x(r)). We then calculate the 
second derivative and find that, 
D2 ' (t) = 	- R' 	(x) 
K 	dx 	dxX 	O(2) 
d-r2 	 \)KA 	
(r)---- T - (t) + 
	
T d  
It is the inhomogeneity of the gravitational field, giving rise to 
relative accelerations, which physically distinguishes it from inertial 
fields. We have just seen that it is the Riemann curvature tensor 
R' 	which determines relative accelerations so that we identify \)KX 
gravitation as the curvature of space-time. The Christoffel symbols 
don't distinguish gravitational (geometrical) from inertial (coordinate) 





ax' ax ax 	, 	. + ax'1 	32  X 	 (4) 
VK 	 a 	ax, K 
twa) 
x 
A  ax , ax, ,K .  
and so we may always transform to a coordinate system xT' - x' 	in 
which the Christoffel symbols vanish at any given point. This is a 
statement of the equivalence principle that 'locally' gravitational 
effects may be removed by a choice of reference frame. Just what is 
meant by locally depends on the accuracy of measurements which an 
observer may carry out. In principle, the effects of curvature will 
distinguish gravitational from inertial effects even over infinitesimal 





= 0 	then there is no gravitational field. Lorentz 
coordinate frames may be set, up in space-time in which 
= diag(l, -1, -1, -1) and so the 	= 0. 	In more general 
UV VK 
coordinate systems the {U}  won't vanish but are interpreted as 
VK 
purely inertial fields. 
If 	
VKA 	
0 	then space-time is curved and global Lorentz 
frames cannot be established. Frames in which the 0'1 vanish 
VK 
always exist but in the presence of a gravitational field (R 
11 VKX 
they are localized to points in space-time. 
It is interesting to compare these features with their analogues in 
Yang-Mills theories (79)  





1 	(Yang-Mills field strength tensor) 
A 1 	(Yang-Mills gauge potentials). 
VK 
'1' is a Lie algebra index indicating that the fields F 	and A 
ii 
are the components of the Lie algebra valued fields, 
F 	 F 1X. 	and 	A = A 1X. 
1\) 1 1 
The X form a basis for the Lie algebra and satisfy the commutation 
relations, 
[x x] =f k Xk 13 
The fields A transform under a local gauge transformation, 
g(x) E gauge group, according to 
9  
A(x) 	>.A'(x). 	gA.g. .-.g 	g 	. 	 (5) 
The field strengths are obtained from the potentials though the relation 
F 	= 	A - A - [AAJ 	 (6) 
1I 	\) 	V1 
so that the F 	transform homogeneously, 
g (x) 
F 	-- 9 	9 1 . 	 (7) 11V 
A similar summary of features to that carried out for the gravitational 
field now reads: 
a) 	If F 1 = 0 	then there exists a class 'of gauges in which 
A, = 0 everywhere. In a more general gauge A = g 	g 1, yet 
9  produce no physical effects (see the Aharonov-Bohm experiment). 
b) 	If F11 	0 then the A  cannot be removed everywhere by a 
choice of gauge, only at chosen points. 
An important distinction between gravitation and standard Yang-Mills 
theories is that whilst the A 1(x) are not directly observable, 
their counterparts, the 	certainly are. They determine the 
inertial or gravitational forces acting on objects which aren't in 
free-fall and hence are responsible for objects acquiring a weight 
on planetary surfaces, cars skidding on corners, seasickness, etc. 
The 'true' unobservable gravitational potentials are the g(x) 
metric tensor components which certainly don't play an analogous 
role to the A 1(x). This fact is at the heart of the problem of 
expressing metric theories of gravitation as gauge theories. 
Another important distinction is the form of the actions for 
gravitation and for Yang-Mills theories. 
The field equations for gravitation in matter-free space are, 





= 	 K X K A 
vp vX 	 A 	A v 	 - ]IV KA 
(.8b) 
is the symmetric Ricci tensor. These ten independent second order 
non-linear differential equations may be solved (in principle), up 
to constants of integration, for the ten potentials, g. 	The action 
which yields these field equations is, 
= 	
f 
d4X r-g R 
	
C9) 




 with respect to the independent fields, g 	gives (see 
Appendix C), 




In matter-free space the field equations imply that R = 0 and hence 
reduce to R 	0, as required. 
Notice that the Einstein action, 'E 
 is linear in the curvature 
components (field strengths) 	11 	The standard Yang-Mills action, 
on the other hand, is quadratic in the field strengths, 
C 






(The group indices, i are contracted using the Cartan-Killing 
metric (41) 
	on the group manifold, 
G.. = Tr(ad(X.)ad(X.)) = •k 
k 
ii 
where ad(X)  is the adjoint matrix representation with elements, 
= 
1 3 	f. 1 
3 k) 
In order to establish the gauge theoretical structure of gravitation, 
it is important to examine the coupling of gravity to matter fields. 
We henceforth abandon the picture of small test particles in otherwise 
matter-free space and with modern quantum field theory in mind, consider 
matter as Bose and Fermi fields in space-time. 
l2- 
2) 	Coupling of Matter to Gravity 
Bose particles are associated with scalar, vector and in prin-
ciple, tensor fields, although there are good theoretical and ex-
perimental reasons for believing that the only tensor particle in 
nature is the spin 2 graviton
(73) It is not difficult to see how 
these fields may couple to gravity. Consider an action Im for 




This is the standard form of field theory action on flat space-time 
expressed in terms of the convenient Lorentz coordinates. The same 




B 	) 	V 
11 
, 	the covariant (physical) derivative, 
for example, 	V AX = B AX + 	} AV 
and 
d4x 	/ d'x, 	where /T  is a Jacobian factor 
( - see Appendix C). 




dx 	L(gp 	V) 
A very simple example is provided by the flat space-time Lagrangian 
for the free massless scalar field written in Lorentz coordinates as 
-13- 
and in curvilinear coordinates this becomes, 
Zm 	= g 
~Iv 
a 	 . 
M 
Written in general curvilinear coordinates, an action 'm is also 
a suitable invariant action on a curved space-time. 	Hence the pre- 
scription for writing a flat space action in terms of curvilinear 
coordinates also couples in gravitation (since the g 	and 
{1} 
VK 
don't distinguish gravitational from inertial effects). Of course, 
once we have a gravitational field then the Einstein action must be 
added to I 	so that g(x) become dynamical fields. The complete 





dx 	/m(p 	, 
Here we have introduced the gravitational coupling constant K. 
We shall work in units where c = n = 1 so that length = (mass) 1 
and the requirement that I is dimensionless, jJ = 0, leads 
to the requirement that 	= (mass)4 and that [j = (mass)4. 
However 	= (mass)2, since it is second order in derivatives, 
hence, [K21 = (mass) 2, i.e. K = (mass) 1. 	(The fact that 
the gravitational coupling constant is not dimensionless is significant 
in the quantum problem, see section 11.1). 
The field equations for gravity in the presence of Bosonic matter 
are therefore 
= 
sI 	1 C - 	vj( 	 m gR - R) + 	 0  
or, 
14- 
R --g R = K2  	 (11) 
iv 	2  
61
where 	T 	 is the symmetric stress-energy tensor (74)  
Yg sg1N 
of the matter fields, (see also section 4). 
Fermionic matter is described by spinors or spinor valued fields 
which, by definition, form representations of the group SL(2,c). It 
is through the group homomorphism, SL(2,c) 	SO(1,3) that spinors 
also provide representations of the Lorentz group, SO(1,3). (See 
Appendix A for details of the spinor representations of the Lorentz 
group). The fundamental two component Weyl spinor representation 
and its conjugate describe spin particles. Dirac spinors are four 
component spinors which are the direct sum of the two fundamental 
representations and physically describe massive, charged, spin 
particles. Massless spin 	particles are described by either of the 
two fundamental representations which then correspond to the two 
helicities. Finally, neutral spin 12  particles are described by 
self conjugate Dirac spinors, known as Majorana spinors. From the 
fundamental representations, all the finite dimensional representa-
tions of the Lorentz group may be constructed as the tensor (direct) 
product of n copies of the fundamental ones. The spin 0, 1, 2, 
scalar, vector and tensor representations are constructed from an 
even number direct product and the spin .  - 
, , ... spinor repre-
sentations from an odd number direct product. 
There is an important difference, from our point of view, between 
the even (Bose) and odd (Fermi) representations of S0(1,3): 
As we generalize the Lorentz group, S0(1,3) to the general 
linear group, GL(4, R) then the vector and tensor representations 
15- 
become representations of GL(4, R) but the spin --. ., 
representations cannot be generalized because they relate 
to the group SO(1,3) only through the homomorphism 
SL(2,c) 22 SO(1,3). 
The prescription which we outlined for coupling Bose matter fields 
to gravity was based on the fact that vectors and tensors are not 
restricted to Lorentz coordinate systems but may be written in any 
curvilinear coordinates. In the presence of a gravitational field 
we cannot set up Lorentz coordinate frames on space-time and so it 
appears, cannot define the spinor fields describing Fermions. We 
must remember, however, that spinors and spinor fields are local 
objects in space-time and recall the equivalence principle which 
requires the existence of local Lorentz (inertial) frames at each 
point in space-time. The mathematical notion behind the physics 
of the equivalence principle was established by Cartan 6 in a 
series of papers in the 1920's. In this work Cartan developed what 
is now termed 'modern differential geometry' which has several 
features of importance to our discussion: 
(a) 	Vectors on a manifold, M, act at a point as directional 
derivative operators thus giving the rate of change of 
functions on M in a specified direction. The aggregate 
of all such operators at any point forms a vector space, 
tangent to M at the point where these vectors operate. 
(The point itself is identified as the zero vector). In 
the case of the space-time manifold these tangent spaces 
have a Minkowski metric and are thus isomorphic to flat 
Minkowski space-time. It therefore follows that spinors 
may be defined at each point in space-time as representations 
-16- 
of the Lorentz group acting in the tangent space. Hence they 
have the same relationship to the tangent space vectors as flat 
space-time spinors have to Lorentz vectors. 
It is important to recognize that the component formulation of 
general coordinate covariant A 
11 
 and contravariant All  vectors 
is contained within the operator definition. The advantage of 
the notion of a tangent space is that it allows for more general, 
non-coordinate based vectors and in particular, spinors which 
cannot be coordinate based except on flat space-time. 
Of great importance to the identification of the gauge theoretical 
structure of gravity is Cartan's definition of a connection on 
a manifold, based on the action at each point, of a Lie sym-
metry group G. This Cartan connection, r is defined in a 
certain class of manifolds, now known as 'fibre bundles with a 
Cartan connection'. More general fibre bundles over space-time 
are known to be the manifolds upon which Yang-Mills gauge theories 
have a geometrical interpretationa96l.  Fibre bundles with .a 
Cartan connection are the type which define a connection (a 
parallel transport process) on the base (.space-time) manifold. 
Hence we anticipate that a gauge theory of gravity will be in-
complete unless it is one with a Cartan connection. 
An appendix dealing with fibre bundles and modern differential 
geometry has been added to the end of this chapter and willhenceforth 
be referred to simply as 'the appendix'. We now go on to examine the 
impact that Cartan's 'new geometry' has on Einstein's physical theory 
of gravitation. 
-17- 
3) 	Einstein-Cartan Gravity - The Inclusion of Spin 
The new feature in the Cartan geometry is a more general con-
nection, with coordinate based components F 
VK  
which replaces the 
Christoffel connection { } . 	Now, F 	is not a tensor but trans- 
forms just like 	}, according to (.4). It therefore follows that VK 
its antisymmetric part, 
S 
K 	r K - r K - 	K = 
L'J 
(12) 
is a tensor and is known as the torsion tensor field. 
An important physical constraint on the differential geometry 
of space-time is the metric condition (3) that the metric tensor is 
covariantly constant, 
	
A 	 A 
Vg = g -r g - F g = 0 	 (13) 
K1V 	K]JV K11 Xv 	I<\) 1-iA 
(so that parallel displacement commutes with the raising and lowering 
of indices). This equation maybe solved for the r 	to obtain, 
K 	1 	K r K 	 . 	 (.14a) 
IN uv 2 i-iv 
where, 
= 	S 	K _S K +SK 	= 	_KK. 	 (I 4b) 
i-iV 	 IN V1-1 
The Riemann curvature tensor is defined by the same integrability 
condition on F 
K 
 as that previously on 	
K 	and therefore takes 
IN 	 IN 
the form, 
= 	r 1-'-3F 1-t +F F 1-'-F a 1-! 	 (15) 
\)KX 	K Xv 	A Ky 	Xv 	a 	KV 	Aa 
-18- 
-The Ricci tensor, R = R 	is no longer symmetric, R 0 R 
]IV 	11V 	 pv 	Vjj 
since r K is not symmetric. However, the curvature scalar, 
R= gR 	only depends on the symmetric part of R 	and the 
gravitational field equations, in the absence of matter 





There are still only ten field equations which may be solved for the 
and hence the f K\) 	but Einstein gravity has no information 
about torsion in matter-free space. In a space-time with torsion 
the g 	are no longer the only independent fields, to these must 




Approaching gravity theory simply from the point of view of the 
Einstein action, we can treat all the r K as well as the g 
'1V 







= {}, in the' absence of matter- (see also 
11V jjV 
Appendix C) so that there is no torsion and the 
F JIV 
' are deter- 
mined from the 
VV 	
It was Cartan himself who first suggested 
that torsion might be generated by the intrinsic angular momentum 
of matter and only exist inside matter distributions. Later on, 
Weyl 78 showed that when gravity was coupled to a Dirac electron 
field then the affine connection components were no longer symmetric. 
Finally Kibble 47 and(independently) Sciama 67 showed that the non-
symmetric part of the connection (i.e. the torsion) was generated by 
the local intrinsic spin angular momentum tensor of the matter fields. 
The gravitational field equations now become, 
19- 
R -'g R 	K2  	 (16a) jv 	2  
S 
K = 	(P7 K + 	g 
K7 X - 	KM X 
itv 2 i X 2 TAX 	
(16b)  
where 7Y/ VV K is the spin angular momentum density (see next section) 
and 	R 
11v 
 and T 1tv are non-symmetric in general. 
In establishing and understanding these field equations we must 
be able to write down spinor Lagrangians in curved space-time. The 
employment of the equivalence principle to do this leads automatically 
to the consideration of local Lorentz frames and hence, local Lorentz 
invariance (5) ,(40), (43),(47), (67) ,(7l) 
4) 	A Lorentz Gauge Theory 
First we consider an action, 1m 
 for spinorial matter fields, p 
on flat Minkowski space-time, 
I = fdx4(, m	 a 
Here 3. 	---- and 	a are Lorentz coordinates on space time, 
(we shall henceforth use the Latin indices a, b, c, d ... for Lorentz 
coordinates and the Greek indices 11, v, K, X .... for general curvi- 
linear coordinates). The requirement that I 	is a Lorentz invariant 
reads 
	
I 	dx'L' - I dkx ,< 	= 	a, M J  
under the infinitesimal transformations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz 
group (Poincar group), 
a 	a b a 
5X U)bX + 
and 
i ab 
E 	p' (x') - (x) 	= 	2 - w 	Mab iI.(x), 
-20- 
where Mab = 	
1a are the generators of S0(1,3). 
We see that, quite generally, 
r4 __ 	 ra 	 - 
= J 
dx 	- ap)J o P + dS LX tm + aip 	- 
where 6p 	p'(x) - 	x) = 4 - SX). 
The volume term in SI is the variation of the action which vanishes 
identically on-shell. The surface term may be rewritten, 
ds r(a / - 
	'm 	b c 	b) 	m i ab 
a L b m





and we separate the coefficients of the parameters w ab  and 
b 
 to 
obtain the conservation laws: 
b 
For 	, 	 ds Tab = 
	
ab 
ds T a 
ti 	 t 
2 
where 
abI 	m 	 (17) T  m a 
and t1, t2 refer to different spacelike hypersurfaces, extending 
to spatial infinity. 
For Wob 	
J I a 	 f 
abc 	 a abc 
Ids J 	as j 
ti 	 t2  
where 
abc = 	ab c 	ac b J 	(T x - T x ) + 	i M 	. 	 (18) 93 a 
The tensor Tab  given by (17) is the canonical energy-momentum-stress 
tensor, satisfying the local conservation law, 
-21- 
a Ta = 0 
The tensor J 
abc  is the spin-angular momentum density, satisfying the 
local conservation law, 
abc = Tcb - Tbc +a  ma-bc = 




m Mbp) 	 (19) 
is the intrinsic spin density. Clearly the conservation law for 
angular momentum may be written, 
a am abc = T LCJ 
So far we have considered 'm' expressed in terms of Lorentz coor- 
dinates 	a 	On a flat Minkowski space-time these coordinates 	
a 
label each point and specify a global inertial reference frame. More 
general curvilinear coordinates x1l only serve to label points 
(events) in space-time and contain no information about the physical 
inertial frames. Hence if we are to consider a Lorentz invariant 
theory in general covariant form we must describe the physics in 
terms of: 
General curvilinear coordinates x to label each point, 
P on space-time. 
Local Lorentz frames defined at each point P, labelled by 
x'(P), and required to define spinor fields at P. These 
Lorentz frames may be parametrized by coordinates x a but 
it must be understood that these coordinates label points in 
a tangent space which coincides with the space-time manifold 
only if it is flat. Generally the only point of coincidence 
-22- 
is 	P where x a = o and x ' = X(P). 
The problem of understanding what is meant by the covariant form of 
where p is a spinor field is best tackled by first establishing 
the relationship between 
3a 
 and 3 
11 
at any given point and then 
clarifying the definition of the physical, or covariant derivative 
V 	of a spinor field. 
In fact the relationship between 3a 
 and 3 	is easily under- 
stood using the modern differential geometric definition of vectors. 
As we have already stated, a vector V at a point P on a manifold 
may be viewed as a directional derivative operator acting at .P and 
of the 	 tanqen* 
is an element)vector spaceAto the manifold at P. A natural basis in 
which to express any vector in this space is the coordinate basis, 
e 	= 	and clearly we may write V = V'e = V3 
axp 
This coordinate basis transforms to any other, more general basis, 
e 	(i,j,k, ... will label any general basis henceforth) under the 
action of the general linear group, GL(4, R). We write this trans-
formation as, 
e. 1 = (G) 1  Y e 11 
where G is a 4 x 4 matrix in the fundamental-representation of GL(4, ). 
Now consider in particular the transformation from a coordinate 
basis e 	to a local Lorentz basis e a 
 in which, by definition each 
of the e, e1, e2, e3 acts along the relevant axis of a local Lorentz 
frame at P. This transformation is 
e = (G)e 
a 	 a p 
and has the inverse 
e = (Gl)a e  
a 
The Riemann metric tensor g is a bilinear form (see the appendix) with 
-23- 
components g 	or g ab =Tlab defined by 
e ) 	= 
V 
or 
- 	g(e, eb) 	=gab= 	T1 ab= 
	diag(+l, 	, -1 9 -1). 
Hence, 
ab 	
= 	g(e, eb) 	= 	g(G 	e, GbV e) 
	
= 	G 	Gb'  g(e, e ) a 
11 
V 
i.e. 	 Ga 11 .GbV g 	= 	áb 	 (20a) 
Similarly, 	
(G 	(G 
-1 a -1 b 	
= g 	 (20b) ) v ab 
Either of these equations impose 10 constraints on the 16 (G) 
leaving only 6 degrees of freedom, representing the freedom to pick. 
any local Lorentz frame at the point P. In other words, for any 
given coordinate system, x1 , the G 	are determined up to the 
6 parameter Lorentz group, SO(1,3) cZ GL(4, R) under which, n ab 
is by definition invariant. 
Our discussion so far refers to the basis of a vector space 
tangent to a given point in space-time. A vector field V(x) is 
a choice of vector, V at each point x(P) in space-time. In 
terms of a coordinate basis, V(x) = V(x)3 
11 
where 	V'(x) are 
a set of four functions and the four 	form a basis at each point 
in space-time. From the coordinate basis we may transform to a 
local Lorentz basis ea(x)  using local valued elements (G(x)) 
of GL(+, R), 
e (x) 	= 	(G(x)) a a p 
24- 
The sixteen functions G(x)' are called the vierbein fields or 
tetrads. They establish an inertial frame at each point in space-
time. We shall use the notation, 
h'  (x) 	(G (x)) 
and that 
ha(X) 
Equations (20) may now be written, 
h(x) h' (x) g (x) b 	 ab 	 (21a) 
and 
h a(X)  h b(X) 	
ab 	= 	g- (x) 	
. 	 (21b) 
P 
The vierbein fields are, for a given coordinate system 	determined 
b = 	b 
by equations (21) up to elements (G(X))a A(X)a 	of the Lorentz 
group 	ab is the 4 x 4 fundamental matrix representation of S0(1,3)) 
under which they transform as 
h7a(X) 	= 	A(x)ab h 
11 
 b (x) 
	
(22a) 
Under general coordinate transformations, x - x31 	= 	x ll(xV) 
so that 3 
11 	P 	p 
- 3 ' = G v3 
V 	
and hence by the chain rule 
G 
= axv we see that by the group multiplication of GL(4, ) 
the h 
a  transforms as 
p 
h ,a (X) 	= 	
h a() 	 (22b) 
p 	 3x' 11 	
V 
We can now summarize by stating that the Lorentz derivatives, 3a  form 
a basis at each point on the space-time manifold, curved or flat, and 
are related to the coordinate basis by, 
3 =h' (x) 3 a 	a 	p 
-25- 
The covariant derivative of vectors and spinors on space-time may be 
described in terms of local Lorentz rotations under parallel trans-
port if we refer these objects to the local Lorentz bases. Since 
these local Lorentz transformations act only in the tangent space 
they are not space-time transformations and we may employ the 
standard Yang-Mills gauge theory of SO(1,3) in order to define our 
covariant derivatives. A Dirac spinor field 	x) will transform 
under local Lorentz transformations according to, 
I ab 
x) -k p'(x) = exp(- 
s(.w)(x') 	 (23) 
where - 2 aab = - 	&a' b form the 4 x 4 Dirac matrix re- 
presentation of the generators, Mab 	of SO(1,3). 	The Lorentz 
covariant derivative operator D 	is then defined by 
D 	= 	3 -B 	= 3B ab M 	 (24) 
p ii 11 2 i ab 
and the transformation of the gauge potentials B 
ab is determined 
by the requirement that Dp transforms according to (23). We there-
fore find that, 
B-4 	B' 	= 	S(u) B 
11 
 S(.w) 1 - S(w) 3 
11 
 S(w) 1 	(25) 
which is the standard form of the transformation of Yang-Mills gauge 
potentials under local gauge transformations. The gauge potentials 
and their transformation laws (25) may be established, (without any 
reference to associated matter fields such as p(x1 5) as geometrical 
properties of a manifold known as the principal fibre bundle over 
space-time, with structure group SO(1,3). This development is left 
-26- 
to the appendix but we should note here that the geometrical picture 
yields the notion of the parallel transport of local (tangent) 
Lorentz frames through space-time. 
With this standard Lorentz gauge theory, we see that a globally 
Lorentz invariant Lagrangian, 	 is made locally invariant 
through the replacement, 
= 	h1' D 	= 	hil  ( 	-B). 
a 	a 	a p ap p 
It is interesting to note that the relation D = h3.' D was used by 
Kibble 47 to introduce the fields h11 a(x)• Our point of view is 
that the h3.' 	have already been defined and that D = h3.' D 
a a 	a p 
follows automatically from 9 a = h a 4 	p 
since D 	is the 'horizontal 
lift,  of a 
11 
in the geometrical picture and this horizontal lift 
operation is linear for any vector, tangent to the base manifold. 
(See the appendix, page 79 for more details). A locally Lorentz 
invariant action is therefore expressed in terms of general coordinates 
as 
I 	= 1 dx vCj 
m J 	
D ). 
The metric tensor is determined from the vierbein fields according 
to equations (21) and we see in particular that, 




= 	1 dx h / 	 J dx h7m 	
3 p ab)• 
m j m 11 	
(27) 
This is the form we expect an action for spinorial matter coupled to 
gravity to take. In fact this Lorentz gauge theory approach-should 
also couple Bosonic matter to gravity which. as we have already seen 
-27- 
may be described by actions of the form, 
I 	f d4x h/(, V, g) 	
J 
dx hZ(,  a,8 	, r 
K)  
in 
To relate this to (27) we require the relation between the potentials 
1.1 
ab 	and the components, F Ii') 
K of the affine connection. Now in the 
appendix we show how the affine connection components are gauge poten-
tials F 3 transforming under a local gauge transformation 
of the gauge group GL(4, tR) as 
F.3 - r'. 	= (G F 	- (G d 
G 	n i Finn - 	d(G 1) 	 (28) 
where r) = dxi' r 
1 
dx 	is a coordinate basis for the dual vector space of 
differential 1-forms tangent to each point on the 
space-time manifold (seethe appendix), 
df 	= (B 
11 
f)dxiL 	for any function f. 
In particular, for transformations between coordinate bases where the 
GL(4, R) elements are restricted to, 
3x 	 -1 	 ax 
(G (x) 	= 	, 	(G (x)) 	= ____ p ax lt 11 ax 
then the transformations for the components r 
WV 
K take the familiar 
form of equations (4). We are more interested however in the trans-
formations from general coordinate to local Lorentz bases which are 
clearly written as, 
= hV haFK_hw dha. 	 (29) 
b 	bK v b w 
	
Restricted to Lorentz bases the r 	are 4 x 4 matrix valued Lorentz 
connection 1-forms, transforming under the Lorentz subgroup of GL(4, R) 
as 
r 	r 
b , b 	(A r A1) b - (A d A1) b -. 
a a a 	 a 
where A b a 	Gab are the 4 x 4 Lorentz matrices (Appendix A). 
We therefore identify Iab with the fundamental matrix representation 
of the S0(1,3) connection 1-form, 
B(x) 	E 	dxv' B(x) 	dxv' -. Bb Nab 	
Bab 
N
11 	 2 11 	 ab 
The fundamental (vector) representation of the generators Mab  is 
ab ]d 	= 	i(flbd a 	ad 6b 
so we set 
b 	I Bcd-j b = 	3b 	-dxv' b 
a 2 	[Mod a 	 a 
Hence equation (29) now reads, 
= h' har K h 	ha 
iib 	b K 14\) 	 b w 
B ab = hwb 	h a - h h 
a 
 r K 
	 (30) 
1-i 	 •. 	K 	PV 
This is the relation we have been seeking between the affine connection 
components and the S0(1,3) gauge potentials (which are in fact the 
components of the affine connection in a local Lorentz basis). Equation 
(30) is easily inverted to give 
K 	a - hK h 	
ab 
11 	
(31) = h h 	a vb 
-29- 
Either of equations (30) or (31) yields, 
h 	- • r K  h a 	B 	h 	= 	0 
- 3.IV IK 11  v (32) 
and this relation states that the covariant derivative of the vierbein 
field is zero, V h 	= 0. Covariant differentiation of general 
11 V 
coordinate tensor quantities is carried out using r uK and of 
Lorentz tensor and spinor quantities using B 
11 
.
ab We have defined the 




, which ignores 
general coordinate indices and may also define a general coordinate 
derivative operator t 	which ignores Lorentz indices so that the 
full covariant derivative operator V 
11 
is written, 
= 	D P +( ii -D 1.1  ). P  
(33) 
An alternative and clearer approach to covariant differentiation is to 
recognise that all we require for this process is the Lorentz connection 
B ab and the vierbein fields h a 
	
The covariant derivative of 
p 	 p 
world tensors is then approached as follows, for example for a world 
vector V', 
a a V V = 	V h = h  V = h D 
p p a a p a p 
= hV( 3a vb) 
a p 
This simple relationship between the covariant derivative of world 
and Lorentz quantities rests entirely on our result, (32), that the 
covariant derivative of the vierbein fields vanishes. It is interesting 
to note that in many previous approaches to this subject, the relation 
a(15), (47), (71) 
V 
JJ h 
	= 0 has been treated as a postulate 	 whereas 
we have derived it from the required transformation properties of the 
affine connection. 
-30- 
We are now entirely satisfied with our action (27) for the minimal 
coupling of all matter fields to gravity and turn our attention to the 
Einstein action which werecall takes the form, 
11 =dx 	j g'"
E 	KZ 
RX 
For consistency we wish to rewrite this action in terms of the vierbein 
and S0(1,3) connection fields. From equation (15) we identify 
R 	= ( r -r r 
where 	..(.rF)xK 	 K 
But from (31), 
(r) K = hK 	ha - hK h 3ab 
	
a p 	 a b i 
(h 1 9 U h) 
V 
K - (.h 1 Bt 
	V 
K 
Substituting this into the above expression for RKpv 







V 	V 1 
B 	- B 
11 
B1 Ili x, 
ac B 
 = _hK h 
a Ab pv 	V 	 p 	
V 	p C 
The quantities in the brackets are the components of the SO(1,3) gauge 
ab. 




so that we may write, 
= _hK h R ab 





R ab = B ab_9Bab + BBb _BBac b 	 (36) 
TIC 
From this we see that the curvature scalar may be written, 
R 	= 	gRX 	= h 1 h"  R ab tX 	a b 
and the Einstein action takes the form, 
	




dx h hTI hV
K ab Ru 	
. ab (37) 
The full action for the interaction of gravity with spinning matter 
is therefore 
+ 	
- 1 IdLx hhTI hV R ab = I 1 E m - 	 a b 
+ J 
dx hJ(, Dat) 	 (38) 
'I' 	is a functional of the fields P, ha and B 
11 
ab with the classical 
field equations 
61 
M 61 	- 	61 	0 - 





The matter field equations depend on the explicit form of Lm  and do 
not concern us in this chapter. The equations for the vierbein fields 
are 




In Appendix C we evaluate the variation of the Einstein action and 
find that 
61 




where R 	h  R ab p b 
11v 
From the form of I m in (38) we see that 
SI 
3h L(,D)+h 	(,D) 
	
3h' 	
in 	a 	3h'' 	
a 
a 	a a 





3/ 3/'. 3Db 	/m 	(hh Dip) = 	in 	= __ __ 
3h 	
a 
a 3b' 3h 
3/' 
= 	in a D' 
b a3 0 
Therefore 
61 31 
= - 	+h 	hbD 
in 	
h  aI p 	in 	33 11) 	p 	b a 	 a 
and the field equations for the vierbeins are 
Ra_!haR = K(a 	+/'mD)hb. 
V 	2 p 	2 	b in 
33a b p 
(39) 
Multiplying through by h va gives 
1 	 K2 	 in 
R 	- - 2 g R = — 2 (-g / + 	D i1)) 	K2 T 	. 	 (40) p p pv in 33p 
V 
These are the sixteen non-symmetric Einstein field equations quoted 
in equation (16a). The source of the gravitational field is the non-
symmetric stress-energy tensor T 	which we see is the covariant form 
of the canonical energy-momentum-stress tensor, Tb,  of equation (17). 
ab 









and in Appendix C we find that 
	
- h 	
'-hil  S 	il s v ab - K7  ab 	 a vb b va cSB 
j.1 
where S 
K are the components of the torsion tensor field, 
a- 	a 	K 	 a 	a S 	= h S = Dh_Dh .  
K 31V 14\i V 1 
(41) 
This result follows directly from the definition (12) and the trans-
formations (31) and is discussed further in Appendix C. The variation 
of the matter action gives 
61 a/ 
m 	 m c m 
=
6B ab 
	hb = h 
c 
= h m(lhl M I)Y. 





- 	-1hh i " I c 
6B ab
- 2 	c ab 
11 
where (i Mab)) 	is the intrinsic spin 
c 
density (19). 
Hence the field equations for the SO(1,3) gauge potentials are 
S '-h11 Shij  s V = K2 P ab 	a 	b va 	2 	ab 	 (42) 
Contracting the field equations (42) with h 
11 
a we find, 
S 	
V 	- 	K 2 1Yq  11 	- 	K2 t 
vb - 7 pb - 7 'ab 
-34- 





K 2 	]J 	1 h1 	+ 	h 	
frC 
) ab = Tt ab2 b ca 
or 
a 	= 	Dh 
V. 
a_Dha 	K 2 	a 	ac 	+Ihac ) (43) = 	 2p cv 2 	ci 
These field equations for the 3 
11 
ab show that torsion is generated by 
the intrinsic spin angular momentum density of matter. The equation5 
for the torsion or the 
3ab are algebraic showing that these fields 
do not propagate and will not therefore correspond to any physical 
particle states in nature. The role of the field equations (43) 
is therefore one of imposing non-dynamical constraints on the 
geometry of space-time. All the dynamical degrees of freedom of the 
gravitational field are contained in the vierbein h 	or the metric 
g 	(see also section 11.1). 
In matter free space equations (43) become, 
a = Dha_Dha = 0 
1.1V 
i.e. B h a 




+ B a h 	= 	0 
11 V 	V 11 	ib v 
or 
3 a 3a = Bha_Bha 	L a 
U') 	VT1 	 U') 
Rewriting this equation twice with a cyclic permutation of indices 
and subtracting the third from the sum of the first two we obtain, 
2 B a 	L a 
	a 	a 
=  +L -L 
U') I-I') VU U') 
so that 
ab 	1 h')b(B h a 	a h ) + 	h')b 
Ka h(a h c)h 	- (a ~- b) 	(44) = 	
U') VU ')K 	11c 
-35- 
This expression for the torsion-free spin connection may also be 
obtained from equation (30) when the torsion-free affine connection, 
r K = 	K I is inserted. 
When matter fields, ip, are present then the spin connection 
11 
ab 
B 	may be written as 
B ab = B ab ab 
11 	
(h) +B 	(ip) 
where B ab (h) is the torsion-free connection given by (44) and 
B ab() depends explicitly on the spin density 1abc 
	
(see Appendix 
C for the specific example of the supergravity Lagrangian). The fact 
that the torsion tensor field is determined by the algebraic field 
equations (43) implies that even in the. presence of matter fields 
with intrinsic spin it may be removed in favour of the spin densities 
jabc Hence we may view the torsion-free Christoffel symbols 
{K
jjV 
or their vierbein equivalents B 
11 
al)(h) of equation (44), as the only 
geometrical part of the connection and rewrite the Einstein equations 
(40) as 
aa K 	





~tv, (}) -11V 	- 
g 	R(g, {}) 3IV 
(40) 
where T 	is the combined stress-energy tensor 	, modified from 
T 	by the r,abc terms brought across from the left hand side of (40). 
We conclude that torsion as a new geometrical property of space-
time may be introduced into gravitation theory but the only physical 
effects it should have may be absorbed into a modified stress-energy 
tensor. 
In one respect however this removal of torsion from the theory is 
unsatisfactory. Because we are employing the field equation (or 




= 	B ab 
	, h, 3ha) 
p 1.1 
our use of Lorentz covariant derivatives to couple gravity to matter 
is no longer a minimal coupling prescription (since the connection 
components now depend on the matter fields .). 	Hence if we are to 
identify gravity as a gauge theory it would appear to be important 
to retain the torsion as an independent field. 
5) 	Gravitation as a Gauge Theory 
We have finally arrived at the point where we may examine the 
central issue of this chapter, namely the status of gravity as a 
classical gauge theory. 
One point which has emerged in our study so far is that in a 
theory which takes spin into account, a local Lorentz symmetry is a 
necessity. It is for this reason that we shall accept that a gauge 
theory of the Lorentz group is an essential part of any theory of 
gravitation which reduces to Einstein's in matter-free space. This 
local Lorentz structure is not simply a formal construction but some-
thing of great importance in making sense of the physics of curved 
space-time. Lorentz coordinates in flat space-time correspond 
directly to physical intervals (or distance measures) and local 
Lorentz frames at some event in curved space-time take on the-
operational role of measuring devices for the physical processes 
in the locality of the event. Observers may always establish local 
Lorentz frames with their associated local 'light cones' determining 
the space-time region in which their futures lie. 
We have also discussed the local GL(4, R) symmetry which is 
implicit in the four dimensional formulation of physical laws. This 
-37- 
symmetry is simply the freedom to choose any local basis {e1} 
(i = 0,1,2,3) and includes general coordinate invariance as a special 
class of bases. The components r' J of the affine connection emerge 
as the gauge potentials (connection components) in a. GL(4, ) gauge 
theory (see the appendix). Gravity is not simply a gauge theory of 
GL(4, R) however because the affine connection is constrained by the 
physical requirements; 
The 4-dimensional world is a metric space with a local Minkowski 
structure, (spatial and temporal intervals). 
The affine connection and the metric are related by the con-
dition (13) that the metric is covariantly constant, 
Vg 	= 0. This condition ensures that scalar products 
and in particular the length of 4-vectors are unchanged under 
parallel transport so that distance and time scales are un- 
affected by the parallel transport process. 	It is interesting 
(23) 
to note that Weyl 	attempted to relax this metric condition 
and obtain a more general geometry than that of Einstein with 
the hope of incorporating electromagnetism into the geo-
metrical theory. Einstein pointed out however that amongst 
other things, one consequence of this generalized geometry would 
be that a collection of atoms in a given locality would have 
differing natural time scales due to their differing world 
histories and so would not give sharp spectral lines. 
We may therefore summarize our findings so far with the statement 
that gravity is a constrained gauge theory of GL(4, R) or equivalently, 
that gravity is a gauge theory of the Lorentz group with the vierbein 
fields judiciously incorporated to obtain the required geometrical 
picture. The sixteen vierbein fields ha  were introduced as elements 
-38- 
of the fundamental 4 x 4, matrix representation of GL(4, R) but 
constrained to satisfy the ten conditions, ha Ii 
ha=9TIV.Clearly the 
weak point in the development so far is the fact that these vierbein 
fields fit so badly into the gauge theory picture. The question which 
arises is whether the h 
11 
a themselves may be regarded as gauge 
potentials. 
Certainly a symmetry which we have not exploited so far is the 
translational invariance of flat space-time theory. This invariance 
implies the conservation of field energy-momentum, Pa 
= f 
t dsbTab 
as we discussed in the beginning of section 4. An attractive idea 
therefore is to extend the gauge group SO(1,3) to the Poincar6 group 
	
ISO(1,3) and to identify the h 	as the gauge potentials associated 
with the translation generators, Pa• 
Translational invariance was first considered as a gauge symmetry 
by Kibble 
(47)whose. approach to the problem we shall outline. We 




+ a 	 (45) 
The effect on field variables, p(x) is described either by the passive 
transformations, 
Mab (x) 	 (46a) 
or by the active. transformations, 
- (x) .... 	(xa)a  
lab 	 a b - 	 - (w 	
x + a) 
t w M ab 	b a 
I ab 	I ab E i ( 	
b - Xb3)}P - a3 
	. (46b) =) Mbit+ 	L a 
-39- 
In (46b) the generators of the transformations on the R.H.S. corres-
pond to the intrinsic spin angular momentum, the orbital angular 
momentum and the linear momentum (translations) respectively. When 
the Poincaré symmetry is gauged, w ab -- w 
ab 
 (x) and 	
a - a 
 (x), 
then the last two terms in (46b) lose their distinct character and 
become a generalized, or local, translation term, 
where, 
Ca(x) 	 ab 
x) = W (x)x + a
()  
Clearly this type of transformation, 6x 	= 	a(X) is an infini- 
tesimal transformation from Lorentz coordinates to some general 
curvilinear coordinates, x1 	11 
a 	+ ax). 
A gauge theory of 
the Poincaré group therefore adds to the local Lorentz transformations, 
local translations which, considered as passive transformations, corres-
pond to infinitesimal general coordinate transformations. Kibble 
constructed a theory invariant under the local transformations 
parametrized by Wb(x) and 	1(x) by obtaining a covariant deriva- 
tive, Da  which transformed under the local group action in the same 
way as D
a 'L 
does under the global group action, namely, 
6(Dp) 	= 	i cd Mcd D i + 	b D 	. 	(47) 
This covariant derivative must be constructed from 	which trans- 
forms as 
	
Lab 	 i 	ab V 
 )aab 	 ab 	
. 	(48) = 	w M a + —(a )M i - (a 
- 	 -40- 
As a first step to obtaining (47) from (48) we recognise that the in-
homogeneous second term in (48) may be dealt with by the introduction 
of standard Lorentz covariant derivatives (24), 
D 	3 	B 	=a 	 BabM 
j P 11 2 ji ab 
We then see that, 
i ab 
	
ab w M D i  ( 11  
)D•i 	 (41) =  
provided, 
ab 	 ab 	a 	cb 	b 	ac 	
ab (50) 6 B = 	w + w B ~ w B - ( 	)B 
c i c i 
which is the infinitesimal form of (25) together with an infinitesimal 
general coordinate transformation term. Now since (49) is homogeneous 
in D 	no further progress will be made by introducing more gauge 
fields with inhomogeneous transformation laws. In fact we recognize 
that (47) may be obtained from (49) through the introduction of the 
fields h' a such that, 
= h1' D a 	 a 
(51) 
and where the h 	are required to transform as 
a 
6 h 	W b hU b + ( 	)hV 	 (52) a a 	 v 
The identification of the hU 	as the vierbein fields now leads to a 
all our previous results in section 4 and in particular we see that 
the transformations (52) are the infinitesimal form of our earlier 
transformations (22). In fact what Kibble succeeded in doing was 
to recognise some of the general properties the vierbein fields must 
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have in order to obtain a local Lorentz invariant theory, simply from 
the required covariance of the theory. In our own approach we ob-
tained all the properties of the vierbein from geometrical require-
ments. Hence we see that Kibble's approach does not introduce the 
h 	as gauge fields and sheds no new light on this particular problem. lia 
A more direct approach is to write down the standard Yang-Mills 
gauge theory of ISO(1,3). This group is the Poincard group with 
the ten generators, 	Xlai' 	
satisfying the algebra, 
	
EMb,  MCd:I = 	cbd 	TibdMTad MbTib Mad) 	
(53a) 
[Mb, Pc 	= 	
"01  ac 1'b - Tlbc P a 	 (53b) 
EP  a' rb -' 	= 	0 . 	 (53c) 
This algebra may be written, 
X. - 	= 	• k 
	 M 	+ 	
a 
1 j- 13 K 	2 i 	ab ij a 
where 
ef 
ab cd 	= 	i(ri 5[e 
	
+11 	 Ti 
f [e f] 	[e f] 	e  - 




- 	i(n 	d - bca 	 (54b) = - ab  c cab ac b 
all other f.. k 	= 	0 13 
(5 bJ 	ab Sba) 
cd c 	d -cd 
(54c) 
We construct covariant derivatives, 
-4. 
	
V 9 A = 	-iA 1 X. 	a 	BaM _IhaP 
U 	U U 	 U 	U 1 U 2 U ab 	' a 
 
where the gauge potentials transform under an element, 





' 	= 	exp(icJX)AUexP(_icJX)  - exp(i3X.)U exp(-ic3X.). 
For infinitesimal e 
= 	ab 	aj these transformations read 
cSA k 	= 	i cA 
j 
 f.. 
 k + 	k  
1_I 	 U 	13 	U 
Using the relations (54) we see that (56) yields, 
ab 	ab a cb b ac = 	A) 	+ 	3 	+ w 	3 	 (57a) 




= 	-B a 
	c 	a +j 	h 	 (57b) 
U P 	11 C U 
The potentials 3ab and h 
11 
a together with their transformation laws 
are the basis for a Yang-Mills gauge theory of ISO(1,3). The 
question is whether or not this gauge theory may be identified as a 
theory of gravitation. The Lorentz part of the theory, with a = 
yields the transformation laws which we required in section 4 and pre-
sents no new problems here. It Is the translational, P a generators 
in ISO(1,3) which we cannot properly accommodate. The infinitesimal 
transformation of the matter fields j under the translational part 
of the group is given by 
a 
Sip 	= 	i 	P a  ip. 
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In flat space-time we know that P a = 
	
a' so that 
= 
a 
In curved space-time however the 3 a  no longer form a coordinate 
basis in the tangent space so that their Lie derivatives no longer 
vanish, 
a' b-1 	
0 	(in curved space-time) 
and clearly the identification P 
a 	a 
= - Ia 	contradicts the chosen 
algebra (53c) for the translation generators. The identification 
of the ha 
11 
 , translational gauge potentials as the vierbein fields 
causes further problems. 	First, notice that the covariant derivative 
V 	given by (55) collapses to V 	= - - i B abMab 	a pure Lorentz 
11 
rotation, (since -i h a 
	
= - h 
ji aa 
	= - a 
11 
). Secondly, the in- 
homogeneous transformation of the 'vi:rbeins' h 
11 
a given by (57b) 
has no geometridal basis at all, it is only the last term in (57b) 
that we require. 
Clearly the interpretation of 
1'a 
 as the generators of space-
time translations and the vierbeins as the corresponding gauge fields 
must be treated with greater care. In Yang-Mills gauge theories the 
gauge group only effects internal transformations at a point in space-
time. In our Lorentz gauge theory of the previous section we considered 
our local Lorentz transformations as transformations in the tangent 
space to space-time with the intrinsic spin angular momentum as the 
generators. It doesn't seem possible to regard the P a 
 generators 
as acting only in the tangent space since their interpretation as 
translation generators necessitates their role as vector operators 
which effect transformations on the space-time manifold itself. The 
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interpretation of the vierbeins as gauge fields appears therefore 
inevitably to involve active space-time transformation symmetries. 
A related problem must surely be that whilst Yang-Mills gauge theories 
only have a geometrical interpretation in some extended fibre bundle 
space
(12) gravitation may be described purely in terms of the 
space-time geometry. 
To understand how the vierbein fields fit into a gauge theory 
it is important that we should recognise that only a certain class of 
gauge theories define a geometry on space-time and that these theories 
in fact are distinctive because they contain objects with the pro-
perties of the vierbein fields in addition to the usual connections. 
We close this chapter by clarifying the above statement, drawing 
from modern differential geometry and recent work (69),(77)on 
gravitation as a spontaneously broken gauge theory to produce a 
concise account of the theory of gravity upon which our later chapters 
will be based. 
An affine geometry on an n-dimensional differentiable manifold 
M 	defines the notion of the curvature and torsion of M n . More n  
explicitly, the curvature and torsion may be defined by the Cartan 
structure equations, 
del + rAe3 = 
_Si 	 58a) 
dr.+ F1  A F 	= 	 (58b j 	k 	j. j 
(i,j,k = 1, ..., n: 	w A a Is the exterior product of the differential 
forms w and a) 
where: 	Si is the torsion 2-form with components, 
S 	= S1(e 	ek)  and {e1} form a basis for vector 
fields on M 	(see section 4). 
R is the curvature 2-form with components, 
Rk 	= 	R' (ek,  e ,). 
r 	is the connection 1-form (see equations (28)) 
and 	r.k = r (e.). 
Oi is the canonical 1-form, 01(e) = 
In the appendix to this chapter we show how r, 	1 and the structure 
equations may be defined in terms of a principal fibre bundle, 
P(M, A(n, R)), over M with a Cartan connection. Here the struc-
ture group A(n, R) is the affine group, the group of transforma- 
tions, on 	R 	consisting of all general linear, GL(n, R), trans- 
formations about the origin and all translations on Rn. Clearly 
GL(n, R) is a subgroup of A(n, IR) and 	fly' is the coset space, 
A(n, R) 
GL(n, IR) 
The Cartan connection defines the soldering of the 
associated bundle E (M, Rn,  A(n, R), P) to M and hence yields 
the group theoretical notion of an (affine) geometry on M itself. 
The 	R valued solder form on P(M, GL(n, R)) is 6 whose com- 
ponents e i constitute the canonical 1-form and the g2(fl, R) valued 
connection form on P(M, GL(n, IR)) is r whose components r 	con- 
stitute the connection 1-form. 
Space-time is a 4-dimensional affine manifold with a (pseudo) 
Riemannian metric structure. As we have discussed at some length, 
this metric structure is required to be locally Minkowski so that we 
may always find bases {ea}  for which, 
g(e, eb) 	= 	ab 	
diag(l, -1, -1, -1). 
Moreover we also require that the affine connection is constrained to 
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give a covariantly constant metric. This additional metric structure 
gives the S0(1,3) Lorentz subgroup of GL(4, IR) a special role in des-
cribing the geometry of space-time. Parallel transport may be des-
cribed by length preserving Lorentz rotations, parametrized by the 
ab 
spin connection components B 
11 	
which are the gauge potentials in 
a standard Yang-Mills S0(1,3) gauge theory. 
In section 4 (page 28 ) we identified, 
= _dX Ba .  
b 	 i.xb 
V 
(59) 
Furthermore, since we require Oa(.eb) = 	and since, by definition 
the vierbein fields must satisfy, e  = h'b a , 	then it follows that, 
a 	11 = 	dx.h a 
	 (60) 




a ) - dxv' B a  A dx' h 
V 
b =S a dx' A dx 
Using the rules for exterior differentiation we identify 
a = 10 ha_ha_Ba h b  + B a hb) 
PV 	2 i v 	V 11 	11 	v v 	1   
which (up to a factor of 1 --) is our earlier definition (41) for 
the torsion tensor. 
Similarly, from the second structure equation (58b) we recover 
the S0(1,3) 'curvature tensor (36), (again, up to a factor of 
R ab = I(3B _3B + B  ab 	ab 	ac b 	 b B _ B B) 
2 11V Vp p 	V c V 	pc 
The vierbein fields are the components of the canonical 1-form expressed 
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in a coordinate basis and of course, only emerge in this context for 
an affine manifold with a local Minkowski structure. The geometry 
of space-time should have a description in terms of a Cartan 
connection on a suitably constrained affine bundle over space-time. 
We may be quite certain that the subgroup structure GL(4, R) of 
the affine bundle is reducible to S0(1,3) for. a bundle over space-
time. The remaining question concerns the coset structure of the 
standard fibre of the bundle soldered to space-time by the Cartan 
connection. This coset space must have the same dimension as space-
time and hence be the coset space of some 10-dimensional group with 
respect to the 6-dimensional Lorentz subgroup. We have three 
candidates for this 10-dimensional group: 
The Poincard group ISO (1,3) where the coset space 	(S3 
is isomorphic to Minkowski space-time. 
The anti de Sitter group. S0(2,3), where 
S0(2,3) 	 (39) 
50(1,3) 
anti de Sitter space-time 
(iii) 	The de Sitter group S0(1,4), where 
S0(1,4) ' d 	 - (39) e Sitter space time 
S0(l,3) 
All three possibilities may define an affine geometry on space-time 
with a local Lorentz structure. We have examined the Poincar6 group 
as a gauge group for gravitation and found a transformation law (57b) 
for the vierbein fields which we were unable to interpret. In fact 
the Poincar6 group is related to S0(2,3) and S0(1,4) by the process 
of group contraction 
(33)  and is a special limiting case of either of 
these pseudo-orthogonal groups. We shall return to this point later 
(see also section 111.2) but now concentrate on the anti de Sitter 
group S0(2,3), (the difference between S0(2,3) and S0(1,4) is only 
important when we consider spinor representations in Chapter III 
where we settle on S0(2,3)) 
The Lie group S0(2,3) has ten generators, NAB = - MBA (AB = 0,1,2,3,5), 
satisfying the Lie algebra, 
A3' MCDJ = 	i(nAc MBD + 	BD MAC 
- "AD  MBC - 	BC M) (61) 
where nAB = diag(+l, 	-1, -1, 	-1, 	
+1) is the metric in the 5-dimensional 
vector space which provides the fundamental representation of S0(2,3). 
The Nab  (a,b = 0, 1, 2, 3) are the six generators of the Lorentz, 
S0(1,3), subgroup. 
The M 5 are the four coset generators effecting 'translations' 
in the coset space, 	
S0(2,3) 
so(1 3) 
We may construct an S0(2,3) covariant derivative, 
V 	= 	-
i AB 
--BM 	_ 	lBabM 	h aM 	(62) p p 2 p AR p 2p ab p 5a 
where mh a 
= 
 B Ij 5a and 'm' is a parameter with the dimensions of 
mass, included sothat h 
11 
a may be dimensionless. Under gauge trans- 
formations the B 	and h 
11 
a both transform inhomogeneously and 
mix with one another according to, 
i 	AR 	i 	,AB 	 .i AR 	i 	AR 	i AR 




exp -i 	AB U exp(- -u NAB) 	(63) 
where WAB(x)  are the parameters of the gauge transformation. To 
interpret the B 	as the spin connection components and the h il a 
as the vierbein fields however, we require them to transform according 
to equations (22a) and (25), namely, 
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iB,abM 	- 	i ab 	)-B abM  exp(- i ab 
2 	ab exp(- 	Mb 2 	ab 	W ab 
i ab 	 i ab 
	
exp(2 	ab 
exp(-- w M ) ab 
and 
= 	A(X)ab h  
These transformations clearly correspond only to the SO(1,3) (W5a = Q) 
part of the SO(2,3) gauge transformations (63). The only way that the 
full SO(2,3) group may act and yet preserve the required subgroup 
structure to the B 
11 
ab and h1 
a  transformations is if the coset 
generatOrs act non-linearly and induce (non-linear) subgroup trans-
formations. This particular non-linear group action is in fact 
contained within the standard framework for the non-linear realiza-
tion of a Lie group on its coset space with respect to some Lie 
subgroup. It has been known for some time that this non-linear 
realization of a group on its coset space provides an elegant frame-
work for the description of field theories with spontaneously broken 
symtnetries 3 '64 . The action for such a field theory is invariant 
under the full group but the ground or vacuum state is only invariant 
under the stability subgroup. 
A gauge theory of SO(2,3), spontaneously broken to SO(1,3) 
(77),(69) 
was recently constructed by West and Stelle 	. They proposed 
an invariant gauge action with auxiliarly Higgs fields forming a 
vector multiplet y 	(x) of SO(2,3). The symmetry is spontaneously 
broken to SO(1,3) by imposing the constraint that yAyA = R2. In 
Appendix D we discuss this action further and show that, in the 
unitary gauge where yA(x) = (O,O,O,O,R), the action takes the 




dx /j . 	This suggests therefore that we may identify the 
Bab 	and h 
11 
a as the spin connection components and the vierbein 
fields, provided we remain in the unitary gauge. Now the unitary gauge 
choice reduces the symmetry to S0(l,3) and so we see that the model of 
Stelle and West reinforces our observation that the B 
ab 
 and h a 
1.1 	 11 
can be identified up to the S0(1,3) subgroup transformations only. 
To understand how the full symmetry group operates in the gauge theory 
of S0(2,3) sponténeously broken to S0(1,3) it is convenient to employ 
the standard formalism for the non-linear realization of groups on 
(l3),(80) 
coset spaces 	. In Appendix D we review this subject with 
particular regard to the group S0(2,3). Here we shall summarize the 
results of interest. 
With 	g e S0(2,3), 	h c S0(l,3) 	and 
e iyaP 
a 	SO(2,3) 
(p EmM ) 
S0(1,3) 	 a 	5a 
then the group multiplication induces a non-linear realization of 
S0(2,3) 






ge 	= e 	h1 . 	 (64) 
Using the algebra (61) it is possible (36) to separate this equation 
and obtain explicitly the relations 
y 	y (g,y
a
) 	 C65a) 
and 






 may be removed by a suitable gauge transformation (g = e 	), 
S0(2,3) 
they are coordinates on 
s0(1,3) 
 and play the role of the Goldstone 
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modes in a field theory with a spontaneously broken symmetry, (see 
Appendix D and ref. (64)). 
Hew- h1 c S0(1,3), induced by the full SO(2,3) action, (notice that 
for g = h e S0(1,3) then h1 = h). 	In Appendix D we define non- 
linear fields T which transform under g 6 S0(2,3) only through 
h1(g,ya) c S0(1,3). In particular we define the non-linear 
ab(B ab,  h 
11 
a, y a)  and 	a(ha B 
11 
ab, y a)  which transform under 
g e S0(2,3) as 
ilabM iiabM 	-= h(g, y Liab h1(g,ya)l 
- h1(g,ya)h1(g,ya)l 	 (66a) 
and 
— a 	a 	= 	A(g, y
a a b h b 	 (66b) 
These relations show that B 
ab  and 	
a 
P 	
transform in the required 
manner for the spin connection components and vierbein fields, not 
only under S0(1,3) but the full (non-linear) action of S0(2,3). The 
aLb 
 fields B 
p 	
and h p 
	 p 
a depend on the original B 
ab 
 and h 
11 
a and 
upon the 'Goldstone fields? Y(X) in a rather complicated manner 










 ab a 
h 	,y =0) = ha .  
Gauge transformations within the unitary gauge are restricted to 
S0(1,3), so that g = h = h1 and the realization is linear. 
Gravitation may therefore be viewed as a spontaneously broken 
gauge theory of S0(2,3) where the vierbein fields are the gauge nn 
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potentials corresponding to the broken generators. The full SO(2,3) 
symmetry of gravity is only realized in a highly non-linear manner 
but which becomes linear for the SO(1,3) subgroup. This gauge theory 
has the geometrical description in terms of a Cartan connection on 
the anti de Sitter fibre bundle P(M4, SO(2,3)) over space-time, M4. 
The Cartan connection defines the soldering of the associated bundle 
E(MSO(2,3) 	SO(2,3), P) to the space-time manifold. This bundle 
4' SO(1,3)' 
E with the anti de Sitter space SO(.2,3)so(1  as standard fibre may be 




Figure 2 shows one fibre, 	 of E, tangent to M at the 
point x. The y   are coordinates on the fibre and we see that a 
choice of Goldstone field ya(x) corresponds to a cross-section on E. 
The soldering of E to M4 amounts to identifying the tangent space 
T(M4) to 	at x with the tangent space Ty(gg') 	to the 
fibre on the cross-section (a = 0 in Fig. 2), by an isomorphism. 
In the appendix we show how this isomorphism is defined by the form of. 
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soldering e which from our preceding discussion we identify as, 
0 = dxv' 
a 
 a 	(P. m  ). a 	5a 
The choice of a cross-section Y(X) on E reduces the gauge symmetry 
to the stability subgroup SO(1,3) which effects rigid rotations 
(Lorentz transformations), in each fibre, about the point of cross-
section and defines parallel transport on M4 through the construction 
of the covariant derivative, 
5 = 	i!abM i 2 i ab 
6) Conclusions 
The Lorentz gauge theory which we presented in section 4 was 
identified as a theory of gravitation yet possessed the unsatisfactory 
feature that the vierbein fields did not emerge from a gauge prin-
ciple. It is only in a gauge theory of SO(2,3) (or SO(1,4)) spon-
taneously broken down to SO(1,3) that we may account for the vierbein 
fields and the role they must fulfil in a theory in which gravitation 
is determined entirely by the geometry of space-time. The theory of 
section 4 may now be identified as the SO(2,3) gauge theory when 
restricted to the unitary gauge where the Goldstone fields are set 
equal to zero and the non-linearly realized coset symmetry is con-
sequently lost. 
The curvature and torsion tensor fields may be defined in the 
usual manner (see the appendix) for this gauge theory,however for 
completeness we also mention that Stelle and West 
(69) 
 obtained an 
additional geometrical interpretation of curvature and torsion 
through the notion of development 
(48)  which Cartan bundles possess. 
Development is a unique identification of a curve, C(x) on M 49 
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starting at x., with a curve C (x) on the fibre of E over x, 
(see the appendix for more details). 
Finally let us return to the Poincar6 group ISO(1j3) which is 
related to 50(2,3) by the group contraction process, 
S0(2,3) 	 -b.  ISO(1,3) 
Here, R is the 'radius' of the anti de Sitter space, 
defined by the surface y 
A 
 y A = R2 embedded in the 5-dimensional 
pseudo Euclidean space with metric 	nAB = diag(+l, -1, -1, l, +1). 
After group contraction the algebra, (61), of S0(2,3) becomes the 
algebra, (53), of ISO(l,3), (where 'a 	
Nsa - see section 111.2 
for more details). 
The problem with the Poincard group is that the theory of the 
non-linear realization of groups on coset spaces depends on the Lie 
algebra structure being such that the coset generators close on the 
subgroup generators, (Appendix D). This is the case for S0(2,3) but 
for ISO(1,3) the coset generators, 	a' commute. With this 
ISO(1,3) algebra, the realization (64) of ISO(1,3) on 	 is 
readily evaluated to give, 
y 	(g,y a 
	 a 	a 









g = e 	h and h y a P a 	b 
h1 A 	
b 1'a 
It is clear that, since h1 = h, the non-linear fields for the 
ISO(1,3) theory only transform under the subgroup S0(1,3) and are 
invariant under the coset transformations g = e 	a 
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Hence, although we may obtain a Poincaré gauge theory as a special 
(group contraction) limit of the SO(2,3) theory, the coset symmetry 
is entirely lost in the process. In later chapters we shall there-
fore be interested in gauge theories of supergravity which contain 
the spontaneously broken SO(2,3) element as a sub-theory. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 1 
FIBRE BUNDLES AND MODERN DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY 
The purpose of this appendix is to provide the necessary back- 
ground in the language and concepts of modern differential geometry 
to appreciate the group theoretical notion of parallel transport 
across space-time. We shall accept without rigour the concept of 
a differentiable manifold as a smooth topological space, inherent 
in the definition of which is the ability to cover it with coordinate 
patches which transform differentiably into one another. A function 
f on a manifold M is simply a mapping, f: M R, such that for 
each point x M, f(x) is a real number. Our interest is restricted 
to the class, 	(M), of all differentiable functions on M. Coor- 
dinates x 1 (t = 1,2,..., n) on an n-dimensional manifold Mn  are a 
set of n functions associating each point x E Mn  with n real 
numbers (coordinates of x). 
In the first part of this appendix we run through the standard 
definitions of the objects required to define an affine geometry on 
M and in the second part- redefine connections on the context of 
fibre bundles. 
Tangent Vectors and Tangent Spaces to 
Formal definition: A tangent vector x to M at a point x is a 
mapping, x: (M) R, Satisfying 
+ bf2) 	= 	a (f1) + b (f2) 
and 




where 	f1, f2 e T(M) 	and 	a, b, c R. 
The set of all tangent vectors to M at x is a vector space (over R) 
the tangent space T(M)  to M at x, (the point x is identified 
as the zero vector in T(M ). 	A natural basis for this vector space 
is the coordinate basis which is defined as follows: 
Choose coordinates x' such that x1'(x) = O then sufficiently 
near to x any f 	(N) may be written 
f(xT') 	= 	f(0) + x' af --- 	 (Taylor expansion) 
x11 _jxp= 0 
then using the definition of x 
Hence we identify x = x(x) ---IX 
	
as the tangent vector with 
3x' x 
components ((x1), 	(x2) ....., (x"))c Rn 	with respect to the 
coordinate basis, 
x1 Jx 
Vectors are therefore defined as directional derivative operators 
which act on functions to give the rate of change of the function in a 
specific direction. An equivalent and more intuitive definition of a 
tangent vector is made possible by the consideration of curves on M. 
A curve c on N is a mapping c: I -- N ,where I is the set 
of real numbers 101 11, such that for each t c I , c(t) = x E N. A 
vector x tangent to c at x = c(t) is then defined by, 
- 	d 
X 
dt (along c)Jt 
Then for any function f 	(M) 
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Appendix 
=dt f • c(t)j 	R 
This definition of a tangent vector using a specific curve is par-
ticularly useful for defining the differential of a mapping between, 
two manifolds. First we must introduce the notion of the tangent 
bundle T(M) to M which is simply the union of all tangent spaces 
T(M) for all x e M. 	Hence, T(M) 	[J T(M) is a manifold 
(also differentiable) with twice the number of dimensions as M. Now 
consider a mapping 	between two manifolds M and M' such that 
for each x e M, 	x) = x' E M', then this mapping induces a 
differential mapping, 60: T(M) - T(M'), between the tangent 
bundles in the following way: 
In the diagram we show how 	maps a curve c(t) in M to an image 
curve 	(c(t)) 	c'(t) in M'. It is clear from the diagram how 
induces a mapping of the vector tangent to c(t) at x into the 
vector tangent to ct(t)  at x' = 	x) and this is the differential 
mapping, 






We shall use this concept of the differential mapping on several occasions 
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in the second section. 
The mapping P 	T(M) - M such that P(T(M)) = x for x c M 
is called the projection of T(M) onto M and is one example of the 
mapping 	between manifolds. 
An infinitesimal transformation, X of M is a mapping 
X :.M - T(M) such that Po X is the identity mapping, x + x. Hence 
X identifies a vector x tangent to M at each point x, it may be 
called a cross-section on T(M) or avector field on M. If f c 	(M) 
then Xf is also 	(M) and Xf(x) 	X(x)f E -if for any x C M. 
In a coordinate basis then X(x) may be written as, X(x) = A' (x) 
where A'(x) are the coordinate based components of the vector field. 
From a coordinate basis we may transform to a more general basis e1  
(1 = 1, . . ., n) using local general linear group transformations, 
e. 1 (x) = G(x) 1  Y 	where G.' are matrix elements in the fundamental M 1 
n x n representation of GL(n, R). Although coordinate bases vectors 
necessarily commute, 	 = 0 it is evident that a general basis 




e J 	= Cj 	e 	
(1) 




(3 G.  )G , 
13 	 1 1.13 	V 	3 1.1 	V 
are the structure functions of the basis e.. 
1 
For any two vector fields X and Y, the bracket 	X, yJ is 
called the Lie derivative of Y with respect to X, 
= 	x, Y 	= 	Z, a new vector field. 
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The Cotangent.Space T(M)  and Differential Forms 
Consider the mapping w : T(M) + R, thus for each vector 
tangent to M, u(x) is a real number. The aggregate of all such 
form an n-dimensional vector space dual to T(M)  called the cotangent 
space TX(M). 	The union of the cotangent spaces for each point x c M 
is called the cotangent bundle, T (M) = U T (M). 	A differential 
1-form w(x) is a cross-section on T (M) thus identifying an element 
w for each x e M. It follows from the definition of w that ui 
maps vector fields into functions on M, i.e. w(X) = f 	11(M). 
We may write 	w in terms of a general basis O 	(i = 1 ..., n) as 
w(x) 	= 	B(x) Oi() 
The basis ei(x) is said to be dual to the vector basis e.(x) if 
= 	sji 
In this case, 
w(x) = BiOi(AJej) 
= B.A301(e.) 1 	3 
and we see that the mapping w : X— f corresponds to the contraction 
of a covariant Bi with contravariant Ai  vector in the component 
language. 
Tensors (19) 
With the tangent and cotangent bundle defined we may consider a 
general 
(p, 
 q) type direct product bundle; 
(2) 
B. 1 A1 
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* 	 * 
T(p,q) = U 	T (M) OT (N) 0... 0 T (M)® T (M) 0 ... 0 T (N) X x x 	 X 	 x x j 
p times 	 q times 
A cross-section on this bundle is a (p,q) type tensor field, written 
in a direct product basis as, 
i 
t (x) = t.1. P. (x) 0 	0 e 
2 	
... ø e q ® e. 0.... ® e. 
p,q 	1112.. 
For a specific example we consider the Riemannian metric tensor g(x) 
which is a type (0, 2) tensor field written in a general basis as 
g(x) = g(x)01 0 0. 	A type (0,2) tensor field maps two vector 
fields to 	(M) so that for any two vector fields ti, ', 
g(u,v) 	= 	g1 el 0 193(Uk ek,  Ve) 
= g1 V01(ek)03(e) 
= 	g.. 13 U1V3 
g(u,v) is called the inner product of the vector fields u,v 	and as 
a special case 	v'g(u,u) 	is the norm (length) of u at each point 
x c N. Clearly a Riemannian metric is a special structure imposed on M, 
it is not required for the remaining definitions in this appendix. 
A q-form is an antisytnmetric tensor of type (0, q) with basis 
01 A 012  A .....A 01q 
where 01 A 8 2 	1(1 @ 02 - 02  0  01), etc. 




= 	q1  
q2 aAw 
Definition: the exterior derivative d is a mapping 
d : q-forms + (q + 1)-forms 
satisfying the following conditions. 
1) 	For f 	(M) then df is a 1-form (so that f must be a 
0-form) with 
df(X) 	= 	Xf, 	for any vector field X. 
d(w1Aw2) 	= 	dw1Aw2 + (-i)' w1Adw2  
(where w1 is a q-form). 
In particular if w 	is a 0-form f then, 
d(fAw2)2 	d(fw) 	= 	dfAuj2 + fdw2. 
ddf 	= 0 	for all f 
From condition 1) we identify the components of df in a general 
basis as, (df) i = e.f. Consider now dxv, where xld 	are 
coordinates on M, then in a general basis 
dx1' 	= 	(dx1). Oi = (e. x')O1  
In a coordinate basis this becomes, dxv' = 	= 	hence 
dx 	is the coordinate basis dual to 
1-' 
Let w be a 1-form written in a coordinate basis as cu = B dx 
11 
then 




dxVAdx! + 0 	(using iii)) 
dw 	=B - 3 B )dY'Adx'. 
V 1 
Appendix 
Exterior differentiation is thus a generalized curl operation on 
Covariant tensors. 
thu 	is an 'exact' 2-form and quite generally satisfies (41)  
dw(X,Y) 	= 	X(w(Y)) - Y(w(X)) - w(IC,YJ) 
for all vector fields X,Y. 
In terms of the bases this relation yields, 
1 	 1 	 1 	 1 
dO (e.,ek) 	= 	e(Sk ) - ek(S. ) - 2c .k 
so that 
d8 
	= 	- 	c. 	Oj  A 
(Recall le1 eJ = cjjk ek 
Affine Connections (19) (41) 
An affine connection on M may be defined as a rule which assigns 
to each vector field X," a mapping V 	of vector fields into vector , 
fields, satisfying, 
VfX + gY 	=f V + gV, 	f, g 	(N) 
V(fY) 	= 	(Xf)Y + f Vx(Y) 
and 
vx(f) 	= 	Xf (= df(X)). 
is often referred to as 'covariant differentiation along V. We 
see from ii) that 
Ve.(AJej) 	= 	(e1AJ)e + A Ve.j) 
Now define V ei (e,.) = 	rk() e  
where 	F1 ' (x) are the components of the affine connection. 
(3) 
(4) 





 (A3e.) 	= 	(e.Ak + F. 
e. 	3 1 	13 
or, in a coordinate basis with V 	= 	V 	V e 3 p 
P P 
V (AV  3 ) 	= 	(3 AV + r 
V AK)D 
3.1 	V 3.1 	3.1K 	V 
The operation V may be extended to any (p,q) type tensor with 
the additional rule, 
iii) 	Vx(S 0 T) 	Vx(S) 	T + S @ Vx(T) 
for any tensors S, T. 
Then, from ii) we require that 
Vx(u(Y)) 	= 
for any 1-form w and vector field Y. This condition is only 
satisfied if 
V (0k) 	= 
e. 	 13 
1 
This rule together with V(e.) = FI'(ek) are all that is required 
to form the covariant derivative of any (p,q) type tensor. 
From the F. 	we define the matrix valued connection 1 form 
13 
ik	i k F = U F., with matrix elements, F. = e r. . . 	The definition 
Ve(ej) = 	
ij e 
	may now be written, 	Ve(j)® 
01 	V(e) 
= r.k ® e 	and we can define the affine connection as the mapping, 
V : 	(p,q) -- (p, q+l) tensor. 
In particular 
k V(A1e.) 	= 	((e.A)Q1  + r j A 	0 e  
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i.e. 	V(A1e.) 	= 	(dAk +r 	A3) @ e. 1 3 K 
similarly 
v(B.e1 	 k ) = 	(dBk - F - B.) ® 1 1 
Transformation of F.3 under a Local Change of Basis 
Consider the transformation of the basis e. under the element 1 
G.3 of the general linear group, 
e 1  . 
-+ e  1 .' 	= 	1 G.3 e.3
, or in matrix notation, e' = Ce. 
A vector field V = V1e1 is invariant under a change of basis so that 
V 	= (G) v, or viT = 
V  
G1. 
Furthermore, the 1-form basis G' dual to e. 1 must transform so that 
6'1(e'.) =' 6 1  , hence, 
Bi 	= (G1) ej  or 6,T
= 8T 
The 1-form w = 01w. must be invariant under a change of basis so 




3 u. or 	= Gw. 
	
1 1  
The transformation of the connection form r.k = e1r. k  is determined 
3 	13 
by the requirement that 	V(A1e.) or 7(O1B.) are invariant under a 
change of basis. The first of these implies (from 5a)) that, 
(dA 
k 
 + 1' . k A) 	= (G)(dAm + Ftm An) 
(5 a) 
(5b) 
or, in matrix notation 
(dA + r  A)'T 	= 	(dA + r  A)T G1 
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from which we deduce, 
F' = GFG 1 - GdG.- 
or 	
r' 	G.n(G_l)k rm - G. m d(G l)k 
I 	m.n...j ... , 	m 
For later reference we point out here that the affine connection form 
transforms, according to (6), exactly as the gauge potentials of the 
group GL(n, R). 
11: (41)3(57) 
Consider a curve c(t) on M and recall that the tangent vector to 
c(t) at t is c(t) 	
d 
 
jTt (along c(t))' 	
Now for any vector 
-it 
field Y(x) with values Y(c(t)) on the curve, then the vectors 
Y(c(t)) are said to be parallel (with respect to V) along c(t) if 
and only if, 
v.(t)(Y)] 	= 	0 	for all t c 10,11 
In such a case Y is covariantly constant along c(t). Curves for 
which the tangent vectors 	(t) are themselves covariantly constant 
are called autoparallel curves with, 
= 0 
To make this equation more familiar, choose a coordinate basis and 
write, 





= 	 dK + K 
dxV 
Hence c(t) is an autoparallel curve if, 
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11 
 
d x 	 dx dx' 
dt2 	 11V
+ r K E 	= 0 
On a Riemannian manifold this is identified as the geodesic equation 
(1.2) provided r K = K 
Curvature and Torsion (41)  
On a manifold with an affine connection, the curvature, R, and 
torsion, S, tensor fields are defined by 
R(X,Y) 	= 	V  V - V. V - V y: 
and 
S(X,Y) 	= 	vx(Y) 	v(X) - 
To extract components recognise that R is a type (1,3) tensor which 
maps 3 vector fields and 1 1-form into 	(M), i.e. 
w(R(X,Y)(Z ) c 	4(M). 	
\ 
In terms of .a basis we see that, 
Rm.  . 	Om(R(e e)•(e )) ni] 3 	n 
e m 	m +r'  k m 	kmk = 	 - 
i r 
e.r. in j in 	jn 	in jk 	13 Fk 
and in particular, for a coordinate basis, 
=a ru — a 
\)KA 	 K X\) X K\) X") KW K\) X  
which is the usual expression for the components of the Riemann 
curvature tensor. 
Similarly for the torsion tensor, we have, 
k 
S 13  . 	 1 
(S(e.,e.)) 	= 	r 
13  . 	- r 31 	13 . - 	 (8) 3  
Appendix 
and in a coordinate basis, 
S 
K 
 = F 
K, K 
3.1') 	VP 
which was our definition (I.11 ) of torsion in the main text. 
Curvature and torsion are also defined through the Cartan structure 
equations for an affine manifold. 
The first of these equations reads, 
d81 	' + F A 	= S1 	 O jk A 	. 	(9) 
Using (4) we easily check that (9) is equivalent to (8). The second 
structure equation reads, 
dF 	
+III 
 A Fk 	= 	
0k A 
	 (10) 
and is equivalent to (7). 
Lie Groups and Lie Transformation 
Before moving on to consider fibre bundles it is useful at this 
stage.to point out that a Lie group G is a differentiable manifold 
with a group multiplication structure, G x G -- G, (i.e. for 912  g2 
£ G then g1g2  = 93 E G). Since G is a differentiable manifold 
we may define vectors g tangent to G at the point g. Following 
our previous notation we write g c Tg(G) 	the tangent space to C 
at g and form the tangent bundle, T(G) = U  Tg(G)• A vector field 
X on G is a cross-section on T(G) such that for each g e C then 
X(g) = g £T(G). 	With the group multiplication structure we can 
define left and right invariant vector fields on C as follows: 
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A left translation L of G is simply L : g 	pg for all 
g 6G (P is any fixed element of G). This translation (or left 
multiplication) induces a differential mapping, (see earlier) 
SLp 
	g 
T (C) 4-  T pg (C). 	A left invariant vector 
field X on G is one for which, 	6L X(g) = X(pg), so that the 
vector field at pg is the value of the field left translated from g, 
for all g 	C. 
Now given any tangent vector e c Te(C) 	where e is the iden- 
tity element of G, then there exists a unique left invariant vector 
field, X, such that X(e) = e. 	Hence with e1,e2 	T(G) and 
= X(e), e 2 = Y(e) then Qc,yJ is a left invariant vector field 
on G and 	X,Y (e) is a Lie algebra in the vector space Te(G) 
induced by the Lie bracket of the left invariant vector fields X and 
Y. Choosing a basis X 	in Te(G)  the Lie algebra is written, 
rx.1, X. 3 	13 
 k x 
K 
, 	where f 13  . 	
are the structure 
--  
constants of the Lie algebra 	of C which we now identify with 
Te(C)• Any tangent vector g c Tg(G) may be left (or right) trans- 
lated by g 1 into Te(C) 	i.e. g 1 j Te(G) 
A Lie group of transformations is a Lie group C, a differentiable 
manifold M and a mapping, 
G x  M -3- M 	such that 	(g,x) = x' e N for any g c G and. 
x C N.. For brevity the action of C on M is denoted by left or 
right (not both) translations, for example, for left translations, 
x t = gX E 	LgX• If M is a vector space and the action of G 
on M is linear then M forms a representation space for G. More 
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generally the action of G on M (inducing coordinate transformations 
in M) gives a non-linear realization of G. A vector field X on M 
is left invariant if 	SLgX(X) = X(gx) where 	SLg is the differen- 
tial of the mapping 	: C x M + M. Finally we mention that if 
E: Te(G) 	, 	then ex c T(M) for all x E N and the trans- 
formation, 
x -- 	ex (for all x) is an infinitesimal 
transformation of N by '1 
FIBRE BUNDLES 
Definition of a Principal Fibre Bundle, P(M,G) 
A principal fibre bundle is a manifold, P, (for all our purposes, 
a differentiable manifold), together. with the following collection 
of objects and conditions: 
1) 	Each P has a Lie group C which acts as a Lie transformation 
group on P. Hence for u P and g c C then with C acting 
on the right (by convention) ug = u c P. The transformation 
law is associative so that, (u g1
)9
2 = u(g1g2) for all 
There exist a projection, ir : P - N, where N is a sub- manifold 
of P, such that for u1, u2 c P then 7(u1) = 7(u2) iff 
U1 = u 2  for some g 6 C. 7 1(x) is the set of all points pro-
jected onto x C M by ir and is called the fibre over x, G. 
By definition of ii it follows that G 
x 
 is isomorphic to G. M 
is called the base manifold of P and C is the structure group 
of P. 
N has a covering of open sets U 	such that there exists a 
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differentiable mapping 	U. of U1 @ C onto r 1(U.) 	pfu., 
(the part of P over Ui),  and 	U.(x,g1)92 = 	(xg1g2) for 
x c U. If 	(i.e. the mapping for the whole of N) can be 
defined then P may be identified with M 0 C and is said to 
be a topologically trivial fibre bundle, P 	N @ G. 
Condition 3) requires that every fibre bundle is locally (i.e. over each 
U.1) trivial. 
A principle fibre bundle P is denoted, P(M,7r,G, {U.},{ 	}) or, 
for breyity P(M,G). Set theoretically P is simply, P 	U 
x G 
	the 
union of the fibres G x over each point x e N. The structure group 
C is the standard fibre of P, copies of which form each fibre G 
over x. 
We may define a cross-section, 	a on P as a differentiable 
mapping of M into P such that 
iroa(x) 	= 	x 	for all xM. 
P is shown schematically in Figure ii) below. 
Figure ii) 
G = 7t 1 (X) the fibre over x e N 
a cross-section on P 
A gauge transformation on P is a change in the choice of cross-section 
0(x) -'- 0'(x) 	= 	0(x) g(x) 	for all x c M. 
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The choice a(x) is a local gauge choice and g(x) effects a local 
gauge transformation. 
Fibre bundles describe physical gauge theories when a(x) is 
identified with the space-time manifold in a specified gauge. In order 
to describe spinor, vector, Goldstone etc. fields in this language, 
the associated fibre bundle must be defined. A gauge covariant pro-
cedure for identifying tangent vectors to the bundle then leads to the 
notion of connections on P (gauge potentials) and the curvature of 
P (gauge field strengths). 
The Bundle E(M, G, F, P) Associated with P. 
Given a principal fibre bundle P(M,G) and a manifold F on which 
G acts effectively (by convention, on the left), then e may define an 
associated fibre bundle E(M, G, F, P). Locally, within each open set 
of M, (used to define P), E is simply the direct product space, 
EIU. = U. e F. 	More generally E is the coset space, E = P 	F G 
The projection IrE : E - M is induced by the mapping (u,v) - rr(u) 
where u c P and v c F. More explicitly, IrEo PF(u,  ) = 70'1 (u,v) 
where 	i.' is the projection P ® F - P such that T1(u,) = u, and 
i is the natural mapping, 	F : P ® F+ 	G 
P®F 	
(i.e. p 	dentifies 
all u c P differing only by the action of G). 
Finally, the mapping, 
U. 0 F -- rrE 1(Ui) H 	E1U. 	is defined, 
from 
c 	
of P, by 
v)= 	PF(UX,e), \)) 
where x e U, v c F and e is the identity element of G. 7E1(X) 
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is called the fibre of E over x and F is the standard fibre,. Set 
theoretically E 	F. 	The definition of E appears extremely 
formal so we shall give two examples to clarify the situations 
Example I The tangent bundle (M) to the manifold M, with 
T(M) E U T(M), is a fibre bundle associated to the 
principal fibre bundle over M with structure group 
GL(n,R) which acts effectively (and linearly) on the 
standard fibre, an n-dimensional linear vector space Vs., 
isomorphic to each fibre T(M) over x c M. 
Example 2 The spinor bundle over Minkowski space-time with standard 
fibre 2,  the complex space in which Weyl two component 
spinors lie (see Appendix A) and upon which SL(2,c) acts 
as a transformation group. The spinor bundle is associated 
with the principal fibre bundle over Minkowski space-time 
with structure group SL(2,c), often referred to as the 
'bundle of Lorentz frames' (since SO(1,3) 	SL(2,c)). 
A Weyl spinor field is simply a cross-section on the spinor 
bundle. 
The Bundle, T(P), Tangent to P. 
In physical gauge theories the central issue is the formation of a 
gauge-covariant derivative, D Ij of some field 	(x) (which is a cross- 
section on the appropriate associated fibre bundle). In the fibre bundle 
language the problem of forming a covariant derivative translates into 
one of defining a class of vectors ('horizontal vectors') tangent to 
P(N,G). Recall that tangent vectors are derivative operators and we 
shall find that the covariant derivatives of gauge theories are horizontal 
vectors tangent to P at each point on some cross-section a(x) on P. 
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Since P is a differentiable manifold we may consider vectors 
tangent to P at any point u c P, then the aggregate of all such 
vectors at u form the tangent space T(P) to P at u E P. 
The space T(P) = Uu T(P) is the tangent bundle to P. It is, in 
fact, a principal fibre bundle with base space T(M) and structure 
group T(G). The projection T(P) - T(N) is the differential, 
of n. 
The Infinitesimal Connection in P 
Consider the projection, p : T(P) + T -a-(P)  which simply factors 
G out of the tangent bundle. 
T(P) is a fibre bundle associated with T(P) and with standard 
fibre 	T(G) 	Te(G) 	, the Lie algebra of G. The projection 
" 	T(P) 	 * Sir : 
G 
- T(M) is simply defined by 6 7T o 1i = 67. 
T(P) . -------- is called the bundle of connections and the cross-section, 
T(P)  
F : T(M) 	G 	
such that 57 o F(x) = x for all x e T(M) is 
called an infinitesimal connection in P. 
We see that the role of this cross-section, F is to pick out 
a subspace (of the dimension of M) of T(P) at each point u e P. 
This space is known as the horizontal subspace of T(P) and will 
have elements denoted UH•  Since G was factored out of T(P) for 
the definition of F it follows that horizontal vectors are right 
translation invariant under G, i.e. (ug)11 = 
Given P(M,G) with a connection F then the notion of infinitesimal 
parallel displacement in P is defined as follows,: 
With x Tx(M)  then x is said to be infinitesimally near to x 
(recall infinitesimal transformations of M in the first part). Now 
consider any u such that 11(u) = x then there is a unique UH 




) = 	F() 
u 	is the horizontal lift of x (with respect to F). The point 
uH is called the point obtained by the parallel displacement of u 
from x to x. 
The identification of the horizontal subspace using the cross-
section 1' is difficult to work with and we now give an equivalent 
definition of a connection which makes closer contact with the usual 
gauge theory language. 
Let u e Tu(P)  and x c T(M), such that 6rr(u) = x. The 
horizontal part u  of u is by definition the point in T(P) 
obtained by the parallel displacement of u from x to x so that, 
=-1 o 
	(i : T(P) 	
T(P)) 
* - 
= 	o F(x) 	(since 5ir o  
= 	, (by definition of F). 
Hence Sir(u - uH) = x - x = x, the zero vector in T(M). By 
definition of 67 this implies that u - 	is tangent to the fibre 
over x so we call 	 the vertical component of u. 
What has been shown therefore is that F 	leads to a unique decom- 
position of T(P) into the direct sum of a horizontal and a vertical 
r 
subspace such that for any u E T(P), u -- U u 	
u. Clearly we may 
equally well define a connection as identifying the vertical or 
horizontal subspace of T(P) for all u E P. Now since T(G) is 
transitive on the fibre over x it follows that there exists a 
unique element w(u) E T(G) which translates u to u by right 
multiplication, 
i.e. 	u.w() 	= 	u,,, 	(w (u) c T(G)). 	 (11) 
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In fact, since u 	is tangent to T(P)  at u it is clear that 
Te(G) ' 'i 	(and not Tg(G) for g 	e). 	Hence we see that 
the connection may be defined by a I -valued differential 1-form, w on P. 
For any u c P and g c T(g) it is clear that ug is tangent to the 
fibre over x = ii(u) at ug so that, 
(u)v = uj, 	then from (11) we see that 
ug-W(ug) 	= 	ug 	for all u. 
Hence 
- 	-1-- 
w(ug) = g g 	 (12a) 
Also we know that (ug) 	= u g 	(by definition of 	1') 
.. 	(•) 	= 	•g - 	= 
. ug-W(ug) = (g) = uVg 
Hence, 
- 	-1 - 
W(ug) = g w(u)g 	 (12b) 
Combining (12a) and (12b) (and using ug 	ug + uj) 
-1 - -1— 
w(i) 	= 	g 	w(u)g + g 	g . 	 (13) 
This equation has the form of the inhomogeneous gauge transformations 
of gauge potentials in Yang-Mills theories. To identify the gauge 
fields we must revert to the component language by choosing bases for 
the vectors and 1-forms. 
Description of a Connection In Terms. of a Local Basis 
In this section we restrict our attention to Plui,  the part of 
P over an open coordinate patch U. Recall that P1J1 is identified 
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with U i 0 G through 
U. 	U. @ C - 	
so that 
1 
=u for x c U, g 	G, u 	P, rr(u) 	x. 
Let x' be coordinates on U. defining a coordinate basis —p-- 
	
1 	 x1_t 	11 
for vector fields on U.. 
1 
Consider an arbitrary cross-section, a : U1 - 	 inducing 
the differential cross-section, 6a : T(U1) - T(P)jT(U.) so that 
5a(x) = U C T(P) where u = a(x). We may now define the a-
dependent OJ -valued potentials, 
A 
11 
 (a) 	E 	w(5a( 1)) 
Under a gauge transformation, a(x) + a'(x) = a(x) g(x) inducing 
6a(x) - 	5a()6g(), 	where 6g(x) is defined as follows: 
The local group element g(x) is essentially a mapping, 
g : U1 - C 	so that 	g(x) 	G for all x e U1. 	This induces 
the differential mapping, 
5g : T(U.) + T (G) 	so that 	6g() e Tg(G) 
We are interested in 	Sg() and refer to Fig. iii) below (which 
should be compared with Fig. I)). 
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c'(x) is the image curve 	= 	g(c(x1)), 
hence 	csg(a ) 	= 	--- g(c(x)) 	3 g(x). 
11 dx 
We now deduce the transformation of A(o) by using (13) with 
	
+ 6C() 	and 	g -~- g(a 	3 g(x), 
A U (a') 	= 	g 1 A 
11 
(a)g + g1a 
11 
g 	 (15) 
and clearly the AU(a) transform as the gauge (cross-section) depen-
dent potentials in Yang-Mills theories. The identification mapping 
U. 
U 1 . 	 1 





= 	(x, g) 	for all x, with g fixed. 
We may in this case define a direct product basis 	
, . 
for vectors 
U Tu(P) with, 
So ( ), the inclusion cf 	at all points on G 
= 	g .i 	 x 
and 
tangent to the fibre G  over x (which is 
isomorphic - to G). 
It follows from this definition that the direct product basis satisfies 
the commutation rules, 




are the structure constants for the Lie algebra 	of G. 
The covariant derivative D 
11 
in gauge theories is simply a basis 
for the horizontal subspace of T(P): 
Let D be the horizontal lift of 3 , so that 
U 	 U 	 - 
p(D ) 	= 	r(3) U U 
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then D form a basis for the horizontal subspace 	at each 
Point u C P. It follows that D, 	
. 
form a basis for any vector 
field on P and furthermore, since (ug) 	=u H g the basis D 11 
must 
be translation invariant under g, so that, 
1 	11 
	= 	0 	. 	 (17) 
Finally, notice that, 
	
( ,DH) 	= 	 D), (since 1r(u) 	0) 
= 	
11 ,





, DI 	= 	 F1 	
. 	 (18) 
The relationship between the direct product and the horizontal 
lift basis is obtained as follows: 
From the definition of ui(u), 
w(D) 	= 	0 	(Since D is horizontal) 
W(Y = X 	(X. is basis for '1 
w() = w( g()) = A(a) H A 1(x,g)X. 
It is clear from these relations that D 	is written in the direct 
U 
product basis as, 
D 11 	
=& - A1(x,g) 	
. 
which, up to the identification 	a 	and 	. ~-' X 	(by iso- 
morphisms), is the familiar form for a covariant derivative, 
D 	9 - A 1(x,g)X. 	. 	 (19) 
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Using (19) to calculate 	D,I we find that F ,1, defined in 





- . A - 	
1 
A A k 
	
(20) 
v t 	Jk ji v 
Hence we identify A 1(x,g) as the Yang-Mills gauge potentials and 
F 1(x,g) as the field strengths. 	The field strengths have the geo- 
metrical interpretation as the curvature components of P as we shall 
see in the next section. 
The Holonomy Group and Curvature of P 
Given a curve, c(t) (0 < t < 1) on M and a point u0 c P 
such that ir(u) = c(0), then there is a unique curve 	(t) in P 
such that 	rr(c(t)) = c(t) and the tangent vector to c(t) is the 
horizontal lift of the tangent vector to c(t) for all 0 < t < 1. 
This may be written, 
d 	 I 	d 
/ cft-.along (t)J) = ~(_dt along c(t)]) 
Such a curve, 	(t) in P is called the horizontal lift of the curve 
c(t) in M. The point u1 = 	(l) at the end of this curve is called 
the point obtained by the parallel transport of u0 along c(t) and is 
briefly denoted u1 = c(u) . 	 Since (ug)H = 	g it is clear that, 
if 	(t) is a horizontal curve over c(t) then '(t)g (for any 
g C G) is also a horizontal curve over c(t), hence we may write 
c(u0g) = c(u0)g 
Now consider the horizontal lift of a closed loop c' (t) in M 
where c'(0) = c'(1). It is not necessary that the horizontal lift 
of a loop is itself a loop, but the end-point c(1) must be in the 
same fibre as the starting point 	(0), (i.e. ir(c(l)) = 7(c(0)) 
= c'(0) = c'(l)), so that U1 = U0g, for some 9 	G. For a 
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fixed point u0 c P and hence a fixed x0 = 11(u) c M we may con- 
sider the set of all points in the same fibre, rr 1(x), as u 	which 
may be reached by the parallel transport of u around all possible loops 
in M 'starting' at x. All these points may be right translated 
from u0 by an element g of C, hence the set of all such points 
in the fibre is described by a subset H of G. It is not difficult 
to see that this subset is in fact a subgroup H of G: 
Closure; let 91,92 E H such that u0g1 = c1 t(u0) and. 
ug2 = c21(u0). Write the join of two curves c1(t) and c2(t), where 
c2(0) = c1(l), as c 2  V c1(t) (which simply means go along c1 then 
aloi-ig c 2 ) and we see that 
c2t V c11(u,)= c2'(u0g1) =' c'(u0)g 	= u0g2g1. Hence 92g1 c H 
(closure). 
Inverse; 	let g e H such that u 0  g = cT(u), then the 
inverse operation is to go round c1 in the opposite sense (from 
t = 1 to t = 0) and this curve may be denoted c'-l. Hence 
c 	(u0g) = c'(u0)g = u0, so that c' (u0) = U 0 	- g 	H 
(inverse). 
Identity element simply corresponds to the trivial loop 
c' (t) 	= 	x 	for all t. 
This subgroup H(u0) of the structure group G is called the 
holonomy group of P with reference point u. In fact choosing a 
different reference point u1 = u 0  g leads to a conjugate group, 
H(ug) = 9 1H(u)g. 	Hence if M is at least pathwise connected, 
it makes sense to refer to the holonomy group H of P(M,G) without 
specifying a reference point. The holonomy group describes the path 
dependence of parallel transport in P with respect to a connection 
r. 	If the parallel transport process were path independent then loops 
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in M would be lifted to loops in P and H would be the identity 
element e. 
The curvature R of P(M,G), with a connection r, is a local 
object defined at each point u e P through the consideration of the 
horizontal lift of infinitesimal loops in M. In fact an infinitesimal 
loop doesn't lie in M but in T(M) and.an infinitesimal loop at the 
point x e M is a finite parallelogram in T(M)  with vertices 
(x, 	, _X 1 + x2, x
2) where x is the zero vector in T(M).  Such a 
loop at x on M is therefore defined by two vectors x,, x2 e T(M) 
and will be denoted c'( 1, x 2• 	In order that parallel transport 
along a curve in T(M) may be defined it is evident that we require a 
connection in the tangent bundle T(P)(T(M), T(G)) to P(N,G). This 
connection, dented T(r) in the tangent bundle T(P) (which is also 
a principal fibre bundle) is induced naturally from r in P as des-
cribed for example in ref. (48). Here we only require two simple 
results: 
1) 	Let p be the projection p: 	T(P) + P such that for any fl c T(P) 
then p() = u, then for any curve E(t) in T(P) which is 
horizontal with respect to T(F), p(c(t)) is horizontal in P with res-
pect to F. 
2) 	Let m be the projection in : T(M) ± M, then for any curve 
curve 	(t) in T(M) and any fl 	T(P) such that Si(ü) 	(0), 
p((i0)) 	= 	in o Z(u) 
Here, m a C is a curve in M and m a (u) is the point in P 
reached by parallel displacement with respect to F along m 0 C. 
u 0) is the point in T(P) reached by parallel displacement along 
with respect to T(F). In view of the fact that the horizontal 
curve over in a c, starting from u 	is unique we see that the second 
result follows immediately from the first. 
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Returning to the curve c' ( , 	) in T (M) then for any point 
u 	c 7r (x)' we shall denote by c'(, x 2)(u0) the point in T(P) 
obtained by the parallel transport of u0 around c' (x1, x2) with 
respect to T(F). It is clear that this end point is in the same 
fibre rr 1(x) as u. 	Furthermore since m o c'(x1, x2) 	x and 
hence m o c'(1,  x 2)(u) = u, it follows from 'result (2)' above 
that p(c'( 1, x 2)(u)) = u 	which means that c'(x1, x 2)(u) is 
tangent to P at u and therefore differs from u0 by a right 
translation u -- u, where ' T (G) 	. 	Hence the result o 	o 	 e 
of parallel transporting u 	around c'(x1, x2) is, 
c' (xi, x2)  (u) 	= 	u 	 ( c '1 ) 0 
is determined entirely by 	
, 	
and u, it is called the curvature 
of P at u 	and may be denoted, R(u, X1 2 x2) 	e 
The transformation of R under right translations u0 - u 0 
along a fibre is easily determined. 
c( 1 9 x2)(ug) 	= 	u 0  g R(ug, X11 x2) 
but 
c( 1, 2)(ug) = c(i12 x2)(u)g =0 
R(u,x1, x 2)g 
hence 	R(u0g, x19x2) = g 1 R(u0g, Xl.%X2)g 
and we see that R transforms homogeneously in the adjoint representation 
of G. 
From R, we may define a 	-va1ued 2-form, 0 on P, 	the 
curvature 2-form, 




	and 'l''2 T(P) 
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The curvature 2-form satisfies the Cartan structure equation 
= 
where w is the 	valued 1-form defining the connection r in P 
and 1W,  uj 	= 	 WjXj  = w A w3 JX.,X 
ij 	k 
= w A. w f... 	 CX. 	s a basis for 	). i3 K 	 1 i  
The proof of this equation devides naturally into two parts. First 
notice that, since CU(UH) 	0, for horizontal vector fields on P 
the structure equations become, 
dw61, u2H) 	=Q(u  i' 	= - 
	' 
This equation is verified (1),(48) by calculating the point in T(P) 
obtained by the parallel transport of u0 around c'G1, x2) and 
then simply using the definition of the curvature R. 
The remaining part of the proof consists of verifying that for any 
two vector fields 	
, u
2 on P then, 
dw( 1,'2) + 	I?(u) ,W(u2)j 	= 	dt(i1 , 112) 
and this is easily done using the direct product basis, {D, .} 
for vector fields on P. 
The structure equation on insertion of the vectors D 	takes the 
form 
dw(D ,D) 	= 	- 	R(u, a 3 3 3.1 	\) 
Using the general relation (3) for exact 2-forms and the fact that 
(D 
11 
) = 0 we see that the left hand side of this equation becomes 
- 	(I_D1• ,D 	), but we defined the Yang-Mills field strengths through 
the Lie bracket, rD 11 ,D j = - F1 ., finally using w() 	.X 
we identify, 
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F X. = 
PV1 
We have therefore identified the Yang-Mills field strengths with the 
geometrical curvature of P(M,G). 
Cartan Connections (19), (20), (48), (50). 
Gauge theories have a geometrical description not simply on space-
time, but on an extended fibre bundle manifold with space-time identified. 
as a cross-section on the bundle. To obtain a geometry on space-time 
itself we require a connection which identifies the 'horizontal vectors' 
with the tangent vectors to space-time, on the cross-section. Such 
connections are called Cartan connections and they define a soldering 
of the horizontal subspace to the tangent space to the base manifold 
at each point on a cross-section. For the special problem of geometries 
on space-time we refer to the main text, here we concentrate on the 
general properties of fibre bundles with a Cartan connection. 
A Cartan connection r 	in a principal fibre bundle P(M,G) 
is a cross-section, 
r : T(M) 	T(P) 
G 	
(i.e. a connection as previously 
defined), which also defines the soldering of the associated bundle 
E(M, F, G, P) to M. 
Definition: 	A bundle E(M, F, G, P) associated with P(M,G) is soldered 
to M if it satisfies the following conditions. 
G acts transitively on F, 'so that F is the orbit of G with 
respect to any arbitrary point of F. 	Hence F is isomorphic to the 
coset space 	(see Appendix D) where H is the subgroup of G which 
leaves the arbitrary point fixed. We therefore see that the standard 
fibre-of E is F = - 
dim M = dim F E dim-2 (hence dim G > dim M). 
Appendix 
E admits a cross-section, which is to be identified with M. 
Once a cross-section is picked the structure group reduced to H. 
The tangent space T(F)  to F x at x (i.e. on the cross-
section) is identified with the tangent space T(M) to N by an 
isomorphism, ' : T(M) - T(F). In particular y(x) 	x. It is 
this isomorphism y which describes the soldering of E to N. 
The fact that the Cartan connection r 	is required to define the 
soldering, combined with the usual role of lifting tangent vectors to 
M into a horizontal subspace means that all horizontal vectors in 
T(P) must be tangent to the coset, ff degrees of freedom along each 
fibre. Hence there must be no horizontal vectors tangent to the sub-
bundle P'(M,H) of P(M,G). If w is the 'b -valued form on p 
defining a Cartan connection then, for any u' e T(P'), w must satisfy, 
w(u'i) = h 1 i 	(hcH) 
w(? h) 	= 	h 1 u(T)h 
and 	 W Cu') = 0 	 u' 	= 0. 
The first two conditions are required for any connection on P', it 
is the third condition which identifies u as the form defining a 
Cartan connection since it states that there are no non-zero vectors 
in T(P') which are horizontal with respect to the connection. 
The algebra OJ of G decomposes into 
t 
where 2. is the algebra of H and t, the coset tangent space. We 
are interested in algebras for which this decomposition satisfies, 
LL] C k 
C 
and 
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Using the decomposition of the algebra we write, 
W = W' + 0 
where w' is the -valued form defining a connection on P' and 
0 is a t-valued form called the form of soldering. 	From the 
definition of w. which required that w(') = 0 — 	0 	,it 
follows that 	(.') = 0 = 	=u
t 
 . 	Also the requirement that 
— 	-1 
w(u
'  h) = h w(? )h and the decomposition of u imply that 
e(?h) = h 1 (')h 
The Cartan connection on P is therefore equivalent to an 
'ordinary'connection on P' together with the 'form of soldering' 
which identifies the horizontal vectors in T(P) with the tangent 
vectors to M on a cross-section. 	Substituting w = w' + 0 into 
the Cartan structure equation, dw + 	ü,uJ = 2 	and using the decom- 
position of the algebra we see that it splits into an h -valued and 
a t-valued equation, 
dw' 	+ 	w'i 	= 0 k - 12 Ce I el 
and 
dO + 	 = 
We have recovered the two structure equations of Cartan where 
Qk -0, oJ 	' 	is the curvature form of the 
Cartan connection in P' and 
is the torsion form of the Cartan connection in P'. 
To proceed further we should choose some specific group structure 
but leave this for the main text. We simply remark here that the choice 
G = A(n, R) (the affine group) and H = GL(n, R) yield a group 
theoretical definition of the affine geometry on M which we discussed 
earlier (see reference (50)). 
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In addition to the usual parallel transport process which any 
connection may define, there is an additional geometrical construction 
in bundles, P, with a Cartan connection called development which we 
shall briefly describe to conclude this appendix. 
Consider a curve c(t) on M and a curve 	(t) in P'(M,H), 
covering c(t), such that rr(c(t)) 	c(t). Each point of c(t) 
may be parallel displaced (with respect to the Cartan connection r) 
back to the 	Tr fibre 	1(x) over x = c(0). In this manner a curve 
Ili 	
_  
(t) in ir (x) is defined (with 	(0) = 	(0)) and since c(t) 
lies in 1" it cannot be horizontal with respect to F 	so that 
is never trivial. 
Defining the natural coset projection, 
PH 




then the curve c (t) = P
H 
 (c(t))lies in the fibre 7r 	(x). The 
importance of c*(t) lies in the fact that it is defined independently 
of the choice of curve C (t) over c(t): 
Choosing a different curve 	'(t) over M (but still in P') 
we see that 	'(t) = 	(t) h(t) (h 	H). 	Since parallel 
transport and right multiplication by G commute ((ug) = I,g) 
it then follows that, 
c (t) h(t) 	and so 
MU c*(t) 	
= 	H ((t)) 	= 	PH(c(t). 
* 
Given a curve c(t) on M, the curve c (t) in the fibre of 
E(M, G 
	
i G, P) over c(0) 	s uniquely determined by the above process 
and is called the development of c(t) into 
(48) 
We remark finally that the converse of this statement is also true, 
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* 
i.e. given a curve c Ct) in ItE-1  (x0) then there exists a unique 
curve in M, starting at x, which may be developed into c (t). 
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aqq qlTm suqod aqi PUP UOIJUITAPaS UTBISUTH UT S2U19 P131 
UOqTABa2 aqq moq SuiqTaosap ATgaiaq .&q 1dq3 siqq ut8aq am 
pii; TPUOTIVITAPa2 aqq go Plurnb 
	
',SUOITAPaO, jo 92UPqDX9 9q4 JO SUIa9l UT SUOT 	UT 	UOT 
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motivates our interest in theories which involve a highly symmetric 
coupling of matter to gravity. 
The dynamics of gravitation are contained in the Einstein action, 
L'E 	= 	vC R 	= ;- C• gl•IV RA 	 (1)PVX 
where (equation (I.8b)) 
= a (X}a{A} 	K A 	K 
	
vX 	P VX 	A 11V 
and (equation (1.2)) 
1 AK 
= -g (ag +ag _ag ). 
T.1 )K 	V 11 	K1\) 
Now in a coordinate. system which becomes Lorentzian as the gravitational 
coupling vanishes (K 0) we may write the covariant metric tensor as, 
g 	=. 	Ti .1V 
 +K( 	 (2) 
This defines the symmetric tensor field 	= 	, with the 
dimensions of mass, 	Dili = mass 
The contravariant metric tensor g 	is defined by the require- 
ment that, 
gTNg, 	= 	
. Substituting (2) into this equation we 
obtain an iterative solution for g, 
9 P 	= 	
n 	- K41' + K2A + 0(K 3 ) 	 (3) 
The left hand side is an infinite series in (KP)n where the indices 
on the 	are contracted using the zeroth order metric g = ri 
g 	= n. 	In this sense 	may be regarded as a flat space-time 
mom 
tensor field. Substituting (2) and (3) into 	we obtain an in- 
finite series in powers of 	, 
= 	/2) + K/
(3)  + K2/(4) + O(K) 	 (4) 
where we have dropped a linear term, !#(l)  which is a total 
divergence. 
The quadratic term in Z  	is, 
(2) 	= 	23 	
- \)K 
X V  
X - 23pK 
\)K X 
a V + 	 (5) 
and determines the free propagator for the 
The terms 	Kn2 / 	(n = 3,4, ... co) are self interaction 
terms, (or n-point bare vertices), for the q. 
We therefore see that the Einstein action may be regarded as the 
action for a very complicated self interacting theory of the tensor 
field 	on flat space-time. To lowest order in K this theory 
becomes the free field theory 
''(2) 








- 3K 	X 
K 
K - 	(3K3A 	- 3K3 	X 	
= 	o 
IV 	
KTI  .1\) 	KX 	K X 
Contracting these equations with n 	we find that 
K 	 K 
X KX - 3 
3 3 3 	
= 	0 
hence the field equations reduce to 
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- K jIV 	 j.1 Vic 	\) ].1< 	1V K 
	 (6) 
These are the equations for a zero rest mass, spin 2 field 
(see for example ref. (52)). Furthermore Weinberg has shown (73) 
that interactions mediated by particles of spin 2 require that all 
particles of matter have the same interaction 'charge'. At low 
energies Weinberg identified this charge as the ratio of the par-
ticle's effective gravitational mass to its inertial mass and 
hence recovered a microscopic version of the equivalence principle. 
Since it is uniquely 
(73) 
 spin 2 particles which lead to the 
principle of equivalence we shall accept that the graviton is a 
spin 2 massless particle (massless since gravity is an infinite 
range force), with the 	as the corresponding classical field. 
From the action 	 of equation (4), the Feynman rules 
for the construction of scattering amplitudes may be written down. 
The quadratic part, 
'(2) 
 yields a massless free particle propa-
gator u f7 (in momentum space) and the interaction terms all 
yield bare vertices ".. P 2 , (since there are two derivatives in each 
term), with complicated symmetry factors on the indices 
(44) 
 which 
we have omitted. With these rules, tree diagrams and their 
associated physical processes have been evaluated. However, when 
closed graviton loops are included these simple Feynman rules 
become inadequate. Each loop involves an integral, 	d4 P. over 
an internal 4-momentum so that the simplest case of one loop (with 
N vertices) has a superficial degree of divergence, D = 4 and in 
general for n loops, D(n) = 2n + 2. This simple counting of?4Wet1  
oFthe momentum in the amplitude does not necessarily reflect the 
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actual divergence of a diagram however. In Yang-Mills theories a 
proper use of the available gauge symmetry reduces the degree of 
divergence and in fact, the local symmetries of gravitation have 
a similar effect in the present case
(44)
In one respect, counting 
the powers of the momentum in an amplitude is still a valuable 
guide. 	Because the gravitational coupling constant K has the 
dimensions of (mass) 1 it follows that there are an infinite 
2n( 2n 
number of possible dimensionless counterterms 	K 	j P , (with 
a dimensionless coupling constant, all dimensionless counterterms 
must be logarithmic). Hence we anticipate that if non-vanishing 
counterterms are required at any number of loops then this will 
lead, at higher orders, to more and more counterterms and a non-
renormalizable theory. We therefore see that a successful theory 
of quantum gravity requires the infinite counterterms to vanish at 
each order in perturbation theory. 




 using the background field method 	and dimen- 
sional regularization. In this background field method, the quantum 
gravitational field fluctuates about a classical solution, g  
'of 	the Einstein field equations (I.8a), R 
11V
= 0, and not simply 
about flat Minkowski space-time. The form of the counterterms 
required to render the effective action finite at one loop is 
i (R2 +Rjiv R ) PV
E  
where ci. and 	are numerical factors and e = n - 4 (ii is the 
continuous dimension of space-time). The counterterm is therefore 
infinite (for n = 4) off-shell but for the calculation of on-shell 
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S-matrix elements, g 	satisfies the field equations, R = 0 and so 
A /E = 0 on-shell. Gravity is therefore finite at one loop. At two 
loops however there exist (21) infinite counterterms 	(R 	)3 which 
don't vanish on-shell and we may now expect more and more non-vanishing 
counterterms at higher orders. 	Hence pure gravitation breaks down as 
a quantum theory at 2 loops. 
The fact that pure gravitation, described byç, breaks down 
is not, by itself, a disaster for the theory. This is because the 
notion of a gravitational field in matter-free space is lost in any 
event for the quantum theory. We may consider a region of space-time 
where there are no on-shell electrons, quarks etc., but these states 
will still contribute to a quantum process through, for example, 
vacuum polarization (4) effects such as that shown in Fig. 1. 
Figure 1 
Bearing in mind Weinberg's statement of the equivalence principle 
that gravitons couple with equal 'charge' to all particles (including 
themselves) we see that a proper quantum theory of gravitation must, 
in addition to the Einstein action, include actions for the coupling 
of gravity to all the fundamental matter fields. In Chapter 1 we 
showed how alimatter fields may be coupled to gravity, essentially 
by the replacement of ordinary derivatives and the Minkowski metric 
T111V 
by the appropriate covariant derivatives (see section 1.4) and 
a more general metric g(x), respectively. As a simple example, 
the action for the coupling of gravity to a massless scalar field 
is, 
/ 	_./g1tV 
't Hooft and Veltman calculated the one loop counterterms for this 
action using the background field method and found that (42),(34)  
= 
This term does not vanish on-shell however since the classical back- 
ground field equations are now, R - 	g R = K2 T 	and'con- 
IJV 2 i'v. 
tract to R = - 	K2 T' 	0, where T 
JJV 
is the symmetric 
stress-energy tensor, calculated from 	.. The non-vanishing of 
the one loop counterterms is not by any means just a problem for the 
scalar field action, rather a general feature of actions for gravity 
coupled to matter by the minimal coupling prescription (see for 
example ref. (42)). 
Clearly this approach to quantum gravity is inadequate; we 
cannot search through the one loop counterterms for all possible 
matter actions expecting miraculous cancellations between them. We 
(the physics community) are not prepared however to abandon Einstein's 
theory of gravitation or modern quantum field theory (since we have 
nothing feasible with which to replace them) and so the most conservative 
step must be to impose extra symmetry requirements upon the theory 
which will restrict much further the form of the actions for gravity 
coupled to matter. To have any chance of effecting systematic can-
cellations between gravity and matter loop divergences this symmetry 
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must connect the spin 2 graviton with the spin 0, 1, 1, 	matter 
fields and hence, must involve Fermionic (half-integer spin) 
generators. 
Such symmetries on flat space-time are known as super-
syminetries 76 '24 and their associated supersymmetric field theories 
originally generated much interest precisely because of the remarkable 
cancellations between Fermion and Boson loops within these theories. 
(30), (16), (52) 
Supergravity theories 	 are supersymmetric theories 
involving the spin 2 graviton, (they also necessarily involve local 
supersytnmetry on curved space-time, see section 3), the smallest 
such theory, minimal supergravity involves the graviton and a spin 
state known as the 'gravitino'. An encouraging feature of this 
minimal supergravity theory is that it is finite to two loops 2 '52 . 
At three loops invariant counterterms exist but their coefficients 
have not yet been calculated; they may vanish. Minimal super-
gravity cannot be a full quantum gravity theory however since it 
doesn't involve any known matter states. 	The larger, extended 
supergravity theories involve states down to spin 0 and indeed the 
largest (N = 8) theory contains sufficient states for a full 
quantum gravity theory and a large enough gauged internal symmetry 
group ( hidden STJ(8),(52) ), to accommodate the grand unified theories 
of the electro-weak and strong interactions. This theory is 
immensely complicated, especially when the problem of symmetry 
breaking to that at the energy scale of the present day universe 
is introduced, and is apparently beyond the scope of any work! 
For the remainder of this chapter we shall review supersymmetry 
and supergravity in preparation for the later chapters on the gauge 
theory structure of supergravity. 
2) 	Supersymmetry 
Linear transformations connecting Bose fields A(x) and Fermi 
fields L(x), where A(x) has the canonical dimensions of mass 
and 	has the canonical dimensions of (mass)3'2, will have 
the general form, 
5 A(x) 	14) 
	
(7a) 
13 p(x)" kA(x)c 	. 	 (7b) 
Here, e 	c(x) are the constant parameters of the global trans- 
formations and since the 14 	are Grassmann variables, 
{, 	 + 	= 0, then so too must be the c. Equation 
(7a) fixes the dimensions of e 	to be, le,' = (mass) 1/2 so 
that in (7b) we require the derivative 	Y a a 	on dimensional 
grounds. We shall work with 4-component spinors i(x), 
(ct = 1,2,3,4) and for a minimal theory, restrict our attention to 
self conjugate Majorana spinors (see Appendix A) with four degrees 
of freedom. For Majorana spinors we raise and lower spinor indices 
with the antisyinmetric charge conjugation matrix (4) Cc = - 
(Appendix B) and write the inner product of two such spinors as, 
=C aa e a = 	- 	 (8) 
where we have used {14, 	= 0. 
The closure properties of (7) are established by evaluating the 
commutators 
First for A(x) we find, 
(6152 	6251)A(x) 	= 	 - 
= 	2Y a )a a A(x). 
—a 	 T a 	 T a  
But 	C 1 Y E = 	c1 
Cy C2 = 	- c2 (Cy ) 
and 	(Cya )
T 	a 
= Cy 	(Appendix B) 
- a 	 - a 
= 	C21C1  (9) 
and so 
- a 
- 621)A(x) 	= 	2 C2y Cl a A(x) 	 (10) 
The right hand side of (10) is precisely the form of a translation 
of A(x), 
Ii E a 	A(x)J 	= 	a a A(x) 
where P a 
 is the 4-momentum generator of space-time translations. 
For J(x) we find, 
12 - 	= 	i A C2 - (1 	
2) 
= 	1 )c2 - (1 	2) 
Using the Fierz rearrangements (Appendix B), 
+ )y5 (y5) 	+ 
+ 	Ya )$ + 	ab)} 	 (12) 
and the symmetry properties of the bilinears deduced from (9), we 
obtain, 
1— ab 
12 	 = 	E21Cl1a + 4 2 	1P 
Cy ab 
Hence, 
a 	1— a 
12 - 	= 	21 - 	
C2'( 
- 	E2 	Crclb 	2 	1 a b 
1 - ab - - ab 	
(13) 
The first term on the right hand side is a translation term as in (10) 
the next two terms vanish if p(x) satisfies the massless free field 
equation, 	= 0, but the last term has no clear interpretation. We 
conclude that a scalar field A(x) and a spinNajorana field 	(x) 
don't provide a closed multiplet to represent the spinorial trans-
formations of the form of equations (7). 
The smallest multiplet is in fact obtained by adding a pseudo-
scalar field B(x) to the A(x) and ij(x), then modifying (7) to, 
6A (x) 	= 	•• lJ) 	 (14a) 
6B(x) 	= 	C Y 	 (14b) 
6i (X) 	= 	(A + y5B)c 	 (14c) 
The closure relations for (14) may be calculated as for (7), to obtain 
a 
- 6251)A(x) 	= 	2 821 El 9A(x) 	 (15 a)  
a 	




. 	 (15c) 
Hence the commutator of two of these spinorial transformations closes 





{A, B, ip}) 
with 	
a 
= 2 e 2 	
provided p(x) satisfies the equation of motion, 
= 0. 	This unusual feature that the closure relations depend upon 
field equations means that we must specify an invariant action for the 
fields A(x), B(x) and p(x) in order that they may form a closed 
multiplet. In fact it is not difficult to verify that the LagrangIan 
for the free fields, 
= 	
- 	 aa 2 - 2a B)2 - 	 (16) 
transforms only by a total divergence under (14). We find that, 
= + —CY 5aB - 	 + y5 
B) 
0 	~]_ I 
henceJtdx is an invariant action. The dependence of the closure 
o 
relations upon the equations of motion of the p(x) field may be 
understood in terms of the degrees of freedom in the multiplet. Of f 
shell there are four Fermi degrees of freedom in the iji(x) and two 
Bose degrees of freedom, one each in the real A(x) and B(x). Now 
since the spinorial transformations are linear one-one (they are re-
quired to be one-one since they close on translations) transformations 
between Bose and Fermi fields we cannot expect closure unless we have 
an equal number of Bose and Fermi degrees of freedom. Hence the 4(x) 
.4 
must be constrained to two degrees of freedom by its field equations 
= 0. If we require off-shell closure, independent of any field 
equations it is clear that we must introduce two more Bose fields. 
Furthermore in order to cancel the unwanted term in (15c) these two 
fields, F(x) and G(x), should transform 	p. 	The multiplet 
{A, B, F, C, 4} obtained in this manner is known as the Wess-Zumino 
multiplet, named after its discoverers (76) 	The transformations of 
the fields in this multiplet are, 
6 A(x) 	= 	 (17a) 
6 B(x)= 	C 	 (17b) 




6 G(x) 	= 	i 	. 	 (17e) 
It is straightforward to check that the closure relations all take the 
form, 
(61 62 - c52 6l) 	= 	.: 	a' €1 	
= 	
(18) 
where c 	{A, B, F, C, g,} 	and 	
a 	2 EYE. 
Notice that 	] = G] = 	(mass)2 but this is not a problem since 
we do not wish the fields F(x) and G() to correspond to physical 
states. On-shell there are only two Fermion degrees of freedom so we 
still only require two Bose degrees of freedom. Hence the F(x) and 
G(x) must be auxiliary fields with algebraic equations of motion. 
The simplest action invariant under (17) is the free field action 
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(16) together with quadratic terms for the auxiliary fields, 
=.. 	+ 	(F2 + C2) 	 (19) 
(note that the field equations for F and C are F = C = 0). 
The variation of 4 under (17) is easily found to be, 
/= 	cS( - a'F' + iGy5)c) 
so that f L d1 x is an invariant action. 
The spinorial transformations (17) were given the name 'supergauge 
transformations' by Wess and Zumiño who also found larger multiplet 
representations
(76) Auxiliary fields quite generally occur in off-
shell supergauge multiplets because of the different number of con-
straints that field equations impose on Fermionic and Bosonic fields 
and the fact that any off-shell multiplet should reduce to an on-
shell multiplet. 
We define the generators S 	of the supergauge transformations by, 
= LS, J 
	
(20) 
Then the closure relation (18) reads, 
- 	 = 	ECis, E'2 s,  c::i - 	2 s,E1 s,  €11 
= E 	
' 
Using the Jacobi identities, 
, 	[B, C]] + B, C,AJJ + 	, 	 0 
we obtain, 
- ED ' Eis' E 2QJJ 	= 	Ei 
hence we extract, 
E 1s, C2S! 	= 	 = 	2i c2 	c1 a 	 (21) 
But 	 EE ls, 2s: 	= 	 S2 
'-- 	C = 	E 1 S c ,SE+LC1ct, 2 1  c 
= 	1 {S, S}E:2 + 0 
Hence, 
{s,'} 	= 	2i (,a) 
a 	2i() 	 (22) 
This relation shows how two spinorial generators S close, 
through anticommutators, on the translation generators 1'a  The 
numerical factor 2i in (22) is not important, it may be traced to 
our choice in equations (14) of no overall numerical factor in the 
transformation of the field. It is the general structure, fS,SJ 
which is the fundamental feature of the supergauge transformations. 
Since the supergauge transformations are global, C 	C(x) it is 




Then the Jacobi identities yield in this case, 
EPa,S c 	
= 	0 	. 	 (23) 
Equations (22) and (23) describe the supergauge algebra which is 
extended to the supersymme try. algebra when we introduce Lorentz 
group S0(1,3) generators Mb = - Mba and supplement (22) and 
(23) with the Poincarg ISO(1,3) algebra (see equations (1.53)), 
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L_Mab' cd 
N 	 flacMbd + flbdMac - TI adMb c - flbcMad) 	(24a) 
LIab' Pc 	
= 	1(fl acPb - bca 	 (24b) 
[pap 'b J 	= 	0 	 (24c) 
where TI., 	is the Miokowski metric. 
ab 
Since the supergauge transformations connect fields of different 
spin it is clear that they won't commute with the Lorentz transformations, 
rather that the commutator takes the form 	4,S C S. Furthermore 
the fields in the Wess-Zumino multiplet connected by S 	differ by 
spinso that S 	itself must belong to this particular representa
Ct 
- 
tion of SO(1,3) and we write, 
1 1i 	s_i 	= ab' a a (25) 
Equations (22), (23), (24) and (25) constitute the supersymmetry or 
graded ISO(1,3) algebra. A graded Lie algebra 	consists of 'odd' 
and 'even' generators (see section 111.1 for more details) with the 
required structure, 
even, even 	C even 
even, odd 	C odd 
{odd, odd} 	C even 
For the supersymmetry algebra the even generators are the IP,Mb} 
which themselves form an ordinary Lie sub-algebra. The odd generators 
are the 	S} which grade the ISO(1,3) Lie sub-algebra. 
Given this algebraic structure of supersymmetry we may deduce 
some general features of its representations on multiples of particle 
states. 
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First we point out that since 	P , S 	= 0 it follows that 
the quadratic Casimir invariant P a p a of 150(1,3) is also a Casimir 
invariant of the supersyinmetry group. Hence it follows that all the 
on-shell states in a supersymmetric multiplet must have the same mass, 
rn, where 	= m 2. 	Supersyminetry therefore requires equal mass 
Fermions and Bosons. 
The particle states in a supermultiplet, differing by spin 12 
are connected by the S, 
S
a 
 Fermi> ' 	 a Bose> , 
	S 	Bose> 	IFermi> 
We now proceed to identify the on-shell states in any irreducible super 
symmetric muitipiet 6 . 
This is achieved through the construction of the Fock space of 
states IP> using the S 	as raising and lowering operators. 
Here j is a spin (helicity) label of massive (massless) states. 
The fact that the S0(3) subgroup of the Lorentz group is sufficient 
to label states is due to the on-shell constraint, pap = m 2.  a 	0 
For m 	0 this spontaneously breaks S0(1,3) down to S0(3) so that 
we may fix a value of P a 
 (subject to pap = m02) and label states 
according to the S0(3) subgroup. The full group representation is 
then obtained by applying Lorentz boosts (coset elements) to the 
fixed frame states(64)  
For massive states it is convenient to work in the rest frame 
= (m 310,0,0) so that equation (22) becomes, 
Sa } = 2i(-°) m 
or 
S, S} 	= 	2i(y°C) 	ni 	 (26) 
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where, according to our conventions the Majorana condition on S 
reads, (Appendix B), V = (STC) . Working in the representation of 
the y matrices where y 	is diagonal (Appendix B) and 






then the Majorana condition reads, 









* 	 * 
S4 = -S1 and 	S3 = S2  
In this representation we may describe the Majorana spinor S by 
the two component spinor S 	(.j = 1,2) and its conjugate S 	= (-S4,S3). 
Equation (26) therefore decomposes to 
S 
11 
,S} = 0, {S 
11 
,S} = 0 	and 	S 
11 
,S*} = 2i m0  
Now, for the S0(3) subgroup, (25) reduces to 
Sal - (ci. .S) 	(i,j 	= 	1,2,3). 2 ij'cc 
In Appendix A we show that 	 a 	0 
.1 I = 	- 	C. . 	
K I 	I 
[o a I KJ 
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also M.. = - - c. J , where J 	are the usual angular momentum i 13 	 2 jk k 	 k 
SU(2) generators satisfying = 	ijk 	
and a 	are the Pauli 
matrices. 
Hence 	sI = 
so that S 
11 
and its conjugate S 	are two component SU(2) spinor 
raising and lowering operators. A massive multiplet is therefore charac-
terized by the common mass. m and the maximum spin state JJ> , the 
other states are then, S1 J>, S2 J> and S1 S2 	(the Sl*li> 
and S21 J> have the same spin but different parity 64 ). In the 
table below we list some of the massive multiplets, (read off hori-
zontally across the table). 
Massive Multiplets 
Scalar 	Pseudoscalar 	Spin 	Vector 	Pseudovector 	Spin 
1 	 1 	 1 
1 	 2 	1 
1 2 1 
1 1 1 
For zero mass multiplets, P a P a = 0, and the stability subgroup is 
no longer S0(3). We cannot work in the rest frame and instead we choose 
= (P,0,0,P) which is invariant under the generators, M12, M01 + M13, 
M02 + M23. 	Writing M12 = - J3, M + M  01 	13 T1 and M02 + M23 T
2  
we see from (24a) that these generators close on the algebra ISO(2), 
J3,.T1J = iT2  
Gr3, T2j 	= - iT1  
= 0 
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As for the Poincaré group, the finite dimensional representations of 
this group are the representations of the orthogonal subgroup, in this 
case S0(2). Hence the massless states are characterized by the helicity, 
X, where 
J3 jx> 	= 	xix> 	 x = 0, ± , ±1 •.. ). 
For the massless case, equation (22) becomes, 
S, S} 	= 	2i(y°C + y3C) 	P 
= -21 1 	0 





so that {S, S } 	= 	{S , S } 	= 0 
p 
* 	 * 	 * 
{S1, S2 } = 	(S21 
 S1 } = {S2, S2 } 	= 	0 
* 
and 	 {S1, S1 } = 	2i P. 
Clearly S 
2 
 'creates' zero norm unphysical states (S2S2*j> 	0), 
also 
	
I3 s1j = ( 3,S)1 = 	S1  
and J S'J = - 
The Fock space of states therefore starts with a maximum helicity 
* 	 - 
state IX> and contains one other, S1  IX> with helicity X - 1  
Massless multiplets therefore contain only two different helicity 




Scalar 	Pseudoscalar 	X =2 	X = 1 	X = - 	X 	= 2 
1 1 1 
1 
1 
Extended Supersyinme try 
So far we have only considered a Poincard algebra graded by a 
single 4-component spinor generator S. 	This algebraic structure 
may be generalized to the Poincar4 algebra, graded by N spinorial 
charges sA (A = 1,2,...., N) to obtain an extended supersyinmetry 
algebra. One immediately recognisable consequence of the application 
of this extended algebra to physics is that larger particle multiplets 
are obtained 
(24) 
 since there are now N times as many Pock space 
raising and lowering operators. In the case of massless multiplets 
it is easy to see that with N spinor generators the helicity states 
range from X to X - 	, hence if we wish to avoid states with 
helicities 	>2 then we are restricted to N < 8. 
The algebraic structure of these extended supersymmetries is 
enriched by introducing an internal Lie symmetry group G of which 
the (S)A  form a basis for the N-dimensional representation. With 








s A-1 	= 	-1A 	B 	f  	s B 	 (27) 
i 	ci. - i B Sa B c' 
-A 	A 
where Eri B B are the matrix elements of the N-dimensional 
representation of the generators T. of G. 	The superalgebra therefore 
consists of the generators 
with 






([A,B} is an anticommutator for A,B both odd and a commutator 
otherwise). In particular the closure relation for the spinor generators 
takes the form, 
{SA, S133 } 	2i 5 AB a = 	 (y C) 	P a _' (28) 
This relation was shown by Haag, Lopuszanski and Sohnius 	to be 
the most general closure relation for the 5A consistent with the 
observed symmetries of the S-matrix. The only possible generalization 
is to add, to the right hand side, the term, 
uAB 	ct~ + VAB(5c) aa 
w 	
AB 	BA 
here the U = - U 	and V
AB 	BA 
= - V 	are central charges in 
the 	superalgebra, (i.e. 	AB x11 
= 
IV AB x1J 
= 	AB V AB = 0) 
formed from the T. generators. Further analysis by Haag et al. 
showed that in the case of a massless theory (a = 0) then the 
algebra could be extended to that of conformal supersyntry(24) with 
an internal symmetry which is required (by Jacobi identities) to be 
SU(N) or a subgroup. For the extended Poincard supersyumietry there 
is no such restriction on the internal symmetry group G, however 
S0(N) appears as a 'natural' (24) choice, particularly in the context 
of extended supergravity theories with gauged internal symmetries, 
(see section 111.2). 
Extended supersytnine tries have generated much interest because they 
provide a unique framework in which to combine internal and space-time 
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symmetries in a non-trivial way, through equations (27). They are 
therefore the only symmetry groups known which could conceivably des-
cribe a unified theory of the interactions in nature. The problems, 
(particularly the one of symmetry breaking), however are. many and 
we, in fact, shall devote our attention in later chapters to the 
minimal N = 1 case with no internal symmetry group. 
Supersyinmetric Gauge Theories 
In this section we shall briefly consider supersyminetric theories 
with gauged internal symmetries. These are not the same internal 
symmetry groups as we discussed in the extended supersyunnetries section 
which rotated the spinor generators into one another. Here we con-
sider the direct product of the supersynuiietry group with the gauge 
group. The simplest example is provided by, supersyumietry 
to give a supersyinmetric theory of massless (and chargeless!) Q.E.D. 
The action for this theory is, 
	
= 	-. (F b ) 2 - 	 (29) 
where F 
ab = 3ao  
, - 3b a A and A a (x) is the vector potential for 
the electromagnetic field. It is clear that / 0 is invariant under 
the U(l) gauge transformations, 
S A = 3 W 	 (30a) w a 	a 
= 0 . 	 (30b) 
w 
In addition we may easily verify that ZO  transforms only by a total 
divergence under the supersymuetry transformations, 
a 
E: 
A= 	1 u y 11) 	 (3 la) 
and 
i abS 	= —F 	 . 	 (31b) 
2 ab 
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In fact, we find that 
= - 	 (i 
- 	 ab 	1 - bc a 
o 	 a CYb1)F 
+. ca 	 (32) 
Let us examine the supersymmetry transformations (31) in more 
detail. The most general form, on dimensional grounds, that these 
transformations may take is, 
Aa = 	 (33a) 
and 
= aA+ bFab 
C 	 a 	 ab 
(33b) 
where vat and 'b' are just numbers. 






b 	 cdF 	) - (1 	2) 
Hence, 
162 - 261)A 	= 	2ia 	C2'aCl - 4b aa2 a 
- b 
+ 4b E 2 	E 	
A 
1 ba (34) 
The last term corresponds to a translation but we have no clear inter-
pretation as yet for the first two terms. Before discussing them 




a 	 -fa-b) 	
a 
p+ ( 
b -- ab 
1 ab P. 
	 (35) 
Hence, supersymmetry transformations of ip(x) close on translations 
	
provided ip(x) satisfies its field equation 	= 0. Returning now 
to (34) we may understand the closure properties of this relation only 
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when we consider the gauge transformations (30) in addition to the 
supersyinmetry transformations. First, notice that the requirement 
that the supersynnetry and internal U(l) transformations commute 
implies that, 
(6 6 - 5 6 ) 	= 	0 	for 	= 	Aa,  cii 	C 	C 	ci) 
For A   this relation holds identically but for c we find 
(6 	6 - 6 64 	= 	a(b W) E: 
and since a 
b() 31 0 in general, we set a = 0. 
We therefore drop the first term in (34) and recognize that the second 
term is simply a gauge transformation, 
6 	Aa = 	w(A) 	with 	w (A) 	= 	-4b EC 
cii a 	 2 
The fact that we require the gauge transformations (30) in addition to 
the field equations to close the algebra for this multiplet should not 
be surprising since it is the gauge invariance which reduces the 
degrees of freedom of the A 
 	to two on-shell, (i.e. the same as 
as required). 
0ff-shell there are four Fermi degrees of freedom and three Bose 
degrees of freedom, (Aa  still loses one degree of freedom as we factor 
out gauge equivalent classes). It follows therefore that we should 
attain off-shell closure with the addition of a single auxiliary Bose 
field D(x) transforming ci 	. In fact D(x) is required to be a 
pseudoscalar field and the off-shell transformations become, 
6 A = 	- a 	 (36a) 
	
+ Dy5E 	 (36b) 
6 D = 	€ 	 . 	 (36c) 
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An invariant action for this multiplet is 
f 




= 	%o + 	
—a) 
The generalization of this 13(1) theory to non-abelian Yang-Mills 
theories is not difficult and a supersymmetric model may be set up 
along analogous lines to that described above. Supersyuimetry re-
quires the Fermi fields to belong to the adjoint multiplet of the 
gauge group, (for equal numbers of Fermi and Bose degrees of 
freedom), so that the ordinary derivative in (29) must be replaced 
by a gauge covariant derivative. The remaining analysis proceeds 
as before and we obtain on-shell closure onto translations and gauge 
transformations. For off-shell closure, an adjoint multiplet of 
auxiliary Bose fields is required. 
Finally, we point out that if we require the gauge group and 
supersymmetry to be combined non trivially so that 
(csW 
£ 	C W 
- 5 5 ) A 	0 
or, through the Jacobi identities, 
Then since an even and an odd generator close on an odd generator 
we require, 
and we are therefore led to consider extended supersytnmetries, 
[T., s1 	= 	_jA SB 
	
However, with local gauge transformations 	w(x)1T., it follows from 
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the above commutator that even if the spinor parameters e 	are 
constants before a gauge transformation they will certainly be space-
time dependent afterwards. In conclusion we state that it is possible 
to have a non-trivial combination of global supersymmetry and global 
internal symmetries or a trivial, direct product, combination of 
global supersymmetry with local internal symmetries but a non-trivial 
combination of supersymmetry with local internal symmetries forces 
local supersymmetry. Local supersymmetry is the subject of supergravity 
theory which we shall discuss in section 3. Before that, however, we 
mention a few other features of global supersymmetry. 
Spontaneous Supersymme try Breaking 
One of the most striking features of supersymmetry is the mass 
degeneracy between Fermions and Bosons in a given multiplet. This 
degeneracy is also an undesirable feature, however, since it is not 
observed in nature. Clearly supersymmetry must be broken, either 
explicitly (thereby losing all its advantages) or spontaneously. 
Quite generally, spontaneous symmetry breaking is triggered by the 
non-vanishing of the vacuum expectation values (determined by a 
potential) of some of the fields in a multiplet representation of a 
group G which is consequently broken to the stability subgroup 
H. Goldstone ts theorem then guarantees n = dim 	massless Goldstone 
modes and the remaining fields with the non-vanishing vacuum expecta-
tion values may be massive in general. The spontaneous breaking of 
the supersymmetry group to the Poincard group, with the S 	spinors 
as the broken generators should be accompanied by the emergence of a 
massless Goldstone Fermion i with 	 0. Now for supersymmetry 
multiplets the general form for the vacuum expectation value of &ii 
is 
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<S> 	<auxiliary fields> 
since the physical Bose fields occur in 5ij as derivatives. For 
- example, for the Wess-Zumino multiplet from (17) we see that, 
= 	<(F + iGy5)> c 
and for the Q.E.D. multiplet (36), 
= <D> '' 
0 	 05 
Hence supersymmetry is spontaneously broken only if one or more of 
the auxiliary fields in a multiplet acquires a non-vanishing vacuum 
expectation value. This however is difficult to achieve. Recall 
that the auxiliary fields are related to the physical fields by 
algebraic field equations which may be solved for 0 (A) where.-
0 
1 
are the auxiliary field and A the physical fields. On sub-
stituting this back into any supersyinmetric potential the form of 
the resulting potential is quite generally (24),(60)  
and hence minimises at 0 . = 0 where supersymmetry is unbroken. 
The only escape from this conclusion occurs when the system of 
equations 	1(A 
11 
) = 0 has no solution and although this is poss- 
ible(24) it is highly model dependent. Supersyuimetry is therefore 
much more difficult to break spontaneously than internal symmetries. 
The weak point in our presentation of supersymmetry so far is 
that we have no systematic tensor calculus for the supersymmetry 
multiplets which enables us to combine them and form invariants as 
candidates for supersymmetric actions. We therefore close this 
section with an outline of the most general approach to this problem, 
the superfield method. 
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Superfields on Superspace 
ISO(]. 3) Minkowski space-time is isomorphic to the coset space SO(l 3) 
which is the set of all translations e1 	a, with parameters 
a 
Th.e vector space of translation parameters 	} 	is then isomorphic 
to that of the Lorentz coordinates {Xa}. 
Superspace is an extension of Minkowski space-time, isomorphic 
Graded ISO(1,3) 	
which is the set of all trans- to the coset space, 	
50(1,3) 
a 
lations e 	a and supergauge transformations e es where 
S i.P 	i.P S 
e 	e 	= e 	e 	. SuDerspace may therefore be parametrized 
by 	{Xa,O Ct } where 	O} form a 4-dimensional Grassmann algebra iso- 
morphic to that of the E. An element, g of the supersymmetry 
group may be written, 
g = e 	h U(x,O)h 
	
(37) 
where h c S0(1,3), the stability subgroup of any point in superspace. 
The (linear) realization of supersynimetry on superspace is now easily 
obtained using the supersyinme try algebra. We find that, 
ES ES OS ix.P 	 - 
e 	TJ(x,O) 	e 	e 	e 	= 	U(x + iEyO, +) 
and 
U(x,O)e 	e e 
i.P OS ix.P 
= 
and 
jw.M 	 iw.M 
e 	TJ(x,O) = U(A(w)x, a(w)6)e 





Gab)  Lorentz matrix representation and a(w) 	 ) (e 
- 	 the = 
Dirac spinor representation of S0(1,3) 
The action of the supersyuimetry group on superspace is thus: 
- a 
i Supergauge Translations, c : 	x a - x
,a 	a 
= x + 	y 0 
0 -)-Q= 0 + 
a a a a 
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Spatial Translations, 	a: 
Lorentz Translations, W  ab. 
a 	,a 	a 	a 
x -- X = x + 
o40' = 0 
a 	a 	a 
a ,a 	 a b 
x x = A(W)bX 
e
a 
 -* 0 I 	 a(w) 	0 a a 
Now a function f on a real manifold M is a mapping 
f: M+ R. 
A general coordinate system on an n-dimensional differentiable 
manifold is a set of n functions x 	(i = 1,..., n) so that each 
point P c M is labelled by n real numbers. 	Lorentz coordinates 
X(P) (a = 1,2,3,4) labelling points in Minkowski space-time are used 
to evaluate fields (which are also functions) such as the scalar field 
P) = 	(P)) 	() 	Under Lorentz coordinate transformations 
(P) 	must of course be unaffected so that 	(x a)  
The above analysis, though rather laboured from a physicist's 
point of view is useful in clarifying the definition of a superfield 
on superspace. The coordinates (Xa(p),  0(P)) of a point P in 
superspace are defined through a set of 8 coordinate functions x a, 
which map superspace not to R8 but to R 4 A G4 where G is 
the 4-dimensional Grassmann algebra. Superspace is thus a manifold, 
locally similar to R 4 @ C4 which, although it has conceptual problems, 
may have functions, vector fields, differential forms, affine con-
nections, etc., defined on it, (see for example ref. (55)). 
In particular we may define a real function 	on superspace to 
be a mapping, 
superspace 4- R 
i.e. 	D(P) 	= 	(Xa(p), o()) 	(x,0) 	IR 
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Obviously 0 (P) is independent of the coordinates employed in its 
evaluation so that, 
(Xa(p), 0(P)) 	= 	(Xva(p), e ot '(P)) 	E 	(P) 
Then, for a supergauge transformation, 	 we require 
(Xa,O) 	= 	v(Xa +- .ya8 S-c) 
so that 
(,0) 	= 	(Xa — 	
- ,a0 
e - c ) a a 
= 	(Xa,O)_ 	— a03 	, - 	+ 0(c ID 2) ot 	 a ct3O a 
Hence with, 
- (x,0) =TS 
we obtain the superfield realization of the generators S 
+ 	'(' a o)a a ) 	 (38) 
Similarly we find, for the translations, 
:,:= -iD a 	 a 	 (39) 
and for the Lorentz rotations, 
1— ab 3 
ab' 	= 	(i(x a3b  — xb  3 a ) + 2 - 0 a (40) 
The value of superfields for constructing field multiplet representations 
of supersyimne try rests upon the fact that the Fermi coordinates 
are Grassmann variables so that e5 = 0. 	Hence any superfield (x,0) 
has an exact fourth order Taylor expansion in the 0 	coordinates, 




= 	(x) + 	+ I 	(x) 0 e + 
+ - 	 (x)e e e (x)0 0 0 + ay 24 	 cy 
where 
(x) 	(x, 0) 
cLW 
	--ell'(x,0)I 
Jo = o 
ct 
etc. 
Using the six antisymnietric matrices C, Cy5 and C'ya15 	the Taylor 
expansion may be rewritten, 
x,0) 	= 	A(x)+ip(x) + - 0 B(x) + 
	
D(x) + 
+ 	- a 	Aa(x) + - ie 	x(x) + . 	()2 F(x) 	(41)32  4 5 
Hence a scalar super- field contains, 
3 scalar fields A(x), B(x) and F(x), 
1 pseudoscalar field 	D(x) 
2 Majorana fields ij(x) • and x(x) 
1 pseudovector field A(x) 
By construction these fields form a closed supersymmetry multiplet with 
the transformations given by ( 38 ) 
= 	- 	'(-- + i-0 
E 
In component form this equation reads, 
= 	—p 
p(x) = 	- -(B + Dy5 + YaY5A 	2i 	A) 
B(x) = 
S 	D(x) = 	- 
+ y5 	) 
6 	A-() 
2 E 





6 x(x) 	= 	(-F + 2i hB + 2i'y5D + 2Y5YAa) 
	
F 	= 	21 	h x 
Thisi 	 (24)9. (65)  •  s the pseudovector multiplet , named after its highest 
spin field. 
Finally we list some general features of the superfield approach. 
By construction, superfield supermultiplets always give off-shell 
representations of supersynimetry, hence they always contain 
auxiliary fields. 
in addition to the scalar superfield 	(x,O) described above we 
may define superfields 'F.(x,6) belonging to any representation 
of the Lorentz group and transforming as, 
= 	M().3 T .(x,e) 
where M().3 is an 	x n matrix representation of SO(1,3). 
A superfield covariant derivative (65) D may be defined by, 
D 	= 	- i(a8) a  
Dr 
so that, 
fS, D 	= 	0 
and 
[lab,D = i(a D) 
o.- 	2ab a 
Hence from a scalar superfield 	we can construct a spinor super- 
field 	with the same supersymmetry transformation properties 
as 	. 	These covariant derivatives are useful for constructing 
constrained superfields and invariants (see below). 
Two superfield supermultiplets may be multiplied together to give 
a new supermultiplet, 
12 	12 = A
l2 (x) + 0p12(x) + -OO B 	+ ..... 
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where 	Al2 () 	= 	A1(x) A2() 
12 	
= 	A1(x)ip2 (x) + A2 (x)jIj1(x) 
B12 (x) 	= 	A1(x)B2 () + A2(x)31(x) - 
etc; 
Invariant actions may be formed by acting on a superfield (itself 
a product of other superfields) with the covariant derivative four 
times. This ensures that all the 0 dependent terms in the re-
sultant superfield are space-time divergences, so that 
((5D) 2 ) = total divergence. 
The big drawback with the superfield multiplets is that they are 
generally reducible and must be constrained by relations such as, 
(1 + y5 )D 	= 0 which projects out an eight component chiral 
superfield (65) from the sixteen component . Modulo the problem 
of constraints,superfields have proven of much value in con-
structing supersymmetric actions, finding the auxiliary fields 
for known on-shell multiplets (in particular for supergravity(68)) 
and in evaluating the quantum effects in supersymmetric theories 
through the supergraph techniques '3 . 
3) Supergravity 
A supersytninetric theory of gravitation must involve a multiplet 
containing the massless spin 2 graviton. If we are to avoid spins 
> 2 then we see from the analysis in section 2 that for a minimal 
supersymmetric theory the relevant on-shell multiplet should consist 
of a graviton with helicity ±2 and a gravitino with helicity ± 
The free field action for the spin 2 field 	= ha was given in 
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equation (5) and yields the classical field equations (6) for the 	
ab' 
ab - Ca bc - 
	 0 = 
ac - ab 	c 




ab + b a 	 (42 ) 
It follows that we may always choose a gauge so that b ab = 






as we should expect for a Bose field. 
The spin field is contained in the symmetric rank 3 spinor field 
where c, aq y = 1, 2, 3, 4 are Dirac spinor indices (see 
Appendix A). 	This ' may be rewritten using the symmetric Dirac 
matrices, 
= 	(CYa) 	a-y + (Cb) 	
ab 
The requirement that the right hand side is symmetric under ct 	y 
and 	y interchange and that q' satisfies the massless Dirac 
equation on each of its indices (e.g., h a 6 T 	= 0) then determines 
abc in terms of (ip) 	and constrains 	to satisfy the 
Rarita-Schwinger equations (see for example ref. (53)), 
= 0 	 (43a) 
and 
' a 	
0 	 (43:b) 





Equation (43a) is simply the massless Dirac equation for the vector-
spinor field ip. The remaining two equations serve to remove the 
spin - components of the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition, 	- 	= 
1 13 implicit in the definition of 	
ac 
These Rarita-Schwinger equations for 
ac 
 may be combined into 
the single equation 
a - abcd R  
15'bcd = 0 . 	 (44) 
Notice that R   is invariant under the gauge transformation 
1) 	= 
ac a c 
(45) 
where 	= c(x) is a local spinorial parameter. 
We therefore see that equation (43b), 	= 0 emerges here as 
a gauge fixing condition. Also 
aR 	 . abcd - 1C 	ya 
a - 	 5abc''d 
= 	-2i acd 
cd 
a 	a 
= 	 4)a 
hence in the gauge 1a 
	
= 0 then the equation R = 0 implies 
= 0, which is equation (43a). 
In constructing a supermultiplet of the two fields 	ab 
 and 
it is clear from our previous discussion of supersymmetric Yang-Mills 
theories that we must take into account the local gauge symmetries, 
ab = ab b a 
and 
=a 
C aa 	a o. 
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The parameters b(X)  have the form of local translation or in- 
finitesimal general coordinate transformation x a 	ta = 	a + 
parameters. Indeed, when the free spin 2 action is derived from the 
Einstein action (as was done in section 1) then the gauge invariance 
	
ab = 	
ab + ba is simply the first order (i.e. neglecting 
O(2)) part of the general coordinate invariance of the theory. 
The parameters c(x) have the form of local supergauge parameters 
and with this interpretation we see that the action for free spin 2 
and spin .. fields is invariant'under the 'supergauge transformations', 
ab = 0 and = 3c. aa E: ac 
With the identification of 	
ab' 	
as the graviton field then its 
quadratic free field action is necessarily only a part of the full 
Einstein action, 	1E = -- /-g R. The Rarita-Schwinger field 
may be coupled to gravity via the formation of the appropriate Lorentz 
covariant derivatives as outlined in section 1.4. in curved space-
time the Rarita-Schwinger action should, according to our minimal 
coupling prescription, take the form 
/ 	 abcd - 	 IIKA - = 	h c 	1a15'Y'b 7d = 	c 	1Y'5'YvVcI)X 
where 
ab 
1 = V + 	B ,cy 	-B a 
11 do( 	.idc 4 ji 	abdct 	lid 	ac 
or 
= h 	p 	= 3ip +2Bal)a 	-F 
vc 	v i. ac ct 	1  	ab Va 	
I', N) 
<ct 
A consistent set of supersymmetry transformations, mixing the vierbein 
and Rarita-Schwinger fields and under which the sum of the Einstein and 
Rarita-Schwinger actions is invariant, may only be found if the Rarita-
Schwinger action is modified to & non-minimal coupiing. 
Freedman, van Nieuwenhuizen and Ferrara (30) and independently, 
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Deser and zumino(16)  found supersyulmetry transformations under which 
the sum of the Einstein action and modified Rarita-Schwinger 'action 
was invariant. This so called supergravity Lagrangian takes the form, 
ab 	JIVKX 
SG 	= 	-.- h h hV R 
	- 2i c 	iY5YDP 	 (46) K 	a b j 
where 	
=K 
+ 	B a bX 	is just the spinor covariant 
derivative, with the vector index '7 	ignored. in this sense the 
Rarita-Schwinger field is non-minimally coupled to gravity. 







1 	i 	ab 	- + - B 	D c 	 (47b) 
Ila 	 K T.la 4 it 	ab ci 	K i.ic 
where K is the gravitational coupling constant. 
Notice that although 'Sc 	fdx1sc = 'SG 	a' 	
' Babi 
11 




ab satisfy the algebraic field equations (1.43) 	which may be 
solved to give B 
11 
ab (h,). For the particular case of the supergravity 
action we find (in Appendix C) that 
Bab(h,) = B ab  (h) - 	K () 2 - y 	+ 	y 	+ 




- ) ip) 
ab' 
where B 	(h) is the torsion-free connection (1.44). 
Now in evaluating the variation of I SG we may either treat the 
B 
11 
ab as independent fields (first order formalism) or substitute 
their equations of motion B 	= B 
11 
ab (h,) leaving only the h 
11 
a 
and ip 	as the independent fields (second order formalism). The 
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'SG I 	 'SG 	 ab 




' h,B 	 SB 
however, the last term in this expression vanishes identically when 
satisfies its equation of motion so that, quite generally, 




B(h) 	 ~ h,B(h,o) 
This variational principle is not simply the second order formalism 
since the Bab is held fixed in both terms. It has consequently been 
named the '1.5 order formalism ' (58). The proof of the invariance 
Of ISG under the local supersymmetry transformations (47 ) is 




E + 'RS then ( 48 ) becomes 
____ 	
'RS 	 6 1 RS
Ls = 	 h + 	 h + C 6hpa c 	
pa 




with 	 6 h = 	iK'y'4J 
cpa 	 ap 
and 	 = 1 D 
Using the variation of the Einstein action, calculated in Appendix C 
then we find that 
pa E:Y 	
= - 	 Gpa 	 (SOa) 














then using the Fierz resummation relation ( 12 ) on the ib 	product 





'RS 	 1.1\)KA - d h = 	- K C 	 5bK 	 (50b) 6h 
Finally, 
	
'IRS 2i 	PVKX 
1~11 	 KX 
+ 	Y y D 
E: 11 K 1.1 	N) IC 	- 1J 
2i 1t\)KX 	 a E_ 
= total derivative + - C 	 y (D e )1 D 	+ 
K 	 5 11 \) 	aKX 
CY1DD A - 1IDD p 	 CJ 5v1K 5VKX 
ab 
C 0 . Now
11 
	 = 	R 
PV 
	aD 
i 	ab R and 	, D,Jip 	= 	4 pv 	ab 
so that, using the identity, 
= h(2i ecabd 1 15) 
the last two terms in the variation are combined to give, 
i 	UVKX 	 c— d 	ab 
C 	C h Cyj) B abcd 	 .i KA 
but (Appendix C) 
11VKX 	 C = 
- 	 _K 	X - C 	C h 	 h 	h h abcd v La b dj 
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so that the term above becomes, 
2ih- p a 
—cy lj) G 
K 	 pa 
and cancels ( 50a). 
The remaining term in the p variation is then combined with 
( 50b) to give 
= — 2i c pVKX - 5YaDKP (D h a - K 2 - a F_ 	SG K 	 X p 	2 	0 p y I) ). 
In Appendix C we show that the algebracfield equations for the B 
11 
abare, 
D h a - Dh.a 	=i K2 	. 	 (51.) 
Hence, 
EZ'SG 	= 	0, 	(up to a total derivative). 
Having established some interest in the transformations, 




£1.1 	K 	JJ 
as describing a local Fermi-Bose symmetry in the supergravity action 
/SG' it is natural to ask whether these transformations realize a 
closed algebraic structure in the same manner as the supergauge trans-
formations -on flat space-time. For the vierbein fields we find, 
12 - 621)hpa 	=i C2YDpEl - i 
= D(i 
The bilinear i c 
2  y a l 
E 	is of the same form as that which occurred 
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in the global supersymntry closure relations, though now it corresponds 
to a local translation parameter, 	at 	e f'aCi 	To understand 
further this closure relation, recall that an infinitesimal general 
coordinate transformation, x - 	+ 	, produces the following trans- 
formation on a world vector V 30 p 
5V 	V '(*') - V (x) 	= 	-( 	')v 
P p 	3.1 11 
onsidered actively this transformation reads, 
5 V 	V ' (x) - V (x) 	= 	( 	
- 	ia V 
0 1.1 p 	p P 3.1 
Returning to the closure relation, 
- 	)h 	= 	= 
	




 va 	) - 
	
]labv 
(B 	h b - B vab p h b
)  - 	
ab 
B 	h b p 
= 	h 	+ ( 	')h 	+ 	(D h 	- D h ) - 	B 	h b pa p va p a v pa ab p 
Then using the torsion condition ( 51) 
- 	)h 	= 	h 	+ ( 	)h 	+ 	i K2  ) 'y' 14) 2 21 pa vpa p va pa\) 
-B 
va b  pb 	
(52) 
Local supergauge transformations therefore close on 
General coordinate transformations, considered actively. 
Local supergauge transformations with parameters, 
C 12 	
= 	K V14)  
Local Lorentz transformation with paranEters, 
w 	= 	B ab ab 
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For the Rarita-Schwinger fields we find that 
i 	 B ab 
	 ab 
c B ) 
l2 - 	 4K aab 2 e 1 11 1 
Here we must calculate 	
11 
ab 	 ab 
B using B 
11 	
= B ab (h,) 
then after a Fierz resummation to put 9 and 6 in the same 
bilinear covariant we find 3 , 
- 	
=(D 	- D 	) 
p 	 11  
+ terms proportional to the 	equations of motion 
(see Appendix C for the supergravity field equations). 
For on-shell closure we need only consider the term given explicitly 
and rewrite it to obtain, 








B a (Kp)) 
i v B ab 
	
+-	a 	1J) 
4 ') ab 11 (5 3 ) 
The on-shell closure of two local supergauge transformations on 
i 	is thus the sane as that on h a with identical local translation, 
p 
supergauge and Lorentz rotation parameters. Not surprisingly we have 
found that local supersytnntry mixes with the local symmetries of the 
gravitational field. The form of the transformations ( 47 ) 	also 
suggests that they could be part of a set of gauge transformations 
(with the inhomogeneous a 	term) of an extended gauge theory of 
gravity. In the first chapter we examined the gauge symmetries of 
V 
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gravity and concluded that although translations could be viewed as 
gauge symmetries with the vierbein fields as corresponding gauge fields1  
this symmetry could only be realized non-linearly in a spontaneously 
broken gauge theory. It is the supersymmetric extension of this broken 
gauge theory of gravity which is the subject of the next chapter. 
One final remark which should be made here is that, just as we 
found for flat space multiplets, the supergravity multiplet only 
closes when the spinor field (i) satisfies its equation of motion 
On-shell there are two Bose (helicity ±2) and two Fermi (helicity ± 
physical degrees of freedom. Off-shell the number of degrees of 
freedom of the 
ia 
 would be 4 x 4 = 16. However, the local super-
gauge invariance factors out 4 degrees of freedom. For the hpa 
there are 4 x 4 = 16 but then local Lorentz and general coordinate 
invariance factor out 10 degrees of freedom. Hence for off-shell 
closure of the local supergauge transformations at least six auxiliary 
Bose fields are required. This minimal set of auxiliary fields has 
been found 
(68) 
 and consists of a scalar, a pseudoscalar and a pseudo-
vector field, (see for example ref. (58) for more details). 
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CHAPTER 111 
SUPERGRAVITY AS  GAUGE THEORY OF OSp(1,4) 
Field theories on flat Minkowski space-time may possess, in addition 
to their required Poincar6 invariance, a global supersymmetric invariance. 
This global symmetry is realized as a set of transformations, parametrized 
by space-time independent spinors, c., on a multiplet of Bose and Fermi 
fields. Explicit examples of such multiplets were discussed in the 
previous chapter. 
A supersymmetric theory involving the graviton, however, may only 
be found if the spinorial transformation is space-time dependent, 
Ea = c.(x). It is then natural to ask whether this supergravity theory 
is the gauge theory of supersymmetry. 	We shall examine this gauge 
theory(9)  and find that it has the same defect as the Poincar6 gauge 
theory, (Chapter I), namely the identification of the translational gauge 
potentials as the Vierbein fields of the Einstein-Cartan theory of 
gravity. This then leads us to consider the group OSp(1,4) in a 
direct extension of the work done in the first chapter. 
It will be convenient at the outset to list some general definitions 
and relations for gauge theories of supergroups. 
1) General Formalism 
A Lie supergroup, G, is a group, the elements of which are obtained 
by exponentiating its associated Graded Lie Algebra 4 , ' 
We are only interested in Z2 GLA's, with two types of element, 
generally called 'odd' and 'even' elements. 	is a graded vector 




where, 	 : aggregate of all even elements 
aggregate of all odd elements. 
Let {x1} be a basis for t , (i = 1,2,...,N; N = dim aj 




CX., X.) 	X.X. - (-1) 
1 3 x 	= 	f.. 
1 	3 13 	 31 13 
where 	a. = 0 	for X. 	an even generator 
1 	 1 
1 	for X 	an odd generator 
f ij k are the structure constants which clearly have the symmetry 
(2) 
(3) 




Notice that (4a) requires that the even elements must form a sub-
algebra and hence exponentiate to form an ordinary Lie subgroup. In 
terms of the basis fX.} = XA, x}, 	where X   are the even 
generators and X the odd generators, then equations (2) and (4) 
imply, 
:x,, x9j = 	f AB 	C X 	 (5a) 
Ex,xi = f A o.- 	Aa 	 (5b) 









Given this GLA structure, of which the supersyimnetry algebra of 
Chapter II is one example, we may proceed in the standard way (see 
Appendix to Ch. 1) to define the potentials and field strengths of 
a gauge theory of G: 
Connection Form, 	w on the principal fibre bundle, P(V4,G) is, 
W 	 w dxv' 	= W 
1.1 	
X 
1 	 A 	i 	c 
. dx" 	= 	(w A x + w X )dx 11 (6) 
are the gauge potentials, the w 
11 
a components are Grassmann 
variables, 	{w, w} = 0 
Covariant Derivative, 	V 
11
is the 'horizontal lift' of . 
1-I 
and 
given, in direct product basis 	p 
11 
, X..} of P(V4,G) by, 
V 	= 	D -w 1 X. 
11 1. (7) 
V 	is, by definition (see appendix to Ch. 1) required to satisfy, 





+ cCX, with 	} = 0. The 
transformation of w 
11 
 under infinitesimal local gauge transformations 




= 	 = -EE:1X.,V 6 11 	 1 	p 
= 	- Ic1,VX. • (since :x.,vI = 0) 




= 	+ f 
1 3 
p 	 p i 
i 	I 	ij k i.e. 	6 w = c +f . 	C (A) 
C p p p 
(8) 
Curvature Components, 	F 	are defined by, 
= - F X. 	 (9a) Lp WV 1 
so that 
jk F 	= 	D t 	- 	
I - 
	
I 	j 	k 
.t 
(9b) 
WV 	 p v 
and, 
F 	=
F k 	 (10) 
CPV 3 	WV 
Finally we mention that the Jacobi identities for 7 
11 
IV 	9 	V K 	 V' 	K' 	 + IV K' :v, v: 1  	v 	0 t ,v j3 + 
Imply, using the definition (9a), 
V F 1+V F 1+V F 1 	 0 	 (11) 
L \)K 	V K11 	K liv 
Equations (11) are known as the Bianchi Identities for the FUV1. 
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2) Gauge Theory of Supersyinmetry 
The supersymmetry group is a supergroup whose GLA is the algebra 
of the Poincar6 group, iso(l, 3), graded with the spinorial generators, 
S • 	Collecting together the relations from the previous two chapters 
we have, 
IX. 	= 	IXA,  Xci! 	= 	Mab 'a' s 	and / 1 
ab' M 	
=
ac ici + bd Mac - 'ad Mbc - TI bc ad 
M ) 	(12a) 
ab' 	'c1 	= 	i(Tl ac b P - 	c a P ) 	 (12b) . 
= 0 	 (l2c) a. 
ab' 	= 	(aab  S) c 	 (12d) 
a' 	= 0 	 (12e) 
{S, 	S } 	= 	(y
a 
 c) aa a 
	
P 	 (12f) 
Hence, we identify the structure constants for this supersyrnmetry algebra 
to be, 
ef 





ac 6 b d - 	bc 5a 	
(13b) 
abc 	= 	2(ab) 	 (13c) 
a 	 a 
= (yc) ct 
and all other f.. 	0. ii 
(l3d) 
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The connection form for this group is written, 
= !BabM + ha P +a5 	 (14) p 	2 p ab 	p a p a 







Let 	A E aig of supersymmetry group and write, 
i ab a 	 a 
2 A 	
= 	-Ui 	N 
ab 
+ ic P a 
	a 
+cS 	. 	 (15) 
The transformation of the gauge potentials is given by (8) so that, 
ab 	 ab 	ab i 
A 1 B 	= . i +f p •p 	 ii 	
i 
p 
then, using (13) we obtain, 
ab 	 ab a cb b ac - 	
ab .(16a) S B 	= 	 w -B w -BP w 	= Dw R p p 	pC 	 C p 
Similarly we find 
5 ha 
= 
D a a h + bi 	a 





) --w (a' 
A pa 	p a 4 	ab pa 
(l6c) 




= 	 = 	0, are, 
5 Bab = 0 
C p 





B ab = 	
B 
ab 









These are the transformation of the supergravity fields, eqns. 
(2.44) in the '1-5 order formalism' where the spin connection compts, 
B 
11 
ab are taken to satisfy their algebraic equations of notion, con- 
sidered as non-dynamical constraints. 	(In order to recover eqns. 
(2.4-1') it is necessary to rescale i + Kj) 
11 	
so that i 	acquires 
ab the canonical dimensions, (mass) 3/2 ). Setting 5 B 11 	= 0 was 
justified in the 1.5 order formalism only because a non zero variation 
will not affect the variation of the supergravity action; here it 
follows as a direct consequence of the algebraic structure, (12). 
We may write down the field strengths using eqns. (9b) and (13), 
FkXI 	B abM +ih a 




= 	D ha_ D ha_ 	a, 
P v 	v 	 u 
~ipva
= 	(D u ipv a. ) 	- (D IV ip 11 ) 
(l8b) 
(l8c) 
We showed, in Chapter II, how the supergravity Lagrangian 
= 	4 h hu 	R a hV b 	ab . uVKX SG 	 u '51v Kx 
is invariant (up to a total divergence) under the transformations, 
eqns. (17). The translational field strengths, 
h 11
don't occur in 
but, in fact provide the torsion constraint, 
SG 
h a = D h a _ D ha_1 	a 
V 	u 	u1 v 
= 0. 
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Chainseddine and West(9)  were among the first to consider supergravity 
as a gauge theory of supersytnmetry. They pointed out that the in-
variance of the 3 
11 
ab under local supergauge transformations, (17a), 
is consistent with their algebraic field equations only when the 
torsion constraint, h a = 0 holds. 	They also showed that the most 
general Lagrangian linear in the field strengths, Rab  and 	
JlVa, 
which reduces to the Einstein Lagrangian when p + 0 and which is 
invariant under (17) is the supergravity Lagrangian, '5G• 
It is important to notice, however, that 	SG is not invariant 
under the full group: 
For pure 'translations', with 	 0, 
ab 
= 0 	 (l9a) 
1I 
ha = D a 
	 (19b) 
= 0 . 	 (19c) 
Hence, 
I  
SG 	= 11 Tk KA a bcd 2(D 
a)hb R cd 
- 




Now carry out partial integration on both terms and use the 




D R cd 
=  0, to obtain 
	
I 	'1VKX 
SG = total derivative - 	C 	Cbd a.(D h b 	l )R x 
pvX ____ 	a 	 - 	a 2D VD +1E 	D 	5a J) KA+1C 	 a K 





, 	= 	4  R VK 	a ab X 
in last term show, after a little algebra, that first and last terms 
cancel so that we are left with, 
1 1JVK - SG = total derivative - 	
a 
'a K1 . 
	(20) 
Hence the supergravity action is not invariant under the full group, 
only under local Lorentz and local supergauge transformations. Short 
of abandoning the Einstein part of the action, we have no clear means 
of modifying the action in order to obtain translational invariance 
without losing the supergauge invariance of supergravity theory. We 
know, however, from the discussion in Ch. I, that the identification 
of the Vierbein fields as the gauge fields of local translations re-
quires a more careful analysis and the recognition that gravity is a 
spontaneously broken gauge theory, with the translations as the broken 
generators. 
It was, in fact, a gauge theory of the anti de Sitter group, 
S0(2,3), spontaneously broken to the Lorentz group, S0(1,3), which 
appeared to provide the correct geometrical description. For the 
remainder of this chapter we shall be concerned with the group 
OSp(1,4) which is the minimal graded extension of S0(2,3). Here-
after we shall refer to the supersymmetry group of flat space-time, 
eqns. (12), as the 'Wess-Zumino group'. 
OSp(1,4) - Graded Anti de Sitter Group (80)  
The anti de Sitter group, S0(2,3), is by definition, the group of 
linear transformations which leaves invariant, the quadratic form, 
A 	- 	AR 
X XA = AB x x 
	. 	(A,B = 0,1,2,3,5) 
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where 	nAB = diag(+l, -1, -1, -1, +1) 
With S c SO(2,3) we shall write 
AB 
S 	exp(- .0 MAB) 
The ten generators, MAB = - MBA, satisfy the usual orthogonal group 
algebra, 
MAB,  MCD1 = 1AC MBD + 1BD MAC 	AD M3c - BC M) 	(21) 
or, 
EMAB,  Mc 	
EF 
= 	FABCD MBF 
with 
EF 	 EE 	CEF 	 i I EE 	EF1 
AB CD = 	1(1 AC BD + TI BD 6AC - Ti 	6 AD BC - BC 	 (22) 
We recognise, Mab = MBa (a,b = 0, 1, 2, 3) as the six generators 
of the Lorentz subgroup and decompose eqn. (21) into, 
EMab , cd- M 	= 1 ac MBd + nbd Mac - ad MBc - bc Mad) 	(23a) 
ab' M5d1 	'("ad M5b - bd M5) 
	
(23b) 
[M5b,  M5d I = 	i bd 	 (23c) 
The Dirac 4-Component Spinor Representation of SO(2,3) is defined in 
direct analogy with the Lorentz spinors of Appendix A. 	Dirac S0(2,3) 
matrices, r  	are required to satisfy, 
{FA, r B } 	= 	2 n AB  I . 	 (24) 
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This relation may be satisfied by 4 x 4 matrices (FA) 	 = 
1,2 3,4) so that we may identify, from (24), 
{r, rb} = 	a' Yb 	
together with 	r 5 2 = 1 and 
'a' F5
} = 0. 	A suitable choice for the FA  is, 
ra = 1a'5 	and 	
I'5 = i'5 . 	 (25) 
An alternative choice would be F 	a a = y' 	
and F 5 = iy5 
 but we shall 
also require FA  to satisfy 
r 	= 	C r   C 1 	 (26) 
and this relation is only satisfied by (25). 
(C = -C 	is the charge conjugation matrix, Appendix B). 
With FA  given by (25) we may verify directly that the 10 matrices 
=--[FA, r ] span the 4 x 4 matrix representation of the algebra, AV 
(21) with, 
i'M \ 	- 	- hr \ 
'AB1c - 2"AB'c 
Decomposing with respect to the Lorentz subgroup we see that, 
Eb 	= 	6'a' b 	ab 
	and 	Z 5 	= 	1b 	(27) 
Notice also that the EAB  satisfy, 
ET = -CE_C 1 
	
(28) 
Four component Dirac S0(2,3) spinors transform under S e S0(2,3) 
according to 
-l45- 
S ))t 	 EjAB 




	AB (Z) 	. 	 (29b) = c 	 At  
The 16 matrices, i, r', AB  form a complete set and hence, a basis 
for the expansion of any 4 x 4 matrix, so that we may rewrite the 
Fierz resummation of Appendix B as, 
- r(rA) 	+ 	- AB(E)a}  AB Ct 	(30) 
where 	and 	. are Dirac S0(2,3) spinors and 
The minimal grading of the algebra of S0(2,3) is achieved by adding the 
4 'odd' generators, 	Q 	(c= 1,2,3,4), which together form a 
S0(2,3) spinor, 
NAB' ct= 	= 	2 AB)  cQ 	
(31a) 
The GLA is closed with the anticommutator, 




Introducing Grassmann parameters c we may write (31b) as, 
- AB 	 (31c) 
2 E1 E 2 MAB 
Notice that the Q 	generators close on the Lorentz generators, 
Mb, in eqn. (31b). In the Wess-Zumino group algebra the odd generators, 
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close only on translations, eqn. (12f). This is consistent in 
the expanded algebra when IPaS 	C S and 1a''1' 	Mab* (Our choice 
of the constants in (31b) is justified when we explicitly construct the 
algebra of OSp(1,4)). 
2:1 
The Homomorphism Sp(4, ) 2 SO(2,3) 
In Appendix B it is pointed out how the matrix C may be con-
sidered as a 4 x 4 symplectic spinorial metric, C 8 = - C aa in the 
vector space of Dirac spinors. Our interest is restricted to Majorana, 
self-conjugate spinors and we shall therefore find it most convenient 
to work in the Majora representation, in which the r   and E AB  are 
all pure imaginary, (see Appendix B). In this representation, 
= 	




C2 = +1 	or 	Cl  = C and we may use C to raise 
and lower Dirac spinor indices, 
C1 	= 	(r C) 6 A c8 
T 
p6 (C) 	
= 	T c 	= 	etc. 
Sp(4, .R) is the group of transformations which leaves invariant the 
symplectic quadratic form, 
= C 	 (where rip, 	= 0) 
Let A e algebra Sp(4, iR) then we require A to satisfy 
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= 	 = 	1PT(ATC + CA) 	= 	0 
i.e. AT =  -CAC 
Comparing this relation with (28) and using the completeness of the set 
{I, 	F A, E AB} we see that A must be of the form 
A = jAB 	 AB 
a 	2 	AB 	(w 	!R) 
Since -(EAB) 	form a 4 x 4 matrix representation of the S0(2,3) 
algebra, (21), we have demonstrated the local isomorphism between 
Sp(4, R) and S0(2,3). 
Globally there is a 2:1 homomorphism between Sp(4, tR) and S0(2,3), 
which contains the 2:1 homomorphism between SL(2,c) and S0(1,3) 
(Appendix A). 
Formally this is written 	S0(2,3) = Sp(4, 	, 	but we shall 
2 
henceforth identify the two groups. 
The Group Osp(1,4) 
OSp(m,2n) 32 is the group of transformations which leave in-
variant the quadratic form, 
ij xix] + C 	 X2 + 
where the x. (i = 1, ..., m) are Bose coordinates 
j 	(c = 1, ..., 2n) are Fermi coordinates, 	 = 0 
and 	C aa = - C 	is a symplectic metric. 
The aggregate of all V = (x.,)T constitutes an. m + 2n dimensional 
4  graded vector space, the fundamental representation space of Ogp(m,2n). 
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We may write the quadratic form as, 
V   G V, where 
1 1 0  
C= 	 - 	
is the block diagonal metric for the 
graded vector space. 
Now let 	A 	aig OSp(m,2n) so that, 
pq 
SAV = AV 
	
A= - r s 
with 	p - m x m Bose Square Matrix 
s 	- 	2n x 2n Bose Square Matrix 
r,q 	- m x 2n, 2n x m (respectively) Fermi Matrices. 
By definition, 'A' must satisfy, 
A(VGV) = 0 
T 	T T T 
Now, AV = V •.p r 
T T 
so that, 
(vT 	= v 
qT sTj 	 s
T p r 
T T 
Ii 0 Ii o Ip qf V 
	0 
C 
C V) 	 I 	0 	CI Ir 	
I = Jj  
i.e. 	P= 	-P 	 (i) => P c aig 0(m) 
and 
T 





sTc = -CS 
Hence, 
- q = _rTC 





11 1 	 - 	T A = - (rErC) 
r. 	S 
ia a 
and 	P.. ij  and S a 	
are matrices in the fundamental representations 
of 0(m) and Sp(2n) respectively. 
Of relevance to supersymmetry and supergravity theories are the 
Op(m,4) groups, with m < 8. 
The Bose sectors of these groups are, 
0(m) 	internal symmetry groups of extended (m > 1) supersymmetry 
and supergravity theories, (see page ItO ). 
Sp(4) 	SO(2,3) 	anti de Sitter group of space time symmetries. 
The Fermi sector consists of the set of m spinorial supergauge trans- 
lations parameterized by the r ia9 (a = 1,2,3,4). 	Our interest is 
limited to minimal supergravity with m = 1. We therefore write an 
element 	A ealg Osp(1,4) as, 
1 0 	- 
A = 	s 	 (32) 
i where 	Sa 	= 	- 4 w 
AB 
 (E Sp(4) 	SO(2,3). 
AB 
We may identify the generators in this 5 x 5 fundamental representation 
by writing, 





	a 	a 	a 





Ca3 	 0 
Cct4  
i AB 	—a i.e. 	A 	f  w MAB + 	Qa 
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The algebra of the generators 3'MAB' qcJ is then deduced from the 
commutator, 
0 	c1 	 0 	 C 2  
[AVA  2 	 i AB 	' 	 lAB 
- - ri  AB C2 	2 EAB 
0 	C12  
i AB 
C12 - V12 AB 
where, 
	
i AB 	 AB = 	
- 	EAB C 2  - °2 EAB C1) 	 (33a) 
and 
AB 	AC B 	AC B 	.- AB 
W 12 = l 	
2 C - W2 
° l C - 
1 C1  E 	c2 	 (33b) 




w1NAB, C2 Q 	°1 EAB) 
and 
I = 	
EAB )M 	= 
AB 2 c1 
EAB 
2 MAB 
These relations may be identified as the relations (31) so that we 
have established that Osp(1,4) is the minimal grading of the anti de 
Sitter group,. 
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Group Contraction OSp(1,4) -> Wess-Zumino Group 
The parameter which characterizes the group contraction, 
SO(2,3) - T.SO(1,3), is the radius, R, of the anti de Sitter space, 
AB 	= R2. This space is an orbit of SO(2,3) in the 
dimensional pseudo-Euclidean space with metric n AB and is therefore 
isomorphic to the coset space, 	 , (see Appendix ID). Group 
contraction then amounts to letting R -- 	so that the anti de Sitter 
space becomes a Minkowski space, 
SO(2,3) 	R-°°_  ISO(1,3) 
SO(1,3) SO(1,3) 
Clearly, group contraction doesn't involve the Lorentz, SO(1,3) 
subgroup. The coset generators, M5a  must become translation generators, 
after group contraction and this is achieved through setting, 
P a 	R 5a 
	 (34a) 
Similarly, the supergauge generators, Q, of Osp(1,4) which close on 
rotations (eqn. (31b)), must, after group contraction, close on trans-
lations (eqn. (12f)). This is achieved by setting, 
S =' 
a 	
_LQ . 	 (34b) 
Collecting together the commutation relations, (23) and (31) ,. and 
substituting for P 	and S, the algebra of Osp(1,4) is written, 
abMcd : = i(nMbd + nbd M  ac - 1)ad Mb 	flbMd) 	 (35a) 
tab'd 	= 1adPb - 'bda 	 (35b) 
RI*=ZMbd 	 (35c) 
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[M ab' 	
=I (Cy 	S 	 (35d)  a ab)a 
EP,S 	= 	- - 	a 	S 	 (35e) aa 2 c  
	
a 	 1 ab 
C) P - -( 	C)M 	 (35f) {S,S} = y a a 2R ab 
As R + , this algebra contracts to the Wess-Zumino algebra, eqns. 
(12). 
Representations of Osp(1,4) 
We defined Osp(1,4) through its 5-dimensional (fundamental) 
vector representation, 
0 	- 
AV = AV 	 A  
i AB - 	 V 
and 
= 	I 	 is a Bose variable 
are Fermi variables. 
11)3  
11)4  










Hence 4 is an S0(2,3) scalar and 1) CL is a (Majorana) spinor. If 
and i1) are field variables in space-time then (36) describe 
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supersymmetry transformations between Bose and Fermi fields. The 
SO(2,3) part corresponds to internal (spinorial) transformations and 
for local fields could be supplemented by the space-time generators, 
MAB = _i(xAB_x3 3A) 
i.e. 	(_ EAB a )	 (-4 AB a - (S 	i(x 	B - B 
Then we would find, using the closure relations, (31c), 
AB 
E 	(S 	](x) 	= 	c E 	e2 	XAB - xBA)4)(x) C1 C 2 
To compare this with the closure relations, (2.19 ) for the Wess-
Zuniino supersymmetry of Chapter II, we must contract the algebra and 
hence define the Wess-Zumino supergauge parameter c 
Ct 
by 
C 	- 	 urn 	c 	(then 	a 	= (mass) 
liz) 
a a - 
Space-time is identified as an anti de Sitter space of 'radius' R 
and, at a finite distance from the point (0, 0, 0, 0, R) we see that 
M 
as R ~ , 	 -- 0 	and 	-- -*i 	, 	so that R 	 R 	a 
a 
: 	JP() ---.--c, '' 	 a 4(x) C i c2 
This is the form of the supersymmetry closure relations of Chapter II. 
Equations (36) are not space-time transformations in this sense. 	They 
are purely internal transformations between a scalar and a spinor field 
and so require them to be of the same dimension, 3J = 	. We shall 
return to this point in the next chapter. 
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Tensor Representations are defined in the usual manner as the direct 
product of n copies of the fundamental, vector representation. 
A second rank Osp(1,4) tensor transforms like, UV UV3  
(i,j = 1, .. ., 5) where, 
v1V2 1l 2 = 1l2 	 N 	t 
lJ 	
l2J 	 T j 
(37) 
M constitutes a 25-dimensional reducible representation of Osp(1,4). 
It contains an invariant, graded trace, Trg M which is the sum of the 
diagonal, even-even elements minus the sum of the diagonal odd-odd. 
elements, 
	
Trg N = 
	12 - l2 	= 	l2 + 21 
This is clearly invariant by definition of the group Osp(1,4). 
M also contains; 
14-dimensional antisymmetric tensor representation, with 
(MG)T = _MG 
10-dimensional (traceless) symmetric representation, with 
(MG)T = MG 










and we recognise that the 14-dimensional representation is the adjoint 
representation of Osp(1,4) with values in the Lie algebra, 
11 
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p -T EAB 
11 - S0(2,3) Majorana spinor 
AB 
T 	- S0(2,3) antisymmetric 
tensor. 
Similarly we see that •the 10-dimensional symmetric representation may be 
written as, (using (26)) 
1 I 
V 	sO(2,3) scalar 
M= 	 I sym C 	 A 
rA 	
v - S0(2,3) Majorana spinor 
) A y - S0(2,3) vector 
and 	Trg M 
sym , c = 0 
	as required. 
Higher rank irreducible tensor representations may be defined but we 
shall not require such objects in later work. 
4) 	Gauge Theory of Osp(1,4), Spontaneously Broken to SL(2,C) 
The gauge potentials of a standard Yang-Mills gauge theory of 




- f3AB EAB] 
The transformation of w 
11 





	,wi p  
(38) 
This is the infinitesimal form of the transformation of w under 
p 
E: Osp(1,4), 
U) 	 = cw c 1 — 	c 1  
p p 	i-i 	 p 
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where 	Q = exp(A) 
0 	- c (x) 
Now, 	A(x) = 
	 i AB 
c(x) 	- - w WE 
and, since w 
11 
Caig Osp(1,4) we use the closure relation, (33), to 
evaluate the commutator in (38) and obtain, 
AB 	
AB (w B 	3 
AC B AC B 	 AB 
= Dw 	 w )ic 
	
AB 	 p pC 	p 	C p 
i AB 	 AB = 	- 	AB 	- B 	E p 	 p 	 AB 




= D w 
ab 
 -(w a B 	-w b 
B p 
a 	ab 
)-ica 	p 	(39a) p p 	 p p 
I 
a 	 a 	a 	b -  a 
A 
S B = D w + b B 
+ i 	y Ji 	 (39b) 
p p 	 p 	 p 





c ---B ' a b c 	w a p 
+— 2 	ya I-'
11 (39c) 
p 
a_ 5a 	a 	5d 
where w = w , B = B 	and D 	is the Lorentz covariant derivative. 
p p p 
The field strengths in this gauge theory are defined by eqns. (9), 
F 	9 
p V 	p 
w - w - wp , w V l V  
10 	 1 
Thus, writing, 	 - 	
B AB EABj 4 pv 
we have 
B AB 
	3AB_3 BAB + (BACBB _BAC..BB)+j 	EAB 
PV 	 p V 	V p 	11 VC V 11C 	p 
157 
+ 	B AB 
	- BAB E 
P 	 AB ) V 3.1 v 	p 43.1 AB 
Again, separating the SL(2,e) content these relations become, 
ab = 	ab 	a b_ a b 	.-- ab 	
(40a) B 	 R 	+ (B B 	B 	B ) + 
11V 
b 
V V 3.1 p 
a 	 a 	a 	- a 
B = D B -D B - i y 
pV 	 3.1 \) 	\) p 	 p \) (40b) 
= 	D i - D 	- 
V  11 	f 11a 	
- B 	) 	 (40c) 
11V 	 11 V 
where R ab = 
	Bab_ 	Bab+(B ac  B b 	BarBb) 	is the 
SL(2,c.) curvature. (Recall from Chapter I that R 	= h h R 
	
3.IVKX 	a Xb ,,ab 
is the Riemann Curvature tensor). 
The Bose sector (ji = 0) of this gauge theory is the anti de 
Sitter gauge theory which we discussed in Chapter I, (see also Appendix 
D). We found that the vierbein fields of the Einstein-Cartan theory 
emerged as the gauge potentials corresponding to the broken generators 
SSB 
in the spontaneously broken gauge theory, 	S0(2,3) 	>- S0(1,3). 
Space-time was then identified as a cross-section in the bundle 
E(V 	
S0(2,3) 
4' SO(1,3)' S0(2,3), P) associated to the anti de Sitter bundle 
P(V4 , S0(2,3)). The role of the vierbein fields was to solder each 
fibre {S0(23)} 	of E to the space-time manifold, V. at each point 
S0(1,3) x 4  
x on the cross-section. To obtain the vierbein fields in the Osp(1,4) 
theory we must therefore spontaneously break Osp(1,4) down to a group 
not involving the N5 	generators. There are two such groups: 
(i) 	Osp(1,2c) 45 '54 ,. which is the minimal grading of SL(2,c) 
by 2-component complex Weyl spinor generators. 
(Note: Sp(2,c) 	SL(2,c). This group has precisely the algebra 
l58- 
of Osp(1,4), with M 5 = 0. However, it is not a subgroup, 
(since the structure constants f 5a 
	
0) and so doesn't 
fit into the scheme of spontaneous symmetry breaking required 
to identify the vierbein. 
(ii) 	SL(2,C) 	which, as a subgroup of Osp(1,4) with getierators 
00 
and thus leaving M 	and Q as the eight broken 
o 	2aab 	
5a a 
generators, appears to provide the only satisfactory algebraic 
structure. 
We are thus led to view supergravity as a gauge theory of Osp(1,4), 
spontaneously broken down to the Lorentz (covering) group SL(2,6). 
There are two basic methods of constructing spontaneously broken gauge 
theories; 
Explicit use of Higgs fields, some of which acquire a non-
vanishing vacuum expectation value either by the imposition of 
group invariant constraints or by the choice of a suitable 
potential in the action. 
Direct construction of non-linear actions 3 '36 , composed of 
fields which transform non-linearly under the full group, but 
linearly under the stability (unbroken) subgroup, (see Appendix D). 
Both these methods have been applied to the Osp(1,4) gauge theory by 
(7),(8) 
previous workers, method (a) by Chamseddine 	, method (b) by 
MacDowell and Mansouri'54 , Chang and Mansouri 11 and by Gursey and 
(36) Marchildon 
The purpose of the work in the remainder of this chapter is to 
clarify and compare the results of the two approaches. In particular, 
our interest centres on the choice of possible gauge actions which retain 
-l59- 
local supersyinmetric invariance after Osp(1,4) is broken and which 
reproduce the supergravity action after the contraction of Osp(1,4) to 
the Wess-Zumino group. Upon various points, our results differ from 
those of ref. (8) due to disagreements in the evaluation of various co-
variant derivatives and, more importantly, in the rescaling of fields 
in order to carry Out the group contraction procedure. 
(a) 	Spontaneous Breakdown Osp(1,4) -- SL(2,C), Induced by Constrained 
Higgs Fields 
Symmetry breaking involves the eight coset generators, M5a 	cz 
and must therefore be triggered by a constrained multiplet of more than 
eight Higgs fields, (including four Bose (M 5a) and four Fermi () 
degrees of freedom). We also recognise that the Bose (S0(2,3)) sector 
of the symmetry breaking is triggered by the vector multiplet YA(x) 
satisfying the S0(2,3) invariant constraint, 
yA(x) yA(x) 
	= 	R2 . 	 (41) 
(See also Appendix D for details of the S0(2,3) theory). 
This 5-vector, YA(X)  is contained in the 10-dimensional traceless 
symmetric representation of Osp(1,4) which also contains a Majorana 
spinor and therefore is large enough to form a suitable Higgs multiplet. 
Hence we take the real symmetric multiplet, H as the Higgs multiplet 
where, 
(x) 	
1 	(Trg H = 0) 	(42) 
A(x) 	(x) + 
irAy(x)) 
Spontaneous symmetry breaking is then triggered by two group invariant 
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constraints on the field in H, which prevents them all from attaining 
zero vacuum expectation values. These constraints define an eight 
dimensional hypersurface in the vector space of the fields in H, 
which is the orbit of Osp(1,4) in this space. 	Now H transforms 
under Osp(1,4) according to (37), 	5A H = 
	k, }, so that 
Trg(H5, for all integer n > 1, are group invariant constraints. 
However, since the orbit of Osp(1,4) in H-space is eight dimensional, 
(always equal to the dimension of the coset space of Osp(1,4) with 
respect to the stability subgroup SL(2,c)),it follows that only two 
of the constraints can be independent. We therefore take as group 
invariant constraints, 
Trg H2 	= 	12 2 + 23 A + 4A 	= constant, K1  
and 
Trg H3 	= 	60 	+ 15 TX + 
12yAy 
 + 3iXIAXy = constant, 
Now, since 
y 	
is an anti de. Sitter 5-vector and r  = 
	a5' iy5), 
it follows that the matrix yAFA forms pseudo-scalars when sandwiched 
between two spinors. Clearly then we require c(x) to be a pseudo-
scalar field and we see that under parity, 
parity 
Trg(H2) - 	Trg(H2 ) 
parity 
Trg(H3) - 	-Trg(H3) 
Hence we set K 2 = 0 (K1 —u.K) and constraint equations become, 
Trg H2 = 122 + 27A + 4y A A =K 	 (43a) 
Trg H3 = 60 	+ 15pXX + 12cyAy + 31xrAx 	= 0 	(43b) 
These equations may be solved for y5 (Lorentz scalar) and 	(Lorentz 
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pseudo-scalar). A solution automatically breaks the symmetry down to 
SL(2,C) and we may anticipate an SL(2,C) invariant, finite power 
series in X, (since X n E 0 for n > 4) 
Y5 = 	 = 	
+ 	+ 	
(XA)2 (44a) 
= 	a' X 	= f4a'SX + y a 5 
f (y)aX 	(44b) 
where f1, f2, f3, f4, f5 are Lorentz invariant functions of 
Substituting (44a) and (44b) into (43) and using 
(xx)(xrAx)  = 0 	and 	rAxrBx = 
then equating the coefficients of the bilinears in X yields the five 
functions, f1, explicitly so that equations (44) become, 
1 	rK 	a 	XX 	(x)2 [K - 
3yay  
Y5 	 4
± = 	 - y - - 2K 	
K - 
4yay J 
Jk__yay L  
K 	
rx+y rrax ± 
I K a 
= 	- 
J  Ka 
If we look at the Bose sector (X = 0) we see that these solutions 
become, 
/K a 
Y5 = ±,J_yy 	and 	= 0. 
Hence, for a direct extension of the S0(2,3) constraint, (41), we 
set K = 4R2 and the solutions for y5 and 0 become, 
Y5 = 	 [(R2 	
yay)  - 	- (X)2 (4R - 
	
1 	(45a) 
', R2 a -y a 	




+ y 	 . 	 (45b) = 	[I R 2 _ pYY 	 a 
Now the component form of the transformation laws 	SAH = 1&,HI are, 
= - • X 
AX 	= 	3pc - 1) A rAc - 4 (J) 
i AB AB 
and 
AA = 	
EFX + W 
Eliminating the fields y5 and 	through the constraints (45) then 
gives 
AX 	= 4 R2 







(X)2 4R2- 3a1 
2R 	
1 
-i 	LR2 - - - 32 [ 2- ajS /R2 - yay R y ya 
J  L 
i AB 
_ - W E4 AB 
and 
= !.cFX+w by 
'Aya 2 a a b 
______ 
XX 	





1/R2_YaY T - 32R2 {R2 - a  Ya jJ L V  
These rather complicated transformation laws are required in order that 
the 'coordinates' 	'a X) remain on the 8-dimensional hypersurface 
defined by Trg H2 = 4R2 and Trg H3 = 0. 	The A CX 
and y a 
 have 
inhomogeneous transformation laws under Osp(1,4) and can never have 
an invariant vacuum expectation value. They are the Goldstone modes (28)  
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in the theory, connecting equivalent vacua. In particular the choice 
Ya  
= 0 = X, of vacuum is lost after an infinitesimal Osp(1,4) trans-
formation since, 
vac 	A y = 	= o = -iRr5 	 (46a) a c 
and 
A a vac 	AajX= 	
= 	 = -R w 	(46b) 
a 	 a. 
When the Osp(1,4) transformations are local with A = A(x) then the 
inhomogeneous nature of the transformations, ÔAX  and 6 A Y allows 
the field x(x) and Ya(x) to be removed by a suitable gauge choice. 
This gauge is called the unitary gauge, (see also Appendix D). In 
standard Yang-Mills gauge theories of internal phase symmetries it is 
in the unitary gauge where the Goldstone Bosons vanish and yet their 
physical degrees of freedom remain since in this gauge, the gauge 
bosons corresponding to the spontaneously broken generators acquire 
mass terms (Appendix D). In the S0(2,3) spontaneously broken gauge 
theory of gravity of Chapter I and Appendix D, gauging away the four 
'Goldstone Modes', y(x) gave rise to a cosmological term and no mass 
terms. We therefore cannot regard the Ya(X)  as possessing any physical 
degrees of freedom; they are auxiliary fields required to build a 
geometrical model. We shall adopt the same philosophy for the fields, 
and X(x) occurring in H. 	In the unitary gauge where 
Ya(X) = X(x) = 0 we see from (45) that, 	= 0 and y5 = R 
0 	0 
H = -R 	 (47a) 
_u 	 0 
















15 	ira B 
ii 
(47b) 
Dimensions of Fields 
Before constructing Osp(l,4) invariants, as candidates for 
physical actions, it is helpful at this stage to consider more care-
fully the dimensions of the fields involved in the theory. First con-
sider the gauge fields, which are the components of w. Since the 
field strengths F 
pv 
are defined from, 
F = 3w 3w 
T1\) 	 11v 	VU 
we require 
= E31 = mass. 
LJ 
Clearly we do not want [B] = [B .,,a] 
= []
~V
_ = mass, so that 
we must rescale Ba and 	so that they have the dimensions of the 
vierbein and gravitino field respectively. The two dimensionful 
parameters which we have available are the gravitational coupling con- 
stant K (K 	= (mass) 1) and the group contraction parameter R 
(] = (mass) 1
) - 
0 	- 
Now, since 	A 	 e algebra of Osp(1,4) 
i AB 
C 	 EAB 
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we require, 
= 	=[w _1 = 0 	(since A A! C A) 
In our previous discussion of the group contraction procedure, 
Osp(1,4) + Wess-Zumino, we found it necessary to rescale the generators 
M5a and Q according to (34), M5a + a = 	and 
Q + S
°: 
t he matrix representation (32) of Osp(1,4), 
A = - 	a aab + w 1a + 	we may carry out the group con- 96 
traction procedure by rescaling the parameters w a  and c according 
to 
a 	a 	a 
W -- Ri 	and C a 	a 	a 
(48) 
_i ab 	i al then A 	U)  ab a + 	 + c - Q - 4  
i ab 	i a 	-a 
= --w a +- P + 	S 4 ab 2 a a 
We therefore rescale the parameters w 	and c 	according to (48) and 
write, 
0 	 -c 
A = 	 (m) 
iab 	im a vmc 	- Gab +2.y 
(49) 
and now, 	a1 = length - translation parameter 
= 	(length) 2 - 	supergauge translation 
= 	0 	- Lorentz transformations. 







A1,A2J = Al2 	
C12 	
- i 	ab 	
+
11 m 4 -12 Cr  ab T 121a  
ab - 	ac b 	ac b 	a b 	a b 
















 ab 	 ab 	 im
(  a 
	 a 
12 	 1  ) 	 ( C ab . 2 an 1 21 a 2 2 'aCi C = 	- •2; 	
a C ,., • 	+ - C 
(50c) 
Upon group contraction, m 0 we see that the closure relations reduce 
to those of the Wess-Zumino group (equations (12)). A general problem 
with theories related by group contraction is that the relationship 
cannot be established stage by stage 8 '77 . 	In fact one must evaluate 
the 'larger' theory down to group scalars and only then let R - 
(m - 0). In the present case it is clear from eqn. (44) (or (34)) that 
we cannot carry out the group contraction procedure on the matrices, IA', 
and must leave m 1 0 until we have evaluated scalar quantities. 
This rescaling of the parameters in the algebra of Osp(1,4) will 
also apply to any multiplet of fields in the adjoint representation. 
In particular the connection form U) 
11 
becomes, 
1 	 -c 
U) 	= 	I 	 I (51a) 
T.t 
i B ab 	+ 	h im a 	I a — y I 
11 	4u ab 2 11 aj 
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a 	 a 
where 	ip + vm i 	and 	B + a h 	= m B 
1.1 	1-1 p p 
Similarly the field strength tensor F 	becomes, 
0 II) 	
'I 
=r- 	 i 	ab 	im 	a B 	+—h y 
1-tV' pv ab 2 1-tV aj 
(5 lb) 
We see that the component form of the Osp(1,4) infinitesimal gauge 
transformations, eqns. (39) are now 
ab 	 ab - 2( h 	 - i a b b h) 	E 
- ab 
D 	m B = 
A p p p 
m 	1) 
A h 
	=D 	+ W  h 	+ 
-- a 
11 11 
i ab 	im a 	im a 




Clearly with m = 0, these eqns. (52) reduce to the transformations 
(16) of the Wess-Zumino gauge fields. Similarly the components of the 
field strength tensor are, (eqns. (40)) 
B 	
ab 	
= P. ab + M2 (h a  b - h a  b) + im aap 
	
(53a) 
h 	= Dha_Dha_ 	
a 
11') PV 	Vp. p 	V  
= D -D _(ha _ha Y 
v 1 	2 p a V 	V 	ap. 
 
As m - 0 these become the Wess-Zumino field strengths, (18). With 
the rescaled fields in w p we see that, 
= 	(mass)and we identify B 
11 
ab as the spin connection 
components. 
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EhJ 	= 0 	and, from our analysis in Chapter I and Appendix B, 
we identify h 
11 
a as the vierbein fields. 
= 	(mass), 	in order that we may identify p 	as the 
gravitino field we must resca.le t by the gravi- 
tational coupling constant K I 	 K 	so that 
+ (mass) 3/2 
We may leave the rescaling of 	by K until a later stage. 
The problem of the dimensionalities of fields other than those 
in the adjoint multiplet is left until the next chapter. We simply 
remark here that we shall always introduce the Higgs multiplet H in 
the dimensionless combination, 	H = mH. 
Osp(1,4) Invariant Actions 
It is not difficult to write down Osp(1,4) invariants, con--
structed from the covariants, H, V H and F . Examples of such in-
variants include, Trg(H), Trg(HF), Trg(H V 
11 
 H) etc. However, 
for physical actions we also require scalar densities, invariant under 
general coordinate transformations, x 	x' (x). As was the case 
for the S0(2,3) theory, we cannot use the metric tensor, I 	to 
contract world indices since 	is given by, g 	= hhTab which,. 
in view of (52b) is clearly not an Osp(1,4) invariant. All space-time 
invariants must therefore be constructed as differential 4-forms, the 
IIVKX 
indices contracted with E, (see Appendix C). 
We are therefore restricted to the following classes of Lagrangian 






(54a) '(l)  
/(2) 	 ]J 
Trg(mH)n V mH V 
V  mH F KA 	
(54b) 
VKA 
Trg(mH)1 V 3.1  mH V V  mH V K 
 mH V 
A 
 mH 	 (54c) 
where n is an integer 0. 
The Osp(1,4) invariance of these Lagrangians is spontaneously 
broken to the Lorentz symmetry, SL(2,c) by the imposition of the group 
invariant constraints, (43). These constraints may be included into 
the Lagrangian through the terms, 
Z1(x)Trg H2 - 4R2] + 2.2(x) Trg H3. 
The fields in H and the scalars, Z 1(x) and X 2(x) are all auxiliary 
fields, the field equations for 21(x) and 22(x) being the constraints 
(43), (cf. S0(2,3) model(77) in Appendix D). 	The explicit form of the 
actions (54), in a general gauge where the fields Ac(x) and y(x) 
are present, is very complicated
(8) We shall restrict our analysis 
to the unitary gauge where, mH = - 0 
	0 	so that o____ 
(mH) 2n ± 1 	and (mH)2n 	= ± 
' 	0 	Clearly we need there — u
fore only consider n = 0, 1 in a uation (54). 
Gauge Actions in the Unitary Gauge 
Let us consider first, the Lagrangians, 	l)' quadratic in the 
gauge field strengths F 	Since we require an action with .a spontaneously 
broken symmetry we cannot take n = 0 in 	(l) and we are therefore 
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led to consider, 
 
].IVKX 
E: TrgmHF F 
I.1\)  KA 












Tr (my 5i, 	+ 	.I
B AB 	
CD 	
'AB 'CD 16 V KX 






(1) 	= 	mME: V15Kx - 	 Cabcd 	V 	KX 
u 
Substituting the expressions, (53), for the field strengths we find that, 
pVKX M - VKX 
M c 	
31V 15 KA 	
= 4mc 	D 	15 DK A 	+  
PVKA 
+4im2 c 	i IT DiJ +m3  c 11VKX 
5 V K X 	 T 151V1K)X 
and 
	
I 1tVKX 	B abB cd = 3tVKX 	
L 
B. ab cd + 
- - C 	abcd ]IV 	KA 	 abcd IV KA 
- m'h 	bh ch d im - ab 	cd 
U V K \)KX 
- ui2h ahb B. cd - im3h ab b 1j)-  cd 	
in2 - ab - cd 
-- 	1J) 	i4 
U 	V 	KA 	 U V 	K 
a j) + 
A 4 U VK
Q 
xj 
However, a Fierz reshuffle shows that, 
1.IVKX 	 - ab - cd 
C 	
abcd IPU 	K 
a 	 0 (55) 
so that we may drop this' term and combine the remaining terms in 	in 
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powers of 'm' to obtain, 
1 3.IVKX 	 P. abR cd 
(1)-u 
= 	





1.1\)KA 	 - 	 cd 4ia 	 } i 
V KA 
- 	 Cabcd p R PV 
	
2 pVKX 	 a b cd h 	h R 
KA 
C. cd v ab 	p p 
+ m3{-3i E 
ppKX 
p\)KA 	 hahbhchd} 
Cbd p V K X 










+ 4mh ah bh hXd] 
11 V K 
+ 
+ 4m It h a  °R 
V V KA 
This is the gravity action 
(77) of Appendix D and following the analysis 
there, we multiply 	
'(l)J 	
by a dimensionless coupling constant, 
and identify A as the gravitational coupling constant, K, 
J 	 1 	T.IVKA 	 ab 	cd 
'- (1)] 	= 	- 4m 2K2 
Cbd R 	RKX 
+ L PVKX 	 i PVK 	 - ab 	cd {4c 	D iU ' D 	- 	 C 	Cb 	a i R 	} P 	V KX mK 2 	 P V 5 g A 	 d 
1 	pVKX 	 a b 	cd . pVKX — 
C 	h h R +4C 
K2 abcd p V KA 	 p Y5 y  V D K X 
- 3im PVKA - 
C a lj) 
p 5 \)K X 
- 
2 CPVKX Cabcd h a h b h KC h X d 	 (56) p V 
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The first term in Li )J 	is the Gauss-Bonnet topological invariant, 
which also occurs in the SO(2,3) theory, and may be dropped. 	The two 
terms independent of in are those terms which occurred in the super-
gravity Lagrangian,Z
SG 
 of Chapter II equation (2.4' ). Notice 
however that the ratio of the terms is not the same so that they are 
not invariant under the local supersynunetry of the Wess-Zumino gauge 
theory. The two terms with the factor in 1 cause problems if we wish 
to carry out the group contraction procedure, in -- 0. We shall show 
later that a particular combination of these terms is a topological 
invariant and simply remark here that the combination in 
does not produce a topological invariant. 
The remaining terms are linear and quadratic in in and vanish upon 
group contraction. The quadratic term, 
M2 p\)KX 	 a b c d 
----2.
K 	 abcd p V K X 	 K2 c 
h h h h = -2 4-deth 
pa 
contributes a cosmological term to the Einstein action with a cos- 
mological constant, -6m2 (as discussed in Appendix ID). 	The linear 
term, 
- 3im PVKA - 
1)cr 	1J) 
3.1 5 \)K A 
is a mass term (17) for the gravitino field i, with the mass being 
1 
proportional to 'm', (Chamseddine(8)  obtains a mass term 
Having identified the various terms in 	
'l)Iu 
we shall defer any 
further analysis until we have found the topological invariants and 
now proceed to evaluate /(2)lu and 	/(3) 	, (equations (54)). 
(2)] 	
pVKA 	. 
= 	Trg(mH mL V 3.1  H V V  H F KA ) I 
U -u 
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Using equations (47) we find, 
= 	(-im 
' 	
T-LVKX 	h a 
- ab 
p B 	+ 
42) -u p v a 1KA 8 abcd p 	V KX 
+m2hahbB 
V 	
KA cd E: 
1-i  




- - 8mK2 	
abcd a 14) R 






 cd 	pvA - - h h abcd p 	v 	KA 
- 2i c 
7. 1 pVKA - 14J 	y a 	14,  31 5 VK A 
M2 pVKA 	ha h  h   hAd 
abcd (.57) 
All of these- terms occurred in 	
l)I 
, eqn. (56). (There appears to 
be no clear reason for ignoring the action 
42)' 
 with n = 0, i.e. 
=E 
	
Trg m2 V H V H FKA,  however this action does not 
PVKA 	 ab contain the Einstein action, rather a term '.' c 	h h R 	). pa 	b KA 
A similar calculation for - 	- /, gives, 
43 )_1 3im pVKA - 	
M2 PVKX 	a b c d = 	- 	
11 
Y5 a 
	- 	 Cabcd h 11 h 	
h 
(58) 
It is important to remember that'(1)]' /<'(2)j and 
are only invariant under the local Lorentz subgroup of Osp(1,4). 
Choosing the unitary gauge has lost the symmetry of these actions under 
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the gauge transformations (52). However, since we have the appropriate 
terms in our unitary gauge actions, we might expect to restore the local 
supersymmetric invariance by choosing a suitable combination of the 
actions. This problem is best tackled by first considering the second 
method for constructing spontaneously broken gauge theories of Osp(1,4), 
namely the method of non-linear fields. The more general method is 
outlined in Appendix D and applied there to the Sp(4) sub-theory. Here 
we extend the analysis to Osp(1,4) (Gursey and Marchi1don 36 ) and 
in doing so, make contact with the approach to supergravity of 




	Non-Linear Lagrangians for Spontaneously Broken Gauge Theories 
of Osp(1,4) 
Here we employ the general formalism (Appendix D) for the non-
linear realization of Osp(1,4) on its 8-dimensional coset space, 
Osp(1,4) 	
i i SL(2 ) . 	(This space s somorphic to the 8-dimensional space 
spanned by the constrained Higgs multiplet H, of the previous section). 
An element g e Osp(1,4) may be written, 
g 	= 	ch 	where 	h c SL(2,C) 
Osp(l,4) 
c SL(2,C) 
Then the group multiplication rule (g 192 = g3) implies, 
gc = c'h1 . 	(h1 = h' h 1) 	. 	 (59a) 
A solution to this equation would take the form c' = c T(c,g) and we 
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employ the standard exponential parameterization to obtain the 
explicit form of this non-linear realization of fgl on {c}. Using 
this exponential parametrization we can write 'c' as, 
c = e e5a 
or 	
= 	iyaMSa 3 
C 	
e Tq 
(Zumino 	 (59b) 
(Ivanov and Sorin (45)) 	(59c) 
The difference between these two ways of writing c is that in the 
former case (Zumino) the coset parameters, Xa form an Sp(4) Majorana 
spinor transforming linearly under Sp(4) as, 
Sp(4) i AB A  
a 	 a 	exp 	W 	AB a 	' 
and in the latter case (Ivanov and Sorin) A 	is a Lorentz Majorana 






,K)a ) A exp(-w 	a 	aba 
(See Appendix D for more details of the non-linear realization of 
Sp(4) on 
In either case we identify 
X  as the coordinates in the coset 
space, Osp(1,4) 	
and y 	as the coordinates in the coset space 
SL(2,c) 	According to the general theory, outlined in Appendix D, 
A 	and y are the Goldstone modes associated with the spontaneous 
breakdown of Osp(1,4) to SL(2,c). In the context of a local gauge 
theory of Osp(1,4), the fields A(x) and y(x) can be gauged away 
by a suitable gauge transformation, namely 
4 ya(x)Mça  
g = c 	= e 	 e 	, (with Zumino's parametrization (59b). 
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Non-Linear Fields 
For any multiplet, 	, which transforms as some realization of 
Osp(1,4), written as, 
g E Osp(l,4) 
> 	' 	Tg 	(Appendix D) 
then we define a 'non-linear' multiplet, 	by, 
C 	 = 	T....1 	 (60a) 
The transformation of 	under g Osp(1,4) is then given by, 
g 
-+ 	' 	= 	' 	= 	Tt_l Tg 
Using (59a) and the requirement that T 9
1  T,92 = T 9192 	
we obtain, 
= T  
1 
Th 	, 	h1 = h1(g,c) 	 (60b) 
1 
Hence the multiplet 	transforms only under the subgroup SL(2,C) 
but with elements, h1 	h1(g,c) 	h1(g,X, Ya which are derived 
from the full Osp(1,4) group element, g. In a general gauge the explicit 
form of equations (60) is very complicated, (see reference (36)). In 
the unitary gauge where C = I then 	= 	and the gauge group is 
reduced to the stability subgroup SL(2,c) so that h1 = h1(g,0,O) = 
g c SL(2,c). 
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Gauge Actions 
The Osp(1,4) gauge potentials, w = i - B 
ab 
 M + im h 
a 
 N + 2 Pab 	i 5a 
transform under g e Osp(1,4) as, 




1 	= 	Tg w 
11 	
= 	g w 
11 
g - g 





C 	 p 
1 w 	= 	C 	w C - C 	3 C 	 (61a) 
p p 
and we may verify directly that w 
11 
transforms under g E Osp(1,4) 
as, 
. 	g 	 1 
W w T 	w 	= h1 w 11 h1 	- h1 3 11 h1 1 	(61b) 
Now h1 3 h1 1 c alg SL(2,c) which, together with the decomposition, 
(35), of the algebra of Osp(1,4) implies that, 
h 
p 	5a 	1 






Ct= h(11   Q)h1-1 	 S(h) 	 (62b) 
where h -+ A(h)b is the 4 x 4 Lorentz matrix representation of 
h c SL(2,c) 
h -- S(h) 
	
	is the 4 x 4 Dirac spinor representation of 
h c SL(2,c). 
(see Appendix A) 
We have therefore established that the 'non-linear' gauge potentials 
h 
11 
a and 	, defined by equation (61a) transform homogeneously 
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under Osp(1,4) according to equations (62). It is only the non-
linear SL(2,c) potentials which retain their characteristic gauge 
transformation properties, 
i ,abM 	= h(.BabM )h 1 -h 	h 1  2 i 	ab 12 3.1 ab 1 	1 3.1 1 . 	(62c) 
The non-linear field strengths, F 	= 	w - 	w - 	w 
	
3.1') 3.1 	V V 	3.1 3.1 	11 
are related to the F 	by, 
3.1') 
F 	= I_tv T -i 	F 3.1') 	
= 	C1 	
3.t\) F 
C 	 (63a) 
and hence, transform homogeneously under Osp(1,4) according to, 
F 	F 	= h F h 1  3.1') 3.1') 1 	1.1') 	1 
(63b) 
We may now write down Osp(1,4) invariants, formed from the non-linear 
gauge potentials and gauge field strengths. Because of the form (60b) 
of their transformation under the full group, we see that we need only 
form linear SL(2,c) invariants which will then be automatically in-
variant under the full non-linear action of Osp(1,4). In addition to 
ab 	a the (usually) covariant field strengths, B 	, h 	and p 	we 3.1') 11V _tVc. 
may also include the covariant gauge potentials ha  and 	ex- 
plicitly into the action. It is only the SL(2,c) gauge potentials 
ab which are restricted to enter an invariant only through the field 
strengths. Gauge actions are constructed from Osp(1,4) invariants 
which are also differential 4-forms on space-time (as discussed earlier). 
Suitable Lagrangians therefore include, 
4 3.1VKA 	 abcd 
- = m 	Cbd h ji 	V 	K 	X 
3 3.IVKA 	 od = 	m 	EC 
abcd 	 K 
a 
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2 TnKX 	 b j cd 
= m 	Cbd i V KX 
1-tVKA 	 - ab 	cd 
= m E 	Cbd 	a v KA 
ab ^ cd 
= 	 abcd 	KX 
A = 
2 IvKX 
m 	C 	h 
11 	v '51a KA 
= 	m CPVK 	
KA 
where 
ab 	db 2ab ab 	- ab 




iab 	 - 




1.1 2 p ab p i.' a 
Notice that we have not included actions, such as 
M2 C 
pVKX 	a— 
h 1c 1a 	which involve the translational field 
TIV
strengths, h 	= D 
PV 	 11 
h 
V 
- D V h P 	P 
- i 	
V
, 	since we shall 
a 	 (9) continue to impose h = 0 as the non-dynamical torsion constraint 
In the unitary gauge, 	= , we recognise all the terms in the 
above actions as having occurred in our previous actions, 	
(l)I 
'42)1 	and X3)I . 	The difference is that we are now -u 
at liberty to pick any linear combination of these terms as a candidate 
theory for Osp(1,4) spontaneously broken to SL(2,c). 	In particular 
we could take the Einstein action (contained in L3) which in a general 
gauge is written, 
IBM 
= 1 pVKX 	 h R cd - C 	 h 




 doesn't contain the gravitino field 	it is fully 
11 a 
-invariant under Osp(1,4). Clearly we are at liberty to write down the 
'non-linear supergravity Lagrangian' (from eqn. (2.40) 
1 	pVKA 	 a 	b 	cd 	2i p\)KA - 
SG 	= 4K2 C 	C 
h abcd h - -- c 	1 15YDK1 X 
both terms of which are separat1y invariant under local Osp(1,4). 
We know however that even in the unitary gauge this Lagrangian, possesses, 
in addition to the required local Lorentz invariance, the local super-
symmetry, 
= 	.a 
Y 	 Is = D C. 
CU 	 P 	C 	 P 
These transformations are part of the Wess-Zumino group gauge trans-
formations (16), obtained from the Osp(1,4) gauge transformations by 
taking the group contraction, m - 0, limit of (52). With m 0 
we see that the supergauge transformations (52) (with a = ab = 0) read, 
a 	 im 
= ic' = Dc- 
Cl_I 	 U C 	l_j2 	11 
(64) 
ab 	.- ab 
CU P 	
j 
Since we require B 
11 









 under (64) is then (with 	ab = 
1.1 
CSG = total derivative 
	1 	pVKA 	a - 	Y. - (2im c 	h y c L. K. ") 	p5 	K 
- 
+2imc 	Pi5 a D c). VK X 
(With m = 0.6 
C / 56= 
total derivative; Chapter II). 
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We have therefore found, not surprisingly, that the supergravity action 
is not invariant under the anti de Sitter supergauge transformations, 
(64). When in 0 however, we know that the cosmology term 
and the gravitino mass term 	are non zero and we might expect 
that a suitable linear combination of these two terms together with 
SG retains the supersymmetric invariance (under (64)) in the unitary 
gauge. 
The cosmologzIterm is, (in the unitary gauge) 
	
1 / - m2  IIVKX 	hahbhchd 
cos 	 C - K 	 abcd 1  V K A 
4m2 ]JVKX 	- a 	bhchd 
os = 	 C 	C 	(i C y h abcd 	11 V K  
but 	C 
PVKX 
 C abcd hb hc h1d = 6h hUa 	(Appendix C) 
= 24im2 hhld - a 
C 	cos 	K2 	a C ( 11 
The gravitino mass term is, 
= 	 - im.1VK1 Cr mass 	2A2 "2 	- 	C 	u ''5 \)K A 
and 6 
C 	
mass , calculated from (64) is found to be 
ôC1'mass = 2im C 	1P  1  Y5 \)K 
D1C 	
6im2 - 	a 	h lip 
2m PVKA— 	 b — a 
j h Ci 
ab AK 	'V. 
We form a supergravity Lagrangian with cosmological and gravitino mass 
terms from the linear combination, 
l82=- 
= /SG 	l 'cos + a2  mass 
where a and a2 are dimensionless constants, to be fixed by the re- 
quirement that 	dx is invariant under (64). From our preceding 
results we see that 
	
2im 	PUKA - = total derivative -- -- c a 	D 	(1 - ct2) 
11 	UK A 
a + 24im2 
K 	
h hU a s y p (a1  
2imA- 	- 	a -y ciP y 	h .i 5 K aX v 
2m 	1IUKX - 	 b — a IP  
- 	a c 	l) y ab x h 	'' 
The first two terms vanish if, a2 = 1 	and 	a1 = -- a2 = - 




-y5 a abA1Eh 
	hb 
K 	 15EA1b U K 
hence, with a2 = 1 the remaining two terms cancel. 
Thus 	6 EX = total derivative, when 
/ - 	1 UUKX 	a h b 	cd - 2i 1IUKX - R —2- e 	iji y - h U KA 	 1 D J) 5U K A 
im 11UKA - 	 6m2  
K 	 a ) + 	deth i4j 15 UK A (65) 
This Lagrangian Z is a particular combination of terms, each of which 
is invariant under the full Osp(1,4) group (realized non-linearly) in 
a general gauge, which retains its anti de Sitter supersymrnetry even in the 
unitary gauge. The field equation for the gravitino, i, calculated 
from (65) is, (see also Appendix C) 
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- 	pvK)c 	 im - - c yy(D 5 K - 	 = 	0 . 	 (66) 
Daser and Zumino 7 studied this wave equation in space-time 
manifolds with a cosmological constant and found that it gave the 
correct description for a massless spin f particle, provided the 
cosmological constant is A = 6m2. 	This is the case for our 
Lagrangian (65) so we see, that supergravity theory in space-time with 
a cosmological constant is still a theory with a massless gravitino. 
(The mass term, 	m = 	was further explored by Zumino in a separate 
(80) 1 publication 	•where he showed that massless, spin - Fermions in 
anti de Sitter space-time would require kinetic terms, i4 	- 
Clearly as m - 0 (group contraction) the usual kinetic term of the 
Poincar6 invariant field theories is recovered). ' If we were to choose 
different constants, c1 and a 2  in (65), for instance a = 0 
so that there would be no cosmology term, then the iJ 
11 
would be a 
massive gravitino field but we should have lost the supersymmetric 
invariance under (64). Although 	, given by (65), is invariant 
under local Lorentz and local supersymmetry transformations, it is not 
invariant under the 	)) coset translations, parametrized by 	a 
in the Osp(1,4) gauge transformations (52). This follows directly from 
our result, equation (20), in the first section which shows that even' 
the contracted theory fails to have invariance under E a  translations. 
(Clearly 0(m) corrections cannot remove the terms in (20) so that we 
need not calculate 	to know that it will not be a total 
derivative). 
Topological Invariants 
We return now to the problem of identifying topological invariants 
and 
* 
= D-D ij. 
11 V V 
(67b) 
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constructed from the Osp(1,4) gauge fields. This must be done so 
that we may take care of the unwanted ' terms' in the Lagrangians 
and '42)1 	
(equations (56) and (57)). We continue to work in the 
unitary gauge with actions which are only invariant under the Lorentz 
subgroup. An approach to local supersymmetry based on such Lorentz 
invariant actions was considered by MacDowell and Mansouri 54 . They 
constructed an action from the Osp(1,4) field strengths, (53), which 
was required to be a topological invariant when the theory was res-
tricted to Osp(1,2c). As we mentioned earlier, this restriction is 
achieved simply by removing the generators, M 5 and their associated 
gauge potentials mh 
11 
a and field strengths m h 	from any 
Osp(1,4) relation. In particular we see from (53) that the Osp(1,2c) 
field strengths are 
* ab = 	ab . - ab 
B 	 R 
.Iv 	
a 	 (67a) 
The class of actions considered by MacDowell and Mansouri was restricted 
to 
= 	VKX 
F 	F 	N.. 
'1\) 	KX 13 	 (68) 










.. = -(--1) 	N 31  .. are constants. (See the first section 
of this chapter for the notation employed here). 
These gauge actions, (68) are required only to have local Lorentz 
invariance. Under a general element, 
i 	i ab 	 a 
6 = X. = —u M +im M + 1 2 	ab 	 5a / E: 
mCQ 
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of the algebra of Osp(1,4) we see using (10) that, 
- p\)KX k 	i 	£ 	N . . 	 (69) 2c 	f F F - 	 k2. \) KA 	13 
To identify topological invariants, we require the variation of the 
action (68) under general variations of the gauge fields, 
aba wi = iB imh 
11 , 
	i P. } . 	Now, since 
	
1 	 i 	i ij k F - = 	w -Dw-f. w 
11 	up jk p u 
i then S F 	= 	(S w ) - 
	
ow ) - 2f '(cS w wpv p 	u 
1
. 	u p 	jk 	p 	v k 
JIVKA 	 j 	- and c 	
1 5 F - 	= 	2 
W 11V (6w1) - 	
i 	
p u - 
cSw )w k 
Substituting this into (68) we see that, 
6 	= 4 
IIVKX (6W 1) 
- f (cSw )11 
n 3 
F N. 
W p u 	TM 11 V KA 13 
Integrating the first term by parts and using the Jacobi identity (11), 
PVKX V F 
	 0 , 	 . es 	
c puKX 	3 	c3.IVKXf 	w 	F PKX which implie 3.I F KA inn p m KA 
 n 
we find that, 
L = total 	 1-tVKX derivative - 4 	(6w 1)f 	flip n + f i m w (6 n)F W inn p KX 	inn p 	u KX 	13 
Rearranging terms we see that this may be written, 
6 	= 
W 
total derivative + 4PuKX(cSw p 
	u K) 	jm 1
)w 3F in(f 
	
N in 
. - f. 
13 
.n 
rnn N ). (70) 
The condition that L is the integrand of a topological invariant is then 
(71) jm in 13 tim 
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A simple example is provided by the action for the Lorentz group where 
i 	 ab 
W = 	i B 	1. 	The action (68) becomes the Gauss-Bonnet topological 
U 1.t 
p\)KX 	ab 	cd invariant,  R R 
	
11VKA 	abcd 	
when we choose, 
N..
13 	a N b cd = abcd 	and we may verify directly that, 
gh 	 gh 
cd ef Eabgh - ab cd ghef = 
by substitution of the SL(2,c) structure constants from equation (13a). 
For the group Osp(1,2c), MacDowell and Mansouri identified the topological 
invariant, 
* 	
= 	I.IVKX: 1 *B 	 + 4 
ab* cd 	
c) 	 (72) 
UV abcd 	v KA5 c- 
where 'a' is a dimensionless constant which will be fixed by the re- 
quirement that (71) holds. Comparison with (68) shows that 	is 
formed with {N..; Nab cd = cbd, N 	= a(y5  c) c ,  Nb 	= o}. 
The non vanishing structure constants of Osp(1,2c) are obtained 
from (35) with mMa 	a P = 0, 
ef 
ab cd 	= 	SL(2,c) structure constants, (13a), 
abã = 2( ab 
ab = (ab 
C) 
all other f. k = 0. 
13 
We therefore see that, for 	e the conditions (71) become 
f gh 
	 gh 
0 cd ef Cabgh - abcd 	Eghef 	= 
and 
f cd 	a(i5c) 	- 	cd a('y 5 yc 
c) 	= 	0 
and 
'! a('y'5c) 	= 	0 ab cdab - cdo 
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Condition (i) has just been discussed in connection with the Gauss-
Bonnet topological invariant and we know that it holds. Condition 
(ii) reads, 
	
cd (Y 	 d 'y + 2c' c) 	= 5 yc 
i.e. 	
a 	
cd5c + (ady5c)) 	= 	0. 
- 
But 	 (a cd Y5 T 5 	 cd
c) - a y
5
c 
hence (ii) holds identically. 
Finally, condition (iii) reads, 
l 	 a 	y 
- 
ab c) 
	Ebd - 2cdc 	 = 	0 
bi.t c 	aa 	= 2 y a 	so that the left hand side becomes, abcd 	 5 cd 
- (ad y50 	- .(ad y5 c) 
Hence condition (iii) is Satisfied iff 	a = -2, in which case 
becomes, 
* 1 IVKXc 
	B 	
cd * ab * 	
+ 2m c 	
PV 
y5 	KX 	(73a) = -- abcd pV KX 
Substituting for the field strengths from (67) and using the identity 
(55) to drop the quartic terms in ij ii we obtain, 
1 1VKX 	 ab 
R 
 cd 	im FVKX 	 - ab 	cd = 	
- 	£abcd 	 - 2 	E: abcd p 




 D i  
5 KX (73b) 
If the field strengths in (73a) become the full Osp(1,4) quantities 
*1 
(53) then e 	is no longer a topological invariant. In fact we see 
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that by 'dropping the stars' in (73a) we obtain, 
2hahbR cdhahbhchd 
abcd p u KA 	 1.1 V K A 
	
+
a 	b — p cd 
h h a 
p \) 	K 
- 
+2mc 	L4imPY5Y V K A 
B ip +m2  
Dropping the 	and multiplying by 1 (with K = 	we find, 
lpVKA 	 a b 	cd 	81 UVKA - 
= 	 c h h R abcd p 	v KA 115 " VKX 
- 4im 1.IVKA - 	 24m2  
1 det h 	 (74) J) y a 
1.1 5 VK A K2 	pa 
This is the Lagrangian, (65) which we obtained by requiring invariance 
under the supersymmetry transformations (64). This invariance is 
k -c readily checked by evaluating (69) for c - 
We find that cS—cL = 0 provided 	
111V
F a = 0 and this condition 
C  
is the torsion constraint. 
Of particular interest with regards to our earlier work is the 
* I—/ 
topological invariant 	A. . 	Since the first term in 	is the 
Gauss-Bonnet topological invariant it follows that the second two 
terms also form a topological invariant. Thesetwo terms are not 
separately topological invariants however since we required a par-
ticular ratio, the constant 'a' in (72), between them. If we return 
now to the Lagrangians '41)] 	and 	(2)] (equations(56) and (57)) 
obtained through the constrained Higgs field approach, we see that 
both terms in this topological invariant occur in 	(1)]' though 





"- (2) , 	Hence, n order to remove the - terms 	from 
-u in 	 (l)j 
and /Z'(2)] 	we must choose the appropriate linear combination of these 
two actions. By inspection of (56) and (57) we see that the correct 
choice is, 
c 	 .c + 2 	
(2)] 	
=CPVKX 
D p - D 	
i 1\)KX 	- ab 	cd. 
5 KA4 abcd .i VKX 
- U 	 U 
.1 	
E 
 JIVKX 	ha 11 bR cd 





3m2 P)KA 	a b c d 
abcd 	 K X 
h h h h 	 (75) 
The - terms may now be identified with the second two terms, in 
and hence dropped as topological invariants. We have found, however, 
that our action no longer contains a kinetic term for the gravitino 
field, 	. 	This appears to be a fairly serious problem with the 
constrained Higgs field method of symmetry breaking since the only 
remaining freedom which we have with the unitary gauge action is to 
add a multiple of /3J , given by (58), which clearly doesn't contain 
1_t 
the Rarita-Schwinger action for 
The problem of identifying supergravity as a gauge theory appears 
to be no more or less difficult than the problem for gravity alone. The 
invariance of the supergravity Lagrangian of Chapter II may be viewed 
as the gauge invariance of the graded Poincaré (Wess-Zumino) group. We 
reviewed this in the first section and pointed out that the supergravity 
5) 
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Lagrangian is not invariant under the translational part of the Poincar 
group. In Chapter I we showed that the required geometrical bbjects for 
the Einstein-Cartan theory of gravity emerged in a spontaneously broken 
gauge theory of 50(2,3). The principal aim of the work carried Out in 
this chapter was to examine the minimal supergravity theory based on the 
spontaneously broken gauge theory of SO(2,3). The most general gauge 
actions for this spontaneously broken gauge theory of Osp(1,4) are the 
non-linear gauge actions where the full Osp(1,4) invariance is achieved 
with the inclusion (through eqn. (61a)) of the eight Goldstone fields, 
Ya(X) and A(x). Gauging away these fields leaves only a Lorentz 
invariant action. However we did find that the anti de Sitter super-
symmetry could be recovered in this gauge for a suitable linear com-
bination, (65) of these Lorentz invariant terms. These supersyimnetry 
transformations (64), although part of the Osp(1,4) gauge transformations, 
(52) don't transform away from the unitary gauge. We therefore see 
that the 	 sector of the spontaneously broken gauge theory, 
the local group elements of which are parametrized by the ya(x)  and 
X(x), is distinct from the spinorial transformations of 'super- 
Ct 
gravity theory' (Poincar6 or anti de Sitter) which retain their in- 
homogeneous character, (i.e. with 3 
11 
c 	terms). The translational 
invariance, under the generators M15a2  can only be realized non-
linearly through the introduction of the Goldstone field y(x). 
Unlike the spinorial transformations, this invariance is completely lost 
after group contraction to the Wess-Zumino group. (This is a conse-
quence of the non-linear realization of S0(2,3) on o(l 3) becoming 
linear for iso(1,3) on ISQ(1:3) 	which loses the geometrical inter- 
pretation of the vierbein fields - see Chapter I). 
One clear point which has emerged in this chapter is the value 
of our rescaling of the fields in the adjoint representation of Osp(1,4) 
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by the group contraction parameter, m = 	according to (51a). This 
has enabled us to identify the mass term for the gravitino as propor-
tional to m and the cosmological term as proportional to m2 which 
allowed, via the Lagrangian (65), a direct comparison of the gauge 
theory approach to the earlier work of Deser and Zumino 17 on 
massive (broken) supergravity. 
We examined the constrained Higgs field approach (7),(8) to the 
spontaneously broken gauge theory of Osp(1,4) and found that in order 
to identify terms which were factored by 	as topological invariants, 
the choice of our gauge action was limited to a set, '41) + 2 '42) + a 
which doesn't contain the gravitino kinetic term, ID p 
1i5VKX 
Clearly this result relies on the fact that the actions 1(1) and 
of equations (54) are the only ones which may contain this kinetic term, 
yet this does seem to be the case. 
This difficulty apart, there appears to be no particular advantage 
in the constrained Higgs field approach over the more general approach 
of constructing non-linear actions in so far as determining gauge 
actions is concerned.. However when we consider the coupling of matter fields 
to supergravity we are no longer working with just the gauge multiplet 
and the explicit construction of Osp(1,4) actions as the graded trace of 
various covariant quantities is a comparatively systematic approach. It 
is this explicit construction of possible 'matter actions' which is the 
subject of the next chapter. 
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1'UADPD TIT 
MATTER COUPLING TO Osp(1,4) SUPERGRAVITY 
Minimal, Osp(1,4) supergravity theory couples the spin 2 graviton 
to the spin f gravitino and involves no other particle states. The 
introduction of lower spin states into the theory, without losing the 
symmetries of supergravity theory may be done in one of two ways: 
Extend the gauge group Osp(1,4) to Osp(N,4), where N < 8 
(Chapter II), to obtain an extended supergravity theory. For example, 
Osp(2,4) is a theory with one spin 2 graviton, two spin .- •gravitinos 
and one spin 1 photon with an 0(2) internal gauge symmetry. 
Introduce matter multiplets as irreducible representations of 
Osp(1,4), which remains as the gauge group, and couple the matter 
fields to minimal supergravity via the formation of Osp(1,4) co-
variant derivatives. 
Extended supergravity theories have many promising features, not least 
that each one has a uniquely determined particle content (in the 
adjoint representation) with gauged internal symmetries, and have 
received much attention in the past five years, (see van Nieuwenhuizen (58)  
for a review and an extensive list of references). We shall remain 
with the group Osp(1,4) and explore the possible actions which may 
be obtained through the second approach (b). In constructing actions 
for matter coupled to supergravity we must choose various representa- 
tions of Osp(1,4) and form invariant actions from these covariants. 
Given that supergravity is a spontaneously broken gauge theory of 
Osp(1,4), as discussed in the previous chapter, we must construct 
Osp(1,4) invariant actions with the appropriate structure. Our 
interest is largely in the approach using the constrained Riggs 
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multiplet, H of equation (3.42). However, non-linear actions for 
matter coupling can be written down once we have established the trans- 
formations 0 4- T(g) 	(g E Osp(1,4)), of the matter fieldS 0. 	We 
shall briefly examine the impact that the non-linear field approach 
has on the problem of coupling matter to supergravity. 
1) Matter Multiplets, Invariant Actions and Their Flat Space-Time Reduction 
The smallest representation of Osp(1,4) is the 5-dimensional 
fundamental vector representation, 
V 	= is a Bose variable 
xl 
Xa 	are Fermi variables, 
X2  
{Xa 	x} = 
X3  
X4  
The infinitesimal transformation of V under an element A of the 
algebra of Osp(1,4) is simply, 
AV = AV 
where 	A 
= 	 I 	 (eqn. (3.49)) 
iab 	im a 
In terms of the components 	and x 	this transformation reads, 
(1 a) 
i ab 	im a. 
äAX 	= 	VcE — —. 4 W aab 	2 +— 	Ia 	(la) 
As was pointed out in Chapter III (pagel53) this vector representation, 
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consisting of an SO(2,3) scalar 	and spinor 	is difficult to 
accommodate in a field theory. The problem is that the nature of the 
transformations (1) require the fields 	x) and x(x) to have the 
same dimension. We must thereforerescale one of the fields, for 
example, 
	
X 	-). bx 	where 	tJ = (mass ) 2  
then with 	i:v 	= jJ = mass, we see that 3j = (mass)3"2 as 
required. It is the introduction of this dimensionful constant, 'b' 
which is so problematical since there appears to be no plausible 
quantity available. 
This is not the case for the 14-dimensional adjoint multiplet, 
M of Osp(1,4), where the group contraction parameter m = 	is 
introduced in the manner described in the previous chapter (cf. eqn. 
0 	—vc;3: 
- (2) 
iab 	im a 
M 	--F ab + T A  1a 
The infinitesimal transformation of M under A E Osp(1,4) is 
AM = 
In component form this equation becomes, 
a 	a Ab 	bFa 	.- a 6  A A W 	
- + 1cY X (3a) 
ab 	a cb 	b 	ac 	2(a Ab - b A 	 x (3b)a) - . im - 
c ab 
F = w F +u F -m 
6 	
iab, 	
YX 	F 	c - A 
a 	i ab im a — y c(3c) AX 	 ab 2 	a 4 ab 	2 	a 
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We see that the multiplet M contains an SO(1,3) vector, A  with 
the canonical dimension 	a1 = mass provided 	4J = (mass)2. 
M also contains the spinor x again with the canonical dimension 
I--! 	 3/2 	 2 = 	(mass) 	provided LMJ = (mass) . 	The antisyinmetric 
SO(1,3) tensor Fab  has the dimensions (mass)2, however we would 
not expect a rank 2 antisyinmetric tensor to describe a fundamental 
particle field and anticipate its role as an auxiliary field. 
The adjoint multiplet M is the only representation into which 
we may introduce the contraction parameter m as something other 
than a completely arbitrary rescaling parameter. This implies that 
we shall have problems with the dimensions of the field in multiplets 
other than the vector multiplet V. We shall therefore limit our 
analysis to the adjoint and vector multiplets since they appear to 
provide a crucial test of the approach. 
Matter Actions 
We begin with the adjoint multiplet, M and construct an action 
which includes kinetic terms for the fields in M. These kinetic terms 
must appear within the covariant, 
V MV M 
4 	V 
where 






 V FabG + 	V A 	(4) 
1 4 i.' 	ab 2 ii aj 
so that, (using (3.51a)) 
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V 	= 	 hb p A 	D a p A +F a 	ab p 	'aX 	 (5a) 
V 	Fab = D Fab + m2 (h a A  - h b Aa) + im - X 	(5b) 
im 	i ab 	un a 
p 	 p 	p p 	(5c) 
V x = D XTY XF + 	A y 




Trg(mH)'1  V 
p 	V 
(mH)V (inH)V K  N V A  M 
where H is the Higgs multiplet (3.42), 
H = 4 
x 	+irAyA 
subject to the constraints (3.43), 
Trg H2 = 	4R2 	and 	Trg H3 	= 0 
We shall work in the unitary gauge where, (equations (3.47)) 
mH I = 	 p 10 	
0 	and 	V (mH)ju 
	 p = 
0 	- 15 1 -u   
[o i 151 	 {_I5lP11 iraB 
pa ) 
and we need only consider n = 0,1 in 
M' 
 as was the case for the 
gauge actions of Chapter III. Explicit calculation shows that n = 0 
doesn't produce any recognisable terms and that the relevant action 
for the adjoint multiplet is of the same form as that of Chamseddine8, 
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= 	z rn3 6 	Trg H V 
11 
 H V H V M V x M 	 (6) 
r 	 J 	 4 where Z is a constant with LZ = (mass) 	so that 	= (mass) 
In the unitary gauge, 
'MJ 	




M{o 	 iraB 




 irBii 	iiaJv 	Ma) 
= 	z 	'm2 Tr( 	5V) + m3 Tr(' 11 yy5VXVX) 
+ _VA FAB Tr(yy5iIJVx EAB) + k VFVAF 	Tr(5EAB,EC) 
rn2 	AR 	CD + - V F V F 	Tr('y '( ( 2AB Ej) ] 16 K 	A 
i AR 	- I ab 	im a (where -F E - — 	
2 
F --Ay). AR 	4 ab 	 a 
Using the Fierz resuimnation relation, (3.30) on the spinor bilinears 
and evaluating the traces we find, 
4 Mj= 	z PVKA [M2 cbd(11  ab 	 cd Vxx) 
1m3 	hahb —  cd 
- Y abcd i v (V 	Vxx) 
+ 	h a( - 	V)VFb 	rn3 	
a — 
+— () y5 V )V 2 	i 2 
h 
t 	V 	K 	X 
A  a 
im3 	 a— bc 
)V  d im2 	cd - T h 
abcd 	( a V X V K A + 	
y abcd h(bVx)VAF 
irn - -s- cabcd 	aip) (rn2V K ACV A  Ad + K FceV X Fd e) 
- 	 h M2  abcd hi a. b(2V K ACV A Ad 	
K 
ceV 
 A d 
 e)1 	 (7) 
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Our first concern with this Lagrangian is to establish the form it 
ab 
takes in flat space-time, with i4 	= B 	= m = 0. 
We see immediately that, with p = 0, 
	




Cabcd h 11 
hvb(VKx acdV x)1 	+ 
u,L' =0 	 -j) =0 
1.1 11 
- m2  C 	h 
a 
 h b(2V  A c  V Ad + V FCV F  abcd i 	 K A 	K A e 0  
y1J 
We now wish to carry out the group contraction m -- 0, to remove the 
cosmological term in the gauge action (see Appendix D) and thus ensure 
that the gravitational vacuum is Ninkowski space-time (not anti de 
Sitter space-time with a constant curvature). 	Notice however that 
4  0, unless Z = Z(m). Now we required 	Z] = (mass) 
- 	
-4 •b hence we may take Z = m 	then letting m - 0 and setting 3 
11 
a = 0 we 
obtain the flat space-time Lagrangian, 
/ MJU =B  ab = m = o 	= 





abed .i 	[(3k 
)h ah b 
	
AC + Fc e k h e)(a 
A 
 Ad + F e  h e
)  + 
X 
+(3 	+ m2(hC A  - 	hkeAc)) (3Fd + m2(hAdA - h Ad)))] 	I 
M=O 
where we have used equations (5) to obtain, 




ii 	b p 
A  + Fa h b 
VF ab 
b =  3F 
ab +m 2(haAb_hbAa) 
1.1 	 U 
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im 
ab = T XY X 
' -=B =0 
	
1.1 	1.1 
In flat space-time it is convenient to work with the global Lorentz 
11 	 a coordinates, X = 	1a 
a 	In these coordinate systems, ha = 
and our Lagrangian becomes, 
abKX 	fl- 	cd 	
X d Mj 	
=B 	
C 	E 
 bcdL Y K a x 











where we have dropped the terms, 
C abKX Cbd D K Ac a  Ad 
abKX 	-- cd 
Cabcd 	X K 
abKX 	 Fce Fd 
Cabcd K 	A e 
which are all total divergences. 
Now, using, 
abKX 	 KA 
C 	 = -2 
and 
cd 	. d 
I 	= 	31 1 C 
we obtain, 
' 	Mj 	ab 	
= - 6i x,x - 12(aAb)F 	+ 2F ab Fab 
=m=0 	
ab 









hence, 	Fab 	= 	..(aAb - bAa) 	 (8) 
Substituting (8) back into 
	
/MjBabO - 
	- 9(aAb - aAa)(A,  
This is the Lagrangian for free massless fields A   and X   which, 
as we discussed in Chapter II (pagell.Z), form a global supersyinmetry 
multiplet, (,1). The supergauge transformations for this multiplet 








= —a C 2 	ab (lob) 
ab 	ab ba where 	F = 	( A - 	A ) and c 	are constants. 
These transformations may be compared with the gauge transformations, 
M 	= 	A,MJ 	 A c algebra of Osp(1,4) 
which in component form are written 
- a 
AA = 	AF+icy x 	 (ila) 
ab 	
6= 	a Fcb + b Fac - m2(Ab - bAa) 	
im - ab 
(I lb) 
i abirn a 	i ab 	im a 
AX 	= - 	° bX + T 'Y'aX + F -y- A YaC 	(110 
We see that (ha) contains (lOa) and (lic), with m-O, contains (lob). 
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In fact, the flat space-time Lagrangian (.9) is not invariant under these 
supergauge transformations since the two kinetic terms are not in the 
required ratio for global supersymmetry. 	This is not surprising since 
we have evaluated 	in the unitary gauge and we have a situation 
analogous to that in Chapter III for the gauge action where we must 
choose the appropriate linear combination of terms to recover the 
supersymme.try (though not the translational) invariance in the unitary 
gauge. With the present problem we find that we may add to 'KM' 
the quadratic action, 
2mx . 	(12) 
After group contraction 	2 is simply 
1 ab 
F Fab  and may be added to 
the flat space action (9) to restore the invariance under (10). Notice 
that Z 	shows that the mass terms for the fields are nm = 	just 
as we found for the gravitino in the previous chapter. Our results for 
the flat space-time reduction of the adjoint multiplet differ from 
(.8) 	.. 	 a 	 1 Chamseddine who obtained fields x and A with-masses 
Nov let us consider the vector multiple.t V = 	
K 
where b is a constant, 	= (mass. 
An invariant action containing the kinetic terms is, 
r(in1 V 	
7KY 
where: Z is a constant, 77 -1 = (mass) 2 so that 	= (mass)4  
Vv 9 V -wV V 
 










+bV ipx 	 (15a) 
im V x 	D x - K K 	2 K - 	1j) • 	 (15b) 
(VV)G 	= 	(VAV)T 11 	= 	(V4, b 	) 
locJ 
Hence 
UVKX v v - V V 
A 	
3IVKX 	V 	bV 	XX = 	 K 
K 	 I 
{bVxv x b2VX Vxxj 
b TV JKA = 	f 	0 	 (V 	vx - V 	V 	)1 
	
K 
XV  A_VX K 	K x 7 X X - VXVKX)bj 
b jvvKX 	 0 	_(V IC  xVx - VxxV 	c 
(VKxVx - VxxV) b
(  — EABV)EAB 
J 
so we recognize that e 
UVKX 
 VV VjV C algebra Osp(1,4). 
Unfortunately this does not help with the problem of rescaling the fields 
by m = 4 since no rescaling, 	-* f1(m), 	x - f2(m)X 	will intro- 
duce m in the correct manner (see equation (4)). 
Evaluating ,4 in the unitary gauge we find 
VIu 	= 	
1IVKX[.3/2 b hpy5 Vx)Vx 
mb2 	- ab
16 
	- cd - 	Ebd(lG )(VKX G 	'71X) 
 
____ 	a b(— ed + h h im2b2 abcd 	v 	KX a vxx)j 	 (16) 
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The relevant term for the flat space-time reduction with 
= Bab=m=O is 







cd V acd i V K u,=O 
We see that 14 vanishes after group contraction unless 
Z = Z(m) = in 2 	With Z = in 2 we set Bab 	0 and in = o and 
find' 
4] ab 	= 
	
j) =B -m0 U, 
11 	J 
IIVKX 	
V 	K 	2 XYK)a (3x - -y- Yx) I b 	abcd 11 
ha h b 3 - + urn - 	cd 	im 
m0 
Working in Lorentz coordinates x = i a xa , so that h 
11 
a = 	a 
1IVKX and using e 	c 	= -25r- - , 	we find iivcd 	LcdJ 
/Vj ab 	= 
-t =B =m=0 U, p p 
. b2 
6ab 0 - irn - 	cd 	irn 
- a 	+ T XYa)a (bx - 2 b] Lc d] m0 




a 	b d: 	
- cd 
i b2  x a 	3 x 	= 	 3a  (x a 	3b x) 
unless b = b(m) = m 2 , in which case 
vJ 	ab 	= -u,ij =B =m=O 
p p 
ab - 	cd 
cdJ)<Ya a 3b)< = 6i)-. 
Hence our action, (13), for the vector multiplet reduces to a total 
divergence in the flat-space time limit unless we arbitrarily rescale 
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the spinor field X 	in V by b = m 2. 	Even with this rescaling 
we only recover a kinetic term for the spinor field x a and it is 
clear that any action formed with the e 	will not yield kinetic 
terms, 	
11 	P 	
for the scalar field. There are also problems with 
possible mass terms for the fields which we see simply by evaluating, 
Trg V V = V V = 	+ b2  x X. 
Multiplying this through by m2 we obtain masses 	m = 	only 
if b = 	The vector multiplet fails to yield a flat space-time 
supermultiplet. In Chapter II we discussed the supermultiplet consist-
ing of one spinor and two scalar fields (the Wess-Zumino multiplet) 
and saw that there was no multiplet consisting of one spinor and one 
scalar field. We therefore dismiss the vector multiplet as unphysical, 
at least in flat space-time, and henceforth limit our attention to the 
adjoint multiplet M. 
2) 	Coupling the Adjoint Multiplet to Supergravity 
The locally supersyuimetric coupling of the massless spin 1 
.	 (26),(27) 
multiplet (A , x) to supergravlty was obtained by Ferrara et al. 
using the Noether coupling prescription. We shall briefly review their 
results and then see how our action, equation (7), compares in the group 
contraction limit. The 'Noether method' is a rather inelegant approach 
to gauging global symmetries, used when the group structure of these 
symmetries is not known. First consider the actionJ/dx for the 
multiplet (A,X) where 
iab 
= --F Fb_XX, Fab = (aAb - a 
b  A a ) (17) 
is the free field Lagrangian for (AXa) 	In Chapter II (page l3 ) 
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we found that, under the supergauge transformations, 





E: 	 f 
with constant spinorial parameters c, the Lagrangian 	transforms 
by a total divergence (equation (2.32 )) 
/ = 	 ab 1— bca 0 	aL 	bX F - 	 I X FJ 
	a Ka 
	(19) 
Now, in general for a Lagrangian 	= '4' 	then, 
/ 	= 	 ° ô + 	cS,a 	(,a 	a) ,a 
then provided S,a 
= 	a 
we see that 
= 	
/0 	





o 	a ,a a ,a 
Hence equation (19) may be written, 
X'o 	'o 	<'o 	 a 
= 	 - 	
= 
The Noether current, Na is defined by 
- a 	 o 	a 
cN = 	 -K 	 (20) E 
and we see that Na a is conserved on-shell, (i.e. 3 
a a 
Na = 0, by 
definition). From equations (17.) and (18) we calculate, 
0 	 .- 	 a bc 
- 1 E IbX Fab + 4 c bc'T' x F 
Substituting this and the expression for Ka into (20) we see that, 
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Na = 1 a be 
2bc''X.' 	 (21) 
Now if we let the spinorial parameters c 	in the transformations 
(18) be locally valued, cc, = 	(x) then the variation of 	under 
these transformations becomes, 
	
/ 	 a 	-o a 	o ( = 	K - c )K + o a a 	c'. c,a 
(where Ka 	K) 
Comparing this with (20) we recognize that 
a S / 	= 	Ka + ( e 'E:) N 	. 	 (22) C o a 	a 
Hence 	no longer transforms as a total divergence under the local 
Supersyminetry transformations (18) and must be modified by the intro- 
duction of gauge fields with indices determined by the @ a e 	term 
they must cancel. We see that the second term in (22) is cancelled 
by introducing the gauge field 
1a 
 through the Noether coupling term 
(K is the gravitationa-1 coupling constant) and requiring 
to transform as, 
1 6 lj) 	= -3  6 + 	 (23) 
C Pa K a c 
The Lagrangian 	has now become, (using (21)) 
= 	- (F)2 - 	
- 2 a ab 	
a 	
(24) 
and by construction, 
= 	
3a Ka + 0(K) 
The action is invariant up to terms of order K. These terms which 
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which break the invariance at 0(K) arise from the variations (18) 
of A and x 	in the Noether coupling term. The Lagrangian (24) 
is globally Lorentz invariant and we may gauge this symmetry according 
to the prescription established in the first chapter. The Lorentz 
field strengths R 
ab 




Ka Xb h 	= R PVKX and so we are generally working in curved 
space-time with world coordinates xv'. 	The appropriate Lorentz co- 
variant form of (24) is therefore, 
L - 	1 UK g F F 	1 - 	K - 	,rUx F K } 4g 	
]1V KX VK 




11 	= 	. (
Dc + - B a b ) 	 (25b) 
where (25b) is a modification of (23). 
Since 6 h 
11 a ' 0(K) it is easy to see that L still transforms 
only by a total divergence up to 0(K). 	To recover invariance at 
0(K) further modifications to 	and to the transformations (18) and 
(25) are required. These were spotted by Ferrara et al. (26),(27) who 
found that the 0(K2) terms were then automatically invariant. The 
'first order' form of their invariant action is, 
- \)K U = 	- 	-2;g g F F 	- - 	- 	 X)F I 
/_[1TIK 	 1 
U\' KX 
 K ) ( 
	
- K2(CFVKYUx)(py x) 	. 	 (26) 
The modified supergauge transformations are, 




6 x 	- 	- (F + K 
11 
Yx)a31 	 (27b) 2 











- De K 31 + z(xY Y5x)YY5Y 
	. 	 (27d) 
One unsatisfactory feature of these transformations is the occurrence 
of the matter field X 	in the transformation (27d) for the gauge 
field 11) 
11 . 
	This may be overcome by the introduction of the six 
auxiliary fields of the supergravity gauge multiplet (see Chapter II, 
page 133), four of which form a pseudo-vector V. This V 	is then 
introduced into (26) in such a way that its algebraic field equation 
yields V 	K x Y 
11 
i5x which may be substituted into (27d). 
Since the Lagrangian 	in equation (26) is quadratic in the 
matter fields we might expect to identify it within our Osp(1,4) 
adjoint multiplet action (7). We may substitute for Z = 
(obtained from the flat space-time reduction analysis) into (7) 






 a - 	 1 	a - 	
x) Al u b V x)V F + - h ( = 	 31 ( 5K 	Xab 	2m31 	V 5K 	AaJ - 
1 - ab 	cd 
31VKX abcd[l6m231a i a vxx) C 
- 	h 	
b(— cd 	i v) -. --- h a 	bc 	d ( V )V A 2m .i V 4m 
i 	a(bV)V cd 	i - ab 	c d 
4m 1-' 	
F 8m—( a i )V AV i 	v K 	A A 
I - ab 	 Fd 	hahbVAcVAdbVFceVpd1 ---- (p 
11 
 a)V F A e p 	VK 	A 	mp v K 	A 
(28) 
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where, (equations (5)) 
VAa = D Aa + Fa hb_ .-• a 
	
b 	 X 
ab 	 b ab = DFab + m2(b aAb - h 
11 
Aa) + im T11a x 
im 	i F 
ab 	im a 
P 	 11
a  = 	DX - T - 	ab 'i 	2 	a 11 
By inspection, we see that 'Ml 
	
may be written as, 
43) + 	-2) + - 	+1() + ifi 	 + m2 2) 
(29) 
where we have simply expanded 	in the various powers of m. It 
is the term, 	independent of Tft which we can compare with (26). 
From (28) we identify 1/ (0) and after a little simplification and 





 b - 	cd 
= C 
1! 	X1){ a 	D 
C 	 x 
b— 	cd 	Mn xi a Cr F 8 	 K 	MnA 
+hahbFc h e  F d h1 
11 	) 	e 	fxJ 
- PVKX  
+ C 	CabcdL 	
ab 
v)(i K - KA( Ax + Ax) 
- 	ha h 	A acd (D - 
- 	
h aTI 
 abc(iy X  + "d(DxA' 
+ 	h a Yb(D 	lF)(h cAd - hAdAc \) 	 ) 4 ii  
cd - . h 	 + A1 Kma x) 
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1 - ab )(h C A  - h e Ac)( A a' e X)  + a v K 	K 
+ 	ah bD Ac  Ad + 2Fd h e 
	2.d) + h ah b 	c -- d 
	






A e 	Xe 	.i 





+ C VKA h[_VYb5KX - 2FK)(hXA - hAbAa) 
i— 	 -ab - 
•2; VbY5KX + iAip) 	Cr 	x) 
- 	Y x) (D A + F 	hAb - i 	 (30) V5K 	Aa 	ab 
(A 	i AaY, 	F 4 Fbab) 
The first three terms of /(Q)  occur in the Lagrangian (26): 
1 1.IVKA 	a b— 	cd The first term is - 	 h h x ' a DOabcd 	V 	k 
but 
PVKA 
abcd h h 
ab C 	C 
V 
= 	2h h K Cc h'd 
(Appendix C) 
so that first term becomes 	-2hy K  a KA D AX 
= -61 h X yAD 	-6i h X 0 x 
i pVKX 	a b— 	cd 	Mn 
The second term is 	 abcd 	V 	K Mn 
h h x y a a 14 A  F 
- 	KA 
=X K Iflfl A mn 'Y 
a a 4) F 
yXa 14) F 
inn A inn 
A mn 
_ 1 X a flfl 1  
jVKA 	
h 
a  h  b F  h e F d f The third term is 	 Ebd 	V 	e K 
K A lFcFd = 2h 	[h d 	K A 
= -2h(F )2 KX 
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The last term in (26), quartic in the spinors is identified in the 
remaining terms in 	(0) when we set A  = 0. The major problem 
with #Z (0)  is the existence of the terms containing Ad(:). In 
b a the Lagrangian, (26), A only occurs through the F ab = 3 A - 3 A 
so that in the absence of spinor fields the Lagrangian (26) reduces 
to - - /j (F)2 which is the Maxwell action in curved space-time. 4 	11V 
In 	
(a) 
the removal of the spinor fields leaves, (recall that 
torsion vanishes in the absence of spin) 
01 	
= -2v'j (F )2 + 4 VFKd(D 
K 
A d  ) + 2/jhK c h X di 
 D K AcD X
Ad 
3.1')  
= - 	v' 	(F )2 + 2 / hK c hXd D  AC  D  Ad 3.1') 	 K 
= - 	/j (F ) 2 + v/ h' ta h')biAa R bcA 3 11V 	 31') 	C 
=_-v':(F )2  3 	 -2V'R A"A
"  
The second term in 
- 	0 
Maxwell field Ai-' to gravity. 
is a non-minimal coupling of the 
We must remember that 
'(0) 
 is part of an Osp(1,4) action 
evaluated in the unitary gauge. The complicated form of (30), largely 
due to the terms containing A   explicitly, makes the problem of 
identifying the local supersymmetry transformations, under which 
is invariant, extremely difficult. This problem is intensified when we 
consider the requirement that the group contraction limit of 	is 
just 	 which should be the case from the definition of Z'(Q)  
in (29). 	As was t1e case for the gauge actions in Chapter III, we 
require the terms with the factors 	, z- -- to be topological 
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invariants in order to enable us to set m-O. 	Therefore X 
/ (-2) and 	(l) must each be the integrand of a topological 
invariant. From (28) we identify the simplest of these, /(3)  as 
/ (-3) = - 
i VKA 	(ab,)DFceDFd (31) Cabcd  
so that 	= 	 ab,F 
db) 	
and we calculate B  
61 (-3) = 	i UVKA 	ab 
C 	cbd( 	D Fce  D  F 	 (32a) 'JO K 	A e 
11 
61(3) 	
= 	I IIVKX 	- ab 	ô 	e - 	ec)Dd 




= 	- 	C 
IIVKX 
 [E 	D(a' 	DAFC ) - (e €-+ d)1(32c) 
Hence for 1(3) _J3 dx to be a topological invariant we require 
equations (32) to vanish identically, which is clearly not the case. 
Our only escape would be to write down another OSp(1,4) adjoint 
multiplet 'H' with a m
3)  term, in the unitary gauge, which 
cancels (31). Hwever, there appears to be no OSp(1,4) action other 
than (6) which will contain (3). 	The situation becomes worse 
when we consider. /(-2) and 
/(i)  where, for example, 
/ 	
- i
h  VKA a— b YY(DKX_F1P)DF (-2) 	- 	 1.1 	\) 	5 	KXab 
cd W')KA 	
[-16-(- 
	ab) (• 	+ 	KF) 	(DX - F1)x) +C 	C ab cd 
I 	a— 	 - 	
(DKF) (d) + - h y b (DKX - F X)DXFCd + 
1 ab ce 
-, ha h b(D Fce) (DFd)i 
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We readily establish that 	 does not vanish so that we require 
another actionz MI 	 to cancel 
4'(2)• 	
The difficulty which 
we have with the
=  A 	and 	L(1)  terms indicates 
that we cannot take the group contraction limit of the matter action 
(unless we remove the gauge fields) and we therefore suspend any 
further analysis of 
3) Non-Linear Matter Actions 
We continue to work with the adjoint matter multiplet M which 
we now write as 
M 	= 	. Fab Mb + im A  M5 + 	Q. 	 (33) 
under g 	Osp(1,4), M transforms as 
g 	 -1 
M . -4 M' = • gMg 	 (34) 
This 'transformation may be calculated explicitly (36) by setting 
g = exp A, 	where 
A 	= 	i 60 abM + im f + 
2 	ab 	5a 
With reference to the previous chapter and Appendix D, the non-linear 
fiel-ds M are defined by, (equation (3.60a)) 
= 	1  C MC 	 (35) 
	
AQ 	iY M5 Osp(l,4) 
where C = e e E SL(2,c) 
The M transform under g C Osp(1,4) as 
M 	M' 	= 	h1 M h1.1 	 (36) 
) 
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where h1 = h1(g, A, y) e SL(2,c). 
Non-linear covariant derivatives are formed with the non-linear gauge 
potentials, (equation (3.61a)) 
) = iab M +imhaM +v'cp 
P 	2 p ab 	p 5a 	p ci. 
	
In fact ha  and 4 	transform homogeneously, according to equations 
(3.62a,b), so that we form a non-linear covariant derivative, 
= 	iabM 	 -i 	 (38) 
p 	p 2 p ab p p 
Then we may directly verify that 
N - EB, Mj 	 (39) 11 	 1J 
transforms as N, i.e. 
g 	 - 
D N 	-'- (D M)' 	= h 
l 
 D N h 1 • 	 (40) 
p p p 	1 
The components of DM are the covariants, 




ab- ab - 	a ,cb 	b Fac 	 (41b) 'x F 
iab 
DpXy = 3 X + 	11 
B (ab) 	. (41c) 
We may now write down non-linear actions for the adjoint multiplet 
coupled to supergravity by forming linear SL(2,c) invariants from the 
covariants, 	
a  F ,
b  A 
	
ab ID x , h 	and i 	. Choosing D 
11 	p 	p 	ct p pci. 
just one example, we may write, 
-2l5 
= 	VKX 
Cbd ) (DK 
Fce) (D id e) 
This action is invariant under the full non-linear action of OSp(1,4). 




c   D F  = 	Cbd(1j) a ab V K 	1 e 
and Z 	is invariant only under the SL(2,c) subgroup. We chore as 
our example the 4 term (31) in the constrained Higgs field Lagrangian. 




equations (28) and in particular we could reconstruct the Lagrangian 
(26) of Ferrara et al., invariant under the supersymmetry trans-
formations (27). There are in fact so few restrictions on the non-
linear actions which can be written down that this method appears to 
contribute very little to the problem of constructing supersymmetric 
couplings of matter to gravity. 
Conclusions 
In this chapter we set out to explore the possible guidance that 
the spontaneously broken gauge theory of OSp(1,4)  could afford to 
the problem of constructing supersymmetric matter couplings to 
gravity. Any theory of matter coupling to Op(1,4) supergravity is 
based on a matter multiplet which forms an irreducible representation 
of Osp(1,4). Our analysis (in particular of the dimensions of fields) 
leads us to propose that it may only be the 14-dimensional ad] oint 
imiltiplet which describes fields corresponding to physical particle 
states. 
Employing the constrained Higgs multiplet approach to the spon-
taneously broken theory leads to a unique action (6) which contains 
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the kinetic terms for the matter fields. We found that this action 
reduced to the promising flat space-time limit of a free field action 
for the massless multiplet of one spin and one spin 1 particle. 
However, unless the gauge fields vanish, the terms in the expansion 
(29), of our action in the unitary gauge, which diverge upon group 
contraction, are not topological invariants. The Higgs field approach 
to constructing matter Lagrangians appears therefore to be too res-
trictive to be of any value. The non-linear fields approach on the 
other hand was found to be too general to contribute to the basic 
problem of obtaining a supersynimetric action of the form (26) in the 
unitary gauge. In fact this approach serves to make very clear the 
limited impact that the OSp(1,4) gauge theory, broken to SL(2,c), 
can have on the construction of supersymmetric actions. The theory 
serves only to identify the vierbein fields and the 	 sector 
appears to be of no consequence - it certainly does not correspond 
to the supersyinmetry transformations which describe, Fermi-Bose 
symmetries and are responsible for cancellations in quantum calcula-
tions. This supersymmetry must be imposed on the theory by a suitable 
choice of action in the unitary gauge. 
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APPENDIX A 
WEYL, DIRAC AND MAJORANA SPINORS 
The Lorentz group S0(l,3) is defined as the group of linear 
transformations which leave invariant the quadratic form, 
nab a b x x 	= 	(x ) 	(x1)2 - (x2)2 - (x3)2. 
The 4 x 4 Lorentz matrices A constitute the fundamental (vector) 
representation, 
g - A(g) 	for 	g E S0(1,3). 




	A(g)a x  b =  
and 
g 
x --- x' 	= 	A(g) b x  a 	a a 
where, by definition of S0(1,3), the A a b and A 
 	must satisfy 
Ab Aa = 5b 	• 	These are 10 constraints on the 16 components 
of A so that sO(1,3) is a 6-dimensional group. The constraints 
may also be written, 
A(g)lb A(g l)b = 
From the vector representation, higher dimensional tensor repre-
sentations are defined in the usual manner 33 . These don't however 
include all the finite dimensional representations of the Lorentz 
group. More general representations are the spinor representations (5) 
which include the 'even' vector and tensor representations as a 
subset. 
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A Weyl 2-component spinor q is a pair 	) of complex numbers, 
hence an element of 	2,  which is the fundamental representation space 
of SL(2, C), (the group of all 2 x 2 complex matrices, M, with 
det M = 1). 	A Weyl spinor 	therefore transforms under g c SL(2,c) 
as, 
g 
-4 = M(g)4 
The Weyl spinors also give a representation of SO(1,3) through the 
2:1 
group homomorphism SL(2,c) 	SO(1,3). This homomorphism is 
easily demonstrated using the 2 x 2 Hermitian Pauli matrices, 
	
2,  a3 which, together with ( 	) Co form a complete set 
{aa} for the expansion of any 2 x 2 matrix. Now consider the 
Hermitian matrix, x = xa 	 a 
a 
and notice that det X = x 
a 
 x , so 
that any transformation which leaves det X invariant is, by 
definition, a Lorentz transformation. We may define the transformation 
of X under SL(2,c) to be, 
X -) X' 	= M(g)X M(g)t 
then X' is still Hermitian and may be written X = x', also 
det X' = det X (since det M(g) = 1), so that this SL(2,c) trans-
formation is also a Lorentz transformation, 
a 	b 	a 	 b M(g)t xa = A a x  b a = M 
(g)x a 
We therefore identify the 2 	1 homomorphism of SL(2,c) onto SO(1,3), 
through, 
a 	b 	= 	(g)ab N(g)t M 
a 
The fundamental representation g - N(g) of SL(2,c) also provides 
a representation of SO(1,3) (since M = M(A), through the group 
homomorphism), we therefore call g ESO(1,3) and g--> M(g), the 
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2-component Weyl spinor representation of SO(1,3).  Introducing spinor 




where the indices are raised and lowered using the 2 x 2 symplectic 
(52) 	 0  
metric 	, 
= 	l & 
This Weyl spinor representation is not self conjugate so that we 
also obtain, the distinct conjugate representation, 
g 	 * 	 + 
X. -i- x' 	= 	M(g) x = 	x M(g) 
and conventionally label the components with dotted indices 
= 1,2; x' = M(g)% ; X; -  
Writing an element g of SO(1,3) or SL(2,c) as, 
g = exp(- i ab w Mb), 	we identify M = - ab 	ba 
as the group generators satisfying the usual (pseudo)-orthogonal 
group algebra, 
	
Lab' Mcd 	 h1ac Mbd + bd Mac - ad Mbc - Tlbc Mad). 
b Then with a 	z a. 
a =T1 ab a we may directly verify that 
ab 	i a—b b—a 
IT 	 --.(a a -a a) 
form a 2 x 2 spinorial matrix representation of the generators Mab• 
Hence, under SO(1,3) the Weyl spinor 	transforms as, 
+ 	= 	exp(-- ab)8 
8 	
Similarly Tr ab 
= - (aa - 	a) 
i c.8 t8 
form the conjugate represertat1on, 	- 	- 
_  
x exp(- - w 78) 
The generators Mab  may be separated into rotations, 
S = - (M 3, M31, M12) which form the 50(3) subgroup, and boosts, 
T = -(M01, M02, M03). 	Then defining 
and 
= 
the Lorentz algebra takes the form, 
L3 	= 
= 0 
: 	= 	I E 
Employing the standard S0(3) angular momentum theory the representations 
of S0(1,3) are labelled by two eigenvalues .Q and j = 0, --, 1, 
A general representation, (2, j) has dimension (2Q + 1)(2j + 1) 
and has S0(3) spin content governed by the usual angular momentum coup- 
ling rules for S = L + J, i.e. spin S = 	- .........+ 
The two fundamental representations are1 (, 0), to which 	belongs, 
and (0, ), to which Xa belongs, and from these, higher dimensional 
representations are formed as tensor products. For example the 4- 
dimensional representation, (, ) is described by 	which may be 
written, using the Pauli matrices, as•
ct3 = A a 
ad
c 
 .. 	Hence the re- 
presentation (, ) is the 4-vector representation Aa (a = 0,1,2,3) 
of S0(1,3) with S0(3) spin content, S = 0, 1. 
Dirac Spinors I belong to the direct sum representation, 
(, 0) 	(0, ) of S0(1,3). Hence they are the four-component objects. 
= () and transform under S0(1,3) as 
22l- 
+ = expI- w 	jr 	0 	j I 




The 4 x 4 Dirac 'y'  matrices, required to satisfy 
''a1b +bya= 	2-n ab 




, 	then we may verify that 
fir 	0 ab - I 	1 
0 	
- - 4&a' b 	 2 aab . 	 ab These matrices - a 
abJ 
form the 4 x 4 Dirac spinor representation of the generators Mab• 
Majorana Spinors are self conjugate Dirac spinors satisfying 
= 	
c where a is an arbitrary complex number and 	is the 
charge conjugate spinor, 
C 	 -T 	- = 	C 	 = 	-Dirac conjugate). 
The matrix C is the antisymmetric charge conjugation matrix and 
there exists a representation of the 'y' matrices in which they 
are all pure imaginary and in which C = ky° (where k is just a 
number). Hence in this 'Majorana representation' (see Appendix B) 
we see that, 	= a' p, i.e. Majorana spinors are real, (with 
&' set equal to 1). More generally, we shall identifyMajorana 
spinors as satisfying, 
'1)= 	= 
throughout the main text. 
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APPENDIX B 
THE DIRAC 'y' MATRICES 
The Dirac matrices 
1a are required, by definition, to satisfy 
a' 'b 	= 	2 ab 	(nab 
= diag(l, -1, -1, -1)). 
In Appendix A we mentioned the Weyl representation, 
1 	= 	 0 	a' a a 	where a. ( i = 1, 2,3) are 
a 	
0 	
the Pauli matrices. 
a  
There is also a representation of the Dirac matrices in which the yi 
are the same as those in the Weyl representation but y 	is diagonal, 




-a0 	 0 1 





10 	= 	 I 	I' 
0 a2 j 
ía 1a21 
12 = I 
H21 °J 
More generally,all the irreducible representations of 1a are 
connected by the similarity transformation, 
= S1S-1 
given two representations 1a' 	a' then S is unique up to an 
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arbitrary complex number. Now from the definition of the y a matrices 
T it is clear that for any representation of the ya  s then y 	and 
Yat will also 	give representations. 	Hence there must exist 
matrices C and K such that, 
T 	 -1 
= 	- CyOL C 
and 
= K  a 1(1. 
We have chosen the minus sign in the first relation so that C may be 
identified as the charge conjugation matrix
(4)
In the Majorana re- 
presentation 	C'tD' 	up to an arbitrary complex number and in the 
main text we work with 	C 
-1 
= 	y 	= 	C 
In order that the Dirac Hamiltonian 	H ,(Hp 	= I - 	), be 
Hermitian it is necessary that 	y1 	
=0 	
and 	y = -y. Hence 
we shall always take 	
K = (since yy.y 	= 
-y.), a choice 




we form a set, 
	
11  = 	' 1a' 5' 11a''5'ab = 	a' Yb 
of sixteen matrices (X = 1, ..., 16). These matrices are orthogonal 
In the sense that, 
1 	Y 
Tr yy 	= 	(N)XX x 
where 	N 	= 	+1. for yX =I, 'ta' aab 
= -1 for y = i5 11a15 
1 
(note that 1 	
2 3 
5 E y y y y ). 
The -X are also linearly independent: 
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16 
consider the linear relation, 	E 	aY 	= 0 
X= 1 
16 
then this implies that 	Tr E 	
ayyY = a 
X= 1 
but Tr E aYy 	= 	4 a(N,), for all 	1 < Y < 16. Hence the only 
16 
solution to E 	a XYX is that all ax = 0 which means that the 
X=l J.n 
YX  are linearly\dependent. 
It therefore follows that any 4 x 4 matrix M may be written as, 
16 
M = E ay 
X=1 
then multiplying by y' and taking the trace we see that, 
	






In component form this reads, 
__ XE = 	E 
4N 	
(y ) 	M 
and as a special case, 
1 	XE 




which is the completeness relation for the matrices 
Finally, multiplying the completeness relation through by the 
spinors 	we find, (for Majorana spinors) 
pa 
Ta 
= 	 (T(cyX)T 
or, writing out the y 	explicitly, 




(-a ) 	+ 
	
ab 




THE DENSITIES g, h, E 
IIVKX 
 AND THE EINSTEIN ACTION 
We define, 




PV =. h pa vb 
h 	ab it follows that, 
h 	deth 	= ± 
1ta 
and 
det ha = det g 
jjV 
ha = 9 1h = - h 1 	etc. 
The variation of the determinant of any square non-singular matrix 
M is, 
6(det N) = (det M)Tr N 1 6N + 0(62). 
Hence, 
g ôg 	 (2a) Sg, =gg11")  69 ) 	= . -g liv 
and 
	
= 	h h 	cSh 
lia= 
	- h h 
lia 6h 
	 (2b) 
We shall define the totally antisymmetric tensor in 4-dimensional 
0123 
space-time so that c 	= +1 	in all bases (coordinate and non- 
coordinate). Under coordinate transformations (between coordinate 
bases) 	x1i - xU then, 





C 	4- C 	 = 	 C 
P 	 -r 	w x x 	x x 
so that 











P 	 1 	(j) x' 	x 3x 	x x 
31VKX 
is therefore a contravariant tensor density of weight 1. 
paTw Now with EE g g g g s .1VKX 	 \? KT Xw 




hence 	 C 	= gC ItVKA 
In particular for Minkowski space time, C abcd = - C abcd . More 
generally the relation between c 1.IVK 
A
(coordinate basis) and 
abcd 
E: 	(Lorentz basis) is determined as follows: 




= h h h h Eabcd VKA = g C 	 h pa vb 	c Ad 
abcd 
i.e. c PVKX = -h h h h h 	C 	, etc. paVb <c Ad 
With this result we see that, 
A 	 2 bcd 
C 
PVK C 
= 	h C 	C 	 = 	24g 
1.IVKA 	 abcd 
which agrees with equation (3). 
In general we see that, 
A 	 V K A 9mnp 
C = -hh h h h C C 
xVK Cbd 
	 Q m n p 	abcd 
= 	+ h hil h  hKh 
A 	£mnp 
i m np C Eabcd: 
]JVKA 
C 	C 	 hh1 h"  h'< h  abcd = 





31 C UVK Cbd 
=v 	K 







a 	b UVKX 	 2h h 
K 
 h 	 (5c) h h C C = P v abcd 	
: di 
and 
hahbh c VKX C 1t 
	
C = 	6 h hA . 	 (5d) 
p V K 	 abcd 	
d 
 
Any differential 4-form, 0, on 4-dimensional space-time may be 
written, 
= 	f 	0°  A 0' A 02 A 
= 	f(x) C13 	01 A 0 A 4. 
f(x)e.., 01  A 0 A 
0k 
 A 
where g = det g1. and {01}  is a general basis for 1-forms. 
Now on flat Minkowski space-time a volume integral over a region 1L 
takes the form, 
V U. 	= 	f d4x = 	I dx° A dx1 A dx2 A dx3  
fv 	
a 	b 	c 	d Cbcd dxAdxAdx Adx 
where x a  (a = 0, 1, 2, 3) are Lorentz coordinates. On a curved 
manifold the volume integral has the same form but the Lorentz basis 
is no longer a coordinate basis so that dXa -)- 0a and 
vtt= _ICbd0aA0A0cA0d 
= 	41 C 	hahbhchddXPAdXVAdXKAdXX 4. 	abcd p V K A 
= -J 
IL 
(det h pa )dx 
where we are now integrating over general coordinates x. 	Hence we 
have just shown that the volume measure on curved (or flat) space-time 
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is dv 	IhId4X 	= 	VCiI dx, 	in terms of general coordinates 
X
P.  
The Einstein Action 
The action for pure gravitation is, 
I E 	j 
= 	Idx'j R = 	
f 
d x h h hV b R ab 
a 	pV 
Using (5c) we see that 
'E 
 may also be written, 
1
d 	
1 PVKX 	h 
a  h b  R cd 
E 	
J = 	X4 	
abcd p 
61 	 61 
We now calculate the variations, 	- and cSh 
pa 	aB ab. 
p 
= 	5(h hTM 
a 
h 
  b )R uv ab 
=6hp (_hhaR+2hhv b R ab) 
a 	p 	 pv 
sI 
i.e. E = 2h(R - h R) 
5h 
	




= h h1' a 
h 




= 	h h' 	h 
 	








:a bJ p 









 ab)_B p c a 	B 




6B 	= h h 	




Now for any group invariant I(U,V) 	U.V where U and V are co- 
variants then 61 = 0 -> 6UV = -U.61V 
Hence D I 	a 
p I 
	= 	(3 U).V + U3 V 
p p 	 p 
= (DU)•V+U'DV, 
p 	 p 
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and wemay quite generally integrate by parts over covariant derivatives, 
U•D 11 V 	= 	total divergence - (D 
11 
U).V. 
Applying this result to 6B1'E  (a local Lorentz invariant) we see that, 
6B LE = total divergence - D (h h hV 	
ab 
	
11 	ab v 
then using (5c) aid dropping the total divergence, 
]JVKX 
c 	c 	(D h c)h d 
	ab 	
(7) B1 	- E = 	 abcd 1K X v 
and now using (5b) 
= -hhil  hvhK (D hc)6B 
a 	b 	ci 	
1.1 K 	'.1 
ab 
= -h(S K h\) 	1  +S hV 	
V 	ab 
+S ) 6B aK 	b jiba ba v 
where S 
1.1\) 
a = D h a - D h 
a 
 is the torsion tensor field and 
lAy 
S b = h1.'S 
b, 
 etc. 
a 	a 1.1\) 




= 	h(Sab' - h 	S jib + hV b 	a S ') 	
(8) 
The Supergravity Field Equations 
We illustrate the case of gravity coupled to matter using the 
supergravity Lagrangian, 
,SG 	
1 	p 	ab 	. 
= hh h R -2ic 	 . 	(9) a b pv p5VKX 








6h = 	pa 	2 i-ia 	 3J\)KA ' 151'aD  
so that the field equations for the vierbein fields are 
iK2 	 —V 
R _ 	R !h 	= —c 
a 2 a h VKX 	5a DK 
(10) 
For the B 
ab 
 we see that, 
B 'SG 	= 	-4- h h1" hV 
	ab - . iIVKX - 	5(B 
ab
)CY R 	2ic 	
K 	abX a 	b i-tV 
then using (7), 
1.IVKA 1 	 c d 1 = c 	•(- 	
6B ab. 
2- Eabcd S 	hVK 	- 2 K151v0abX) i 
1.IVKX - 	 i-IVKX Now 	£ 	
K 5 V ab 	
= -1 c 	
abcd h X V 
B''SG 	
i-IVKX 	 d 1 	c + 	
KYV)Bi-I 
= ab CabcdhA 	VK 	2 
then using (5b) 
11 = h h 	hV hK 	





- 2 	K 
Hence the field equations for the Bab  are, 
a 	Dha.Dha = iK2J) a 	 (11) 
i-tV 	 i-tV 	Vi-1 	 i-i 	V 
and give the torsion S a algebraically in terms of the spin - 
fields p. 	Equations (11) may be solved for B 
11 
ab by writing, 
B ab = B ab (h) + K ab where B ab (h) is the zero-torsion con- 
]I 	 1t 	 1_I 
nection (1.44), i.e. the solution of D h a - D h a = 0. With 
this substitution (11) becomes 
K a hb_ K a hb 	K a _Ka 	= _iK2 p1) 
b V 	Vb 3-I V 	V3-t 3J V 
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Rewriting this equation twice with a cyclic permutation of indices 




= 	K2( .1 
a 
V 
 + - a 	- 	a)  
hence, 
ab(h, ) = Bab 	i 2 - a 	—ab 	—a b B  (h) - K 	(y i + y L + L' 	) 
Finally, for the 	field we see that 
	
ISG = 	-2i e 
JIVKX 
(6T ji Y5YVD IPX + 
The second term = total derivative + 2i E LVKX ( - Y5(D K ') 
h a)IP 
11 
+ 	X Y5  y V 
Dip), 
then using (11) and the identity, C')KX 	1aip 
(which is verified using the Fierz resuinmatjon), we find that, 




- 	 - 
= 	 Y5-rVDKipX - 	y D ip 5') 	K 1.1 )  
Hence the field equations for i 
11 
are, 
5VKX = 0 	 (13) 




NON-LINEAR REALIZATIONS AND THE EINSTEIN ACTION 
a) Gravity as a Spontaneously Broken Gauge Theory of SO(2,3) 
SO(2,3) has 10 generators, MAB = - MBA (A,B =0,1,2,3,5), 
satisfying the Lie algebra. 
[NAB,  MCD I = i(nAC MBD + "BD MAC - AD MBC - BC M) 
where 	
nAB 	
= 	diag(+l, -1, -1, -1, +1) 
The Nab  (a,b = 0,1,2,3) generate the Lorentz subgroup SO(1,3) and 
we decompose the above relation into, 
	
[Mb, Md I = 	1acMbd+T1bd Mac 	fl adMbcflbc ad M ) 
	
(la) 
[Mb,  Md I = 	i(fld M 5 - 	M ) bd 5a 
	 (lb) 
[M5b, MSd] = 	i M. 
	 (ic) 
The SO(2,3) gauge potentials are the components of the connection 
form, w = w 
1-I 
 dx1' 	where 
W 	=—B 	N 	
_ 
= --B 	M + i B 	M p 2 p AB 2 p ab 	p 5a 
i AB i ab 5a 
(2) 








p p 31 	 p 
For infinitestimal transformations, g = 1 + i AB MAB (neglect 
O(u2)) 
AB 	
(w B 	B 
AB 	A.0 B AC B 
= w - - u 
C) p p 	 pC p  
=234 
	
ab 	 ab 	
P C 	 TI 
ac b bc a 
i. 	
C 
e. = 3w - (w B -w B ) 	 (3a) 
P 	 1I  
and 
5a 	5a a 5c 5c a 
= 3w 	w B 	-w .B Pc 	 (3b) 
The 	SO(2,3) covariant derivative V 
11 
is given by, 
V 	3 w = D _IBSaM 
P = 	P -  I-I 	 I-' 	ii 5a 
where D 	= 	3 - - B 
ab M 
	is the Lorentz covariant derivative. 
P p2 	ab 
The field strengths, B AB are then defined by, 
3IV 
AB 	- 
= 	--B 	M - 	- (3w -3 	- 
V 	 ]IV 	AB 	 p V 	V p 	11 V 
so that 
AB 	 AB 	AB (BACBB _BACBB) B 	= 3 B 	3 B + p v p vC v pC 
i.e. B 	= R 	+ 
ab 	ab 	(B 
5a B 5b - B 5a  B  5b) 	 (4a) 
P 	V 	 \) 	1   
and 
5a 	 5a 	5a 
B 	= DB D  
JIV p \) V p 
(4b) 
ab 	 ab 	ab 	ac b 	ac b where R 	= 	3 B 	- 3 B 	+ (B 	B - B 	B ) 	are the P V V P P VC V pc 
SO(1,3) field strengths, eqn. (1.36 ). 
We now briefly review the model of West and Stelle 64 '77 for 
a gauge theory of SO(2,3), spontaneously broken to SO(1,3). The 
spontaneous symmetry breaking in this model occurs through the intro-
duction of the auxiliary Higgs fields, yA(x)  which form an SO(2,3) 
5-vector, subject to the SO(2,3) invariant constraint, 
yA(x) y(x) 	
= 	AB 	
YB(x) = R2 = m
-2 
. 	(5) 
This constraint prevents the components from all acquiring vacuum 
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expectation values and so triggers the spontaneous symmetry breaking 
of SO(2,3) down to the stability subgroup, SO(1,3) of any point on 
the hypersphere yAyA = R2. 
An SO(2,3) invariant gauge action incorporating the Higgs multi- 
plet y 
	
is (69)  
1\)KX 	 AB 	CD 	E+.X(X)(A 	- R2) . 	(6) = 	 B 	B m ABCDE iiv KA 
The yA(X)  and X(x) are all auxiliarly fields which may be eliminated 
through their algebraic field equations to obtain an action non-
polynomial in the BAB.  Notice that the field equation for the 
scalar ).(x) is simply the constraint (5). 
.Since we have a local gauge invariance and since the y(x) form 
an SO(2,3) 5-vector, it follows that we may find a gauge.in'which 
YA = (O,O,O,O,R). In this gauge (unitary gauge) we see that the 





Cbd .iv KA unitary 
Substituting, for B 
11v 
ab from (4a) 
° 	u





- = 	E 	Ebd 	KA 	 'p.1  
	
+ 43 5a  5b
3  5c3 
X 
 5d1 	
. 	 (7) 31 	V 	K  
This may be identified as theory of gravitation if we call 
ha 	= m1 B 
11 
Sa the vierbein field, with 	
11 
aj = 0 as required. 
The use of m as opposed to K (gravitational constant) for re-
scaling BJSa  is fully justified in Chapter III by the requirement 
of the contraction of the adjoint representation of S0(2,3) as this 
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group contracts (m - 0) to iso(1,3)). 
The first term in (7) is the Gauss-Bonnet topological invariant: 
6(8:11VKX 	 ab 	cd = 	pVKA 	(6R ab)R c R 	R ) 2C Cabcd ,,  
V 	KA 
cd 
abcd p (A 
but in Appendix C we show that c TJVKA  6 R ab = c 31\)K A D(6 Bab), 
11') 	 11 	V 
therefore, 
31VKX 	 ab 	cd 	= 	IIVKA 	 ab )Rcd 
C R 	R ) 
	
2c 	C D(6B abcd pV KA abcd p v KA 




D R  	= 0 are the Bianchi identities for the Lorentz 




 (A 	- 
cd - 
C 	R 	R ) total derivative, 
for any variation of the spin connection potentials 	ab B 
11 
. 
Dropping the Gauss-Bonnet topological invariant we see that, 
2 3IVKA 	 2 	 - = 4m c 	¶abcd[h ah bRcd + m h.ahbh::ch.dj 
31 	 31 V KA 	 31 V K A 
The first term is the Einstein Lagrangian (Appendix C) so that we multiply 
,Z 	through by a dimensionless coupling parameter 	and identity 
asthe gravitational coupling constant K. 
= 	4 	31VKA 	 a 	b 
KX 
 cd 	4m 
C 	C h h + -r- (24 det h a) 
A2 u 	K2 	 abcd p V p 
I('R+6m2 v'j) 	(see Appendix C). 
A2 J 	K2 
Hence the S0(2,3) action, (6) reduces to the Einstein action with a 
cosmological constant, -6m2. 	This cosmological term may be removed 
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at this stage by letting m - 0 (contraction of SO(2,3) to iso( 1,3), 
see Chapter III). 
b) Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking and the Non-Linear Realization of 
Groups on Their Coset Spaces 
A Lie group G. may be realized as the Lie transformation group 
acting on an n-dimensional manifold M. If {x1} (i = l ..., n) 
are coordinates on M 
n 	 n 
then the action of g E G on M may be 
written as 
x 
j 	g + x ,i 	= 	T g x 	x'1(g,x3). 	 (8) -
For fixed g we see that the non-linear operator Tg effects active 
general coordinate transformations where x i  and xTi label dif-
ferent points in the same coordinate system. One special case of 
interest is when Tg is simply a linear matrix operator 
	
= 	Tg x 	= 	T(g)1. x 
and g -+ T(g)1. is the n x n matrix representation of C. Any 
realization g -+ Tg of G is required by definition to satisfy, 
Tg1 T92 	= 	Tg 1g2 	 (9) 
Now consider a subgroup H of G and recall that we may partition G 
into left or right cosets, gH and Hg (for all g c G). By selecting 
just one element from each coset in the partition we factor H out of 
G and obtain the coset space, 	. It is therefore clear that any 
g c G may be written as, 
9 	= 	ch 	(for left cosets) 
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where 	h e H 	and 	C 
Let 	1~1 Lie algebra of G with basis {X1} (I = 1, ..., n), 
then we write '15  as, 
IOJ = 	IX1 = E a T + E
i 
S 	= 	 a 
where 	
= 	
a T 	(a = 1,..., n-m) and T 	are coset generators 
	
1I.= 	Si 	(i = 1,..., m) and Si are subgroup H generators. 
The n-rn parameters E a are coordinates for the coset space, 
labelling each point 	c = e__•a, 	so that (lOa) becomes, 
g = e IT 
	
(lOb) 
The non-linear realization of G on the (n-m) -dimensional manifold 
is then simply defined by the group multiplication, g1g2 = g3 which 
for (lOb) reads, 
ge 	Tah 	= 	e 
Eta 
ah' 
T 	 taT i.e. 	 a = 	e 	a h1 	(h1 = h' h 1) . 	 (11) 
This equation may be solved explicitly provided the algebra has the 






[6, 	zIL . 	 (12c) 
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The explicit solution of (11) will take the form, 
(l3a) 
and 
h1 	= 	h1(, g) 	 (13b) 
Clearly (13a) defines a realization of C on ff acting explicitly 
through the coordinates, E 	of G.  (The definition (9) is satisfied 
automatically since this realization is defined by the group multi-
plication). In general the relations (13) will be non-linear, however 
for g = h c H we see that (11) becomes 
h eTa = e?aTa h1 
and the L.H.S. 	= he aT 
	1 a h 
but (12b) implies that h eTa  h1 
aT 
Hence, identifying the L.H.S. with e 	a h1 we see that, 
etaTa =h eTa h 1 	and 	h = h1. 




!a(a h)Ta =. h E a  	h 1 = (T(h)ab 	Ta  
and 
= 	h1(, h) 	= 	h. 
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Non-Linear Fields 
Suppose we have fields (coordinates) 	, which transform as, 
(14) 
then we define new fields, 	= c ( 	, ) by 
TeTa 	. 	 (15) 
The transformation of the 	
a under g c G is then, 
g 
= a 	 a 	Te a a 
= 	T_ aTa Tg 
= 	T  1 TTa a (using (11) and (9)) 
i.e. 	 = a 	h1 T a 	(h1 = h1(g,)) . 	 (16) 
The fields 	( , 	) thus transform under the full group, C, a a 
only by elements h1(g, a) of the subgroup H. The significance of 
these fields is well illustrated in the following two examples. 
Example. (a) 	If t 	form a vector space for the linear representation 
= T(g) 	then the non-linear fields 	a  are defined by 
= T(e Ta) 
and transform as, 
-241-- 
= T(h1(g, a)) ;f 	 (17a) 
If T(g) is an irreducible matrix representation of C then 
T(h1) will be a reducible representation of H and may be transformed 
(by a similarity transformation) into the block diagonal form, 
T(h1) 	0 	0 	 (l) 





The 	0 	form irreducible representations of H and don't 
mix with each other even under the full group G. 	(The components 
of o mix under a transformation g e G.) 
Example (b) 	Now consider the components, w 1 of the connection 
form w = W X dx' which transform under g c C according to, 




' = Tgw 	= gwg -ga 11 g 
We therefore define the non-linear gauge potentials as the components of, 
W 	T 	aT W = eTa w  eTa - e_E a Ta 	eTa 	(18a) e a 
and we may verify directly from (11) that W 	transforms as, 
u h 1 - h3 h 1 . 	 (18b) W 	 W 
11 
' = h 
1  liii 	1.i 
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Now, 
W = w T + w S. 
3.! 	a 	311 





= h1 w 
11 a a 
T h1 1  (19a) 
and 
	
is. 	= 	h w 1S. h -1 - h 	h -1 	 (19b) 3.1 	1 13.1 	1 	1 	13.11 
and we observe that the non-linear gauge potentials W 
a
11 , corres-
ponding to the coset generators have homogeneous transformations. 
Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking 
Here we are interested in field theories in which the action is 
invariant under G but the ground state of the system is only invariant 
under a subgroup H. Physically equivalent 'vacuum states' are con-
nected via the action of the C c 2 and, in fact, the orbit of the 
vacuum states (under the action of G) is in one-one correspondence 
with the coset space 	. 	It follows therefore that within the frame- 
work of the non-linear realization of symmetry groups on their coset 
spaces, the coordinates, 	
a'  of the coset space play the role of 
the Goldstone modes in a field theory (64). If the G-invariance is 
a local symmetry then the coordinates 	
a 
 are a set of fields 
= 	a(X3.1) which may be gauged away by the transformation 
g = eaTa (see equation (11)). The gauge in which these 
Goldstone fields vanish is known as the unitary gauge and we see from 
(15) that in this gauge the non-linear fields 	coincide with 
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Non-Linear Lagrangians 
The transformation properties (16) of the non-linear fields, 
a) enable us to construct actions from these fields which 
need only be linearly invariant under the subgroup H to be in-
variant under the full non-linear transformations of G, with 
h -- h1(g, E 
a) 	
These actions implicitly contain the Goldstone fields 
a(X) through the definition (15) of the non-linear fields. Gauging. 
away the Goldstone fields leaves an action which is only invariant 
under the subgroup H. 
(c) 	Non-Linear Actions for Gravity 
The problem of constructing a gauge theory of SO(2,3) spontaneously 
broken to SO(1,3) is now approached using the general theory of 
section (b). We are interested in the non-linear realization of 
SO(2,3) 	 . 	The relevant decomposition of the algebra is, 
	
± AB . 5a 	jab 	= 
2 	M = iw M —w M AB 	 5a 2 ab 
An element g of SO(2,3) is thus written as 
w 5a 
M- 
g 	= 	e 
1 	a h 	(h c SO(1,3)) 
and the w(X) are the four Goldstone fields in the system. The 
non-linear gauge potentials for SO(2,3) are, 
5a 	jab 
W = iB M +—B M p 5a 2 p ab 
and the non-linear field strengths are defined by 	 - 





5a = 	5a 	5a 
	
]IV 	 TI V 	V TI 
(where 	 - i ab M ) 
j 2'" ab 
The geometrical significance of this theory is discussed in Chapter I, 
here we are only interested in writing down non-linear actions. 
These actions are identified as SO(1,3) invariants formed from 
the covariant field strengths B 
ab 
 and 	5a as well as the 
gauge potentials 	5a corresponding to the coset generators M5a 
which transform homogeneously according to (19a). Such non-linear 
actions include, 
/(1) 	
IVKA 	 ab 	cd = c 	
Ebd tn) KX 
A2) 	
TIVKX 	 5a 5b cd = E E bd11  v KX 
TIVKX 	 5a j 5b i 
K 
5c j  5d 
= C 
= 	B 	B 44) 	
3IVKA 	5a 	5b 
T.1V KA 	ab 
All these Lagrangians are invariant under the full non-linear action 
of SO(2,3). In the unitary gauge the invariance is reduced to the 
SO(1,3) subgroup with B ab -- B ab, B 	5a -- B 
PV 
5a and B11 
 5a 	5d - B 
Notice that in the unitary gauge we may identify the terms in 
and /'(3)  with those occurring in the model of West and Stelle 
and they give the Einstein action together with a cosmological term. 






B 	B 	nab where 
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B 5a 
= D B 5a - D B 5a 
11V 	 11 V 	V 11 









a). 	Now with the 
are the vierbein fields it follows 
(Appendix C) that 	
PV 
1 ~ = hKa(Dphva - DVhPa) is the torsion tensor 
field which doesn't occur in gravitational actions, (rather it occurs 
in the algebraic field equations for the Bab - Appendix Q. We 
therefore do not expect' 
(4) to contribute to a theory of 
Einstein-Cartan gravity. 
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